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FACE TRIAL

Arizona Sheriff
quests
Arrest of T- hankers
Connected V.fArs National Hejr

the Industry

Totals $250,000,000

and Employment is Given
to About 250,000.

ri

lV0RTED

EVERYBODY DOESN'T
MONEY"
MAKE

PERJURY
TO BE

ArSenate Committee Hears
and
Against
guments for
e
a High Tariff on Foreign-Mad-

Holbrook' jucial Notified
ties Refuse to
That

TO

Return ij Arizona Without Requisition,"

Pictures.
(Br The Asetwtoted rrese.)
The
Dec . 27.
Washington.
.seven
American people spend from
to
hundred fifty million dollar"
to see
one billion dollars a year senat,
motion picture .hows, the
told today
finance committee was

--

Hugo Stinnes.
Hugo Stinnes, the financial "emperor of Germany, is planning to
come to America In the near
future, according to word from
to about Berlin. Stinnes, through his vast
and employment is given
railroad, steamship and Industrial
250,000 persons.
holdings, practically owns
Paul M. Turner o New Yorn,
Equity
speaking for the Actor
testified that the idea
,. whorl v connected with the
was
industry made "big .money"
of
erroneous; that M per centf Ims
those engaged -- In making
received only a iivu.b
inHe and John Emerson, anYork,
New
dependent producer of and
for D.
speaking for himself
on lm- W. Griffith, urged a duty
BO
to tU
i.j iirv.a tt from
of
per cent ad valorem In place
AT

.u.

CHINESE TARIFF

BE INC REVISER

CONFERENCE

per cent m ."j
Pleads for High Tariff.
Htiir that only a high
tariff stood between the Industry Tentative Draft of An Agreeend mrtrmination, Mr. Turner
ment Is Presented By
declared that at this time 54 German made pictures were being exUnderwood; Action Is Dehibited in this country and that
ferred Until Today. fnni- nr five had yielded the ex
American
$2,500,000.
hibitors
(By The Aminctutirff TreM.)
producers cannot compete with the
Germans, he said, adding that
Washington, Dec 27, (By the
pictures which cost from $200,000 Associated Fress.) Under the tento $300,000 to produce in this
tative draft of an agreement precountry could be made in
for from $10,000 to $12,000. sented today by Chairman Underof the
8. F. Kogers or jew ior, wood of the
speaking for the National Associa- Washington conference, which is
tion of Motion Picture Industry, charged with
revising the Chines')
opposed the duty in the Fordney tariff with a view to Us yielding
bill, urging mat tne present rate increased revenue, China would be
of three cents a foot be retained.
An attack ou the Eastman permitted to levy an import-dulper cent for
Kodak company featured the hear of an effective five
A. ffce'ipreweJit alid U seven"and one1-- "
Mr. "Kogers, WiIllam
ing
De Ford of New York, counsel for half per cent duty at a later date
the International Film Service to be decided upon. Action on the
draft was deferred until
company, Inc., Frederic R. Coud-e- rt tentative
of New Tork, counsel for tomorrow.
The plan, presented after an exPaths Exchange, Inc., and other
witnesses charged that this com change of views by Japanese, BritChinese delegates, repreish
pany, through a monoply of the sentsand
a compromise between the
"raw film product would be able
and British opposed
to control the motion picture In- Japanese
and meets, in a measure the
dustry if imports were shut out. views,
American
viewpoint
by further
They consequently opposed the 20
per cent ad valorem duty on "raw" providing that a commission b.
films proposed in the Fordney bill. set up by the conference to study
China's tariff needs' to the end
Eastman Company Attacked.
that a twelve and a half per cent
Mr. De Ford asked the commit
tee to Investigate an agreement tariff ultimately be levied.
The Chinese delegation recently
which he said he believed the
Eastman company had made with proposed that China be permitted
12 2 per cent tariff beginning
a
representatives of the film labora
tories. He charged that after the January 1st, as the first step in
laboratories had opposed the pro- complete restoration to China of
posed duty on the imported films, tariff autonomy.
the Eastman company bought sev
eral laboratories as a "club" to IDENTIFY BODY FOUND
keep the others In line. Threatened with an invasion of their field.
ON FARMINGTON ROAD
the witness said representatives of
the laboratories entered into a
(By The Anaoctnted Free.)
written agreement among them- Gallup, N. M., Dec. 27. The
the

30
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Ger-Vma-

Arrest of J. M. Raynolds, president of the First National bank:
Guy L. Rogers, active vice president
of the First National, and L. M.
Raynolds, a cousin of J, M. Raynolds, who has been employed as
a bookkeeper in the local bank, was
requested yesterday by R. L. Newman, sheriff of Navajo county, Arizona, in a messago to Sheriff Tony
Ortiz, of Bernalillo county.
It is reported that the men are
wanted on a felony charge growing
out of the recent probe by a grand
Jury at Holbrook into the affairs
of the now defunct Holbrook State
bank.
No statement was made by county officials here as to what they
proposed to do with the request.
Sheriff Newman, however, wired
the Journal that he had been informed by Sheriff Ortiz that the
"parties refuse to return to Arizona without requisition."
The reported action of the First
National bank officers was unexpected in view of Mr. Rogers' statement made last Saturday that "our
connection with the (Holbrook)
bank was entirely a matter of legitimate business." It was thought
that they would willingly go there
for trial.
Local officials here will await
the next move of the Arizona

i

selves on September

i

to use only body found jem the road between
here and Farmlngton last Saturday
has been Identified by Russell M.
Hall of San Pedro, California, as
that of Harry N. Newton, a former
shipmate on the U. S, S. California,
according to a letter received here
from Hall today. The identification Is confirmed by W. K. Wamp-le- r,
also of California.
A card found on the body of the
WALL OF BUILDING AT
dead man gave the address of "P.
Box 19, care Postmaster, San
LAS VEGAS COLLAPSES O.
Francisco, California," and this is
jaid by Hall and Wampler to be a
'
IBPIOIAL DIBMTeH T4 WORNIN
JOUftNALI
address.
Las Vegas, N. M Dec. 27. The postoffice
entire east wall of the old
y
adobe building, on Bridge
street, formerly occupied by the HEAVY
Bridge bar, fell this morning while
workmen were preparing to demolish the building.
Nobody was
hurt. T. W. Smith, a cement conCAUSED BY RAIN
tractor, was caught under the second floor, which knocked him to
the ground but was unhurt. The
building was 40 years old. Damage amounted to about $1,000.
IN
9

f American made films.
Daniel R. Forbes, representing
tne beneca camera company,
also
attacked the Eastman company,
that
it
90
controlled
charging
per
cent of the production of rolled
films. He asked that such films
be retained on the free list, but
asked for protection for cameras.

i
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CALIFORNIA

SAN MIGUEL WOMAN IS
SH0TTHR0UGH WINDOW
iftPtOIAl

DISPATCH

0

MORNIN

JOURNAlt

Las Vegas N. M., Dec. 27.
Sheriff TJllbarrl and District Attorney Armljo are in San Miguel, thirty-five
miles southwest of here. Investigating the reported shooting
and wounding of a Mrs. Dimas,
aged 20. by a man who fired three
times through the window of Tier
home last night. The Identity of
the man is not known and Information of the tragedy here Is
scanty.
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CHARGES Off LA FOTXETTE
ARE DENIED B HOWARD
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 27.
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abide by the
agreement enforced Into by a few of
their representatives at Washington December 9," he asserted, "the
railroad Interests .will defeat the
united demand of farmers for rerailroad
lief from extortionate

"It the farmers

'
hands of that group to speak the
(Bf The Aiwoclated Trees.)
of the farmer in the framing
San Francisco, Dec. 27. Rain voice
of legislation dealing with transhas fallen In southern California

.

....

(Bjr The Anoclntel Frees.)

Washington, Dec. 27. Charges
were made by Senator LaFollette,
of Wisconsin, in a statement today,
that representatives of the railroads
and of the coal, steel and lumber
interests at a ' secret" meeting here
December 9, attempted to obtain
from farm organization leaders and
did obtain from such leaders adherence to an agreement not to
Dush lecislation to repeal the com
monly called guaranty section of the
transportation art and to restore
state control of state rates.
He made his charges In elaborating on his assertion "that a plan Is
afoot to perpetuate the fundamental provisions of the transportation
(tile
act, embodied in section 15-guaranty section of which a portion
render
and
to
March
1,)
expires
permanent tho intolerable conditions which have made the transportation system for the past two
years an Instrument for the exploitation of the American people."
In substantiation of his charges
Mr. LaFollette made what he described as "a brief report of the
action of the conference," held here
December 9, which he branded as
"a "conspiracy to betray not only
but the consuming,
the farmers,
and producing millions of the nation." This report was made public
by the senator without an explanation of its source.
The Alleged Proposal.
Senator LaFollette declared that
in brief tho alleged proposal of the
railroads was that the farmers
abandon their fight for lower rates
in return for repeal of one clause
which he added,
of section 15--

"I take this occasion to admonish

WEATHER

.........

rusn Legis
Aareen --woi-iolation to Repeal Guaranty Section of Transportation Act, States.

of that
Downpour In Southern Part the' farmersin to otbeware
farm
any the greatWashleadership
ConBeen
Has
of State
organizations represented in
In
them
that would shackle
tinuous for 10. Days; ington
combination with railroad execuAnaheim Streets Flooded. tives and with the great combina-

for ten days and continued today
with no forecast from the weather
bureau as to when it will cease.
San Diogo was isolated except by
ocean going vessels, as the high
ways and railroads have suffered
many washouts.
No loss of life has been reported
at any point In southern California
but the property damage has
been heavy.
FORECAST.
Nearly nine Inches
of
27.
rain has fallen in Los Angeles
Dec.
New
Denver, Colo.,
Mexico: Wednesday and Thursday, in ten days. At Anaheim, two feet
partly cloudy. and unsettled; cool- of water ran through the streets
last night.
er southeast portion Wednesday.
In San Francisco the rainfall In
Arizona: Wednesday and Thursday, partly cloudy and unsettled; the last 24 hours was 1.59 inches
not much change in temperature. with a forecast of more rain today.
IiOCAL RF.POIIT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
COMMISSION FORM WINS
68
Highest temperature
.l
' Clovis, N. M., Dec. 27.- - At
40
Lowest , ,
. .. IS
a special election held here to- Range .
49
Mean
on the proposal to noopt
anj
92
the commission form of kov- Humidity at 6 a. m.
60
Humidity at 6 p. m....
ernment, a majority of about
140 was recorded in favor of
...None
Precipitation .
8
.
Maximum wind Velocity
the proposal.
,
South
Direction of wind..
Character of day. .. .Partly cloudy
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I.

Doom, Holland, Dec. 27 (by '
OLIVL ULUU I UN
the Associated Press.) Former
Emperor William, of Germany,
und his household celebrated
IS
MAKING
Christmas in exile
Europe, As in 1920, Drew their thirdBecause
the former
Sunday.
the Bulk of the U. S. imperial family is still in
for the former
Shipments; Exports to mourningobservances this year Socialist Leader Speaks at
South America Slumped. were quiet.
Washington Without PerFormer Crown Prince Fredsons
two
his
William
with
erick
Amtorlntrd
t'reee.)
mit; Didn't Know He Was
(Dy The
came here for the holidays.
Question of Auxiliary WarWashington, Dec. 27. American
Doing Wrong, Says.
Doom castle was decorated
0
business houses exported
ship Tonnage Will Probwith holly and In the chapel
In merchandise in the first
(By the Amoclnted rreee.)
there was a large Christmas
Freed
ably Be Left to a Later
27.
by.
eleven months of this year, accorditree. Christmas eve, William
Washington, Dec.
International Parley,
the house- President Harding from Atlanta.
ng to figures mado public today Hohenzollern called and
handed
hold into the hall
federal penitentiary, Eugene
by the department of commerce,
was
repria
Christmas
each
leader,
present,
socialist
Dobs,
which also gave imports as valued
TANGLE FARAS EVER
of manded tonight by Union station
consisted
which
chiefly
at $2,271,797,000. Jn the same
a speech
hPi-for
!,,.
making
money.
toFROM A SETTLEMENT
eloven mouths In 1020, exports
In a long speech the former without a permit before leaving
talled $7,507,729,000 und imports
Ind.
faithful
Terre
Haute,
for
emperor thanked "my
$5,012,424,000.
Before boarding his train Debs
friends," for their loyalty. He
Shantung Negotiations Also
The declining trade was shown
a crowd of several
to
the
addressed
that
owing
explained,
further in statistics for November
Take on a More Serious
ex
In
tho
station,
InIn his
hundred persons
when exports aggregated $294,347,-00- 0 severe curtailment
: ft
come he was compelled to pressing his gramutie ior n
as compared with $343,597,000
Aspect; Japs Won't Make
economize and make his gifts rorentlon here and closing with
for October and $676,628,000 for
of his opposition to
a
reiteration
Further Concessions,
In
smaller
than
years.
previous
November of last year.
war and belief in the force of love
Imports for November aggregatof the world.
in
the
redemption
(By The Asuwiated Frrse.)
ed $211,027,000 while for October
'
V
No effort was mado ny uniWashington, Dec. 27 (by the
they were $294,437,000 and for No.
to interfere with
formed
police
Associated Press.) Tho submavcmber, 1920, were $321,209,000.
the address, but immediately upon
Europe, aa In 1920, drew the FRANCE
rine controversy has revealed so
its conclusion, a plain clothes man
bulk of American
foreign shiprushed up to Debs and demanded
of opinion
wide ft difference
ments, tho figures showing that
In
to
If he had a permit
speak
among the powers that the arms
ior November merchandise valued
informed
on
and
the
being
station,
at $163,349,000 went there, making
delegates are seriously discussing
"You
RATIO in the
negative declared:
the total for the eleven months
a plan to leave the question of
a great liherty."
have
taken
North
Neighboring
Debs Apologizes.
auxiliary warship tonnage to a
American countries received
Debs, who had grasped the plain
later International conference.
In November
shipments
clothes man by the hand under
FOR
So far consideration of the proand $1,087,446,000 for tho eleven
r,
the impression that he was a
YL
Shih
Liang
montha.
and said he
ject has been formal, with conapologized
VI
Shih
has
counbeen
named
Liang
Exports to South American
had not known he was doing
ference leaders outwardly reflect- premier of China, succeeding Chin
tries for the eleven montha aggrewrong.
ing a hope that the present negowho
40
or
the
Maintain
to
resigned
recently
about
per
$257,120,000,
gated
Suggestion
After rather excited bickering with his entire raliiuet.
tiations may yet bring the submaThe
apcent of tho value of commod'tiej
clothes
the
plain
reporters,
is in lino with the new rine
Status Quo Won't Be with
to a solution. In
sent there in the corresponding
man declared he was the chief of pointment
liberal policy of the government many problem
however, them
quarters,
He
station.
Union
the
period Inst year.
Unofficial
of
the
Is
police
Accepted,
and the new premier is expected are growing signs ot discourage
To Asia the figures show was
said he had had no special orders to form
Announcement.
shipped merchandise of an aggrebut that the regulations of the, factions. a cabinet embracing all ment over tho prospect and an
accompanying tendency to examgate value ot $439,476,000 in the
station forbid speechmaking with
same
for
ine carefully
eleven months but
the
possibilities of the
out a permit.
(By The Anaorlnted Freea.)
postponement plans.
period in 1920, the shipments were
"I wish," Debs said in his
Dec. 27, (By the
Washington,
official
In eleven
In highest American
valued at $716,737,000.
"to do myself the Justice
Instructions of speech,
months, this year, Americans ship- Associated Press.)
circles, it is said today that a
to return my grateful thanks for
subon
the
French
the
government
a
further
concrete proposal for
I
ped $147,104,000 and $68,837,000
tho kindness shown me here.
to Oceania and Africa, respectivelmarine question, reached at a also wish to express my gratitude
conference might be laid before
were
ot
to
tho arms delegates within a few
.
cabinet
y.
of
the
today,
the
N
the
press
representatives
meeting
For the eleven months of last received tonight by the French
whoso courtesy, fairness
and
days. President Harding was said
to
to feel such confereneo would be
year the exports amounted
arms delegation and whllo their kindess has been beyond expres
a logical development of his pol$239,938,000 for Oceania and $149,. nature was not announced, it was sion.
069,000 for Africa.
said in responsible circles after M.
icy in International consultations,
"Many disagree with me In an
and it was indicated that he had
Imports from Europe for the Sarraut, head of the delegation, economic and social way, but we
montliB
of
eleven
the year and Admiral do Bon had conferred are all human and one touch of
first
communicated his desires to the
0
were $692,263,000 against
nature
France
makes
the
American delegation.
wholo world
with Secretary Hughes, that
for the corresponding per- would not accept tho American kin."
lapnn and France Firm.
iod of 1920, while from Canada, suggestion for her to maintain the
Believes In Free Speech.
Tonight the submarine tangle
Will
BeNot
Peace
Mexico
American
Central
ever
Debs said that he left Washingand
Bring
status quo in submersibles.
apparently was as far as concountries the Imports totalled il
French spokesmen declined to ton "without a trace of blttorness
despite
tween the Two Countries, from a settlement, American
deleeleven months $702,980,000 aa say whether the instructions au- or hatred," adding that "many
ferences between
in thorized the delegates to make any hate me," but that
compared with $1,673,440,000
those ,of Japan and
they were
Says Irish "Envoy" As gates and
the eleven months ot the preced- compromise on the original French entitled to their feelings and the
France, the two powers who are
He Sails for Dublin.
From South America request for submarines of at least expression of them.
ing year.
holding out against the American
"I believe in free speech," he
the business, houses In the United 90,000 tons. The French position
compromise proposal. The naval
States imported In the eleven in this regard, it was added, would said. "In the expression of these
New York, Dec. 27. Harry J. committee,
which has not met
months of this year $268,607,000, be outlined at tomorrow's meeting differing opinions we find our way Boland, Irish "envoy" to America, since Saturday, will resume toto higher civilization.
while in the firHt eleven months of the naval committee.
and member of tho dail elreann. morrow, but neither the French
last year the imports were
"With every drop of Wood
It is understood, however, that
expect to bo in a
expressed opposition to the peace nor Japanese
In my veins. I nin
the Freuch position Is based In a
opposed to
on de- position to modify their objections
Britain
Great
with
treaty
war.
The imports from Asia totalled general way on the
Human
)lfo Is too
nn
parting, for Dublin to take part LU II1C Vllici iia
t
sacred a thing to be
In
,4,S0l,t))0 und $1,222.7 1,000 for of the exfcrrtng strength as it apNcgotiatiohs'Ovfer "Shantung also'
in tho voting for acceptance or
bloodshed. Love Is the greatthe first eleven months of this plies to what is regarded by them
more
serious aspect totook on a
rejection of the pact.
est forcu In the world, love
year and last year respectively. as strictly
defensive craft. The
the
"As I have read it in press dis- day when
Japanese, after
will
Decemto
redeem
Oceania
described
ns, love will save
Imports from
French naval experts are
patches, I am against it," he receipt ot fresh instructions from
ns and write our nnines In the
ber 1, this year, were $79,890,000 as holding that each country is
said, "because in my opinion, it Toklo, let It be known that they
the depths of civilization."
while in 1920 they were $183,755,-000- . entitled to say for itself how many
not bring peace between Ire- were not prepared to make any
Debs and his party are sched- will
From Africa there enme Im- "defensive craft" are needed, takland
and England.
further concessions in their exports of $33,653,000 In the first ing Into consideration the extent uled to reach Indianapolis at 1:30
"I
reaIi;:o thoroughly that our changes with the Chinese over rep.
tomorrow
m.,
eleven months ot this year as comnnd
homeland
nrnreori
both
the
of
of coast line
Fu
of the Tslngtao-Tsina- n
there to Terre Haute, planning to people were not in a position to turn
pared with $146,827,000 In 1920.
and colonial possessions.
Tho Chinese already
leims iu iwiKianu, anil l railroad.
'",iiiiiai
nlio.,f 1
tomorrw
fuel
can
the
in
that
declared
night ir
go no
negotiations of a have
they
,k
r
OFFICE TRANSFERRED.
demonstration
treaty they realized it was neces- - further toward a compromise, but
DENVER ATTORNEY DIES.
of welcome
Santa Fe, Dec. 27. The Hawk-ey- e
am y iu mnitc li'i mill B.ii:iuu:e
ill in some conference circles thero
Debs spent the ctnv
Denver, Dee. 27. William L.
company has transMining
tho interests of peace. 1 am sure still is hope that the two groups
ferred its principal office from 305 Dayton, prominent attorney, men-to callers, being interviewed and rest- that ull the substance
which
Eng- may bo brought together.
West Harrison avenue, Albuquer- tioned as a possible successor
ing.
Among his visitors were land has secured in the
E. 1 eter J.
Treaty Is Discussed.
MaeSwlney, brother of the can Lo very well, explained. treaty,
que, to the town of Mountainalr, In Federal District Judge Robert this
Meantime the new
here
late Lord Mayor of Cork, and
Torrance county. Lloyd Orrae Is Lewis, died at his home
Is Pacific treaty, already signed by
''.My
therefore,
morning, following a short illness. frank Morrison, secretary of tho based on objection,
president and statutory agent.
a moral issue, our Irish the United States, Great Britain.
American Federation of Labor.
citizenship.
France and Japan, got back Into
plans for tho future
'1 teel
sure that no matter conference discussions
,
.i
r..i.jjfuniio
through a
re- hi8
wht decision the members of the suggestion from Japanese
IT aWit
quarturn
will
submit ters that the four powers agree
they
B
to
nis
the
the
Irish
"hi i,
treaty
of
the
not
to
terms
people.
I
apply the
nceAll-.i'n '
.he "a,1' ' "In ,"avil"? 11,8 U,,ltod S,ate9' pact to the principal islands of
might
Chanff0
1
ofwl"-"ve been so cordially tho Japanese empire. In view otIn
method
differences of view developing
Just
We have more suggestions about what course to pursuewants
"
United States and Japan as
Tho composing room devil
,He JWOU,d wo,,t,'he added, support she has received from the the
Tll
now tlmii a dog lins fleas.
to the meaning of the treaty, the
'
Wo
frepdon1
"f
other
Sing.
Hernia
Angels
the
on
H
editorial
nn
"Hark,
prisoners
of
us to write
America and I know
people
were said to be considand
abolition of war
Wc can t lie bothered.
that Ireland will always bo true Japaneso
lack both the time nnd the inclination.
ering the suggestion of such an
Slay Visit Itussta.
to her friends."
An employe of the business office wants ns to expand upon
agreement.
Friends declared that an lnvita- - A
Inches of adcrowd of his friends interpretative
the fact thnt tho First National has enrried 750how
large
An interpretation not applying
l
a local paper, telling
strong they visit
to bid Mr. the
'
vertising within Is ten days in The
fhe'-to
".
the
major Japanese
treaty
hunk should subsidize Us defender.
aIIU mat lioianu larewc .
all right.
are. Dut that
,2
islands would be a reversal of the
Tho Ilnrti?
acceDt and hM
y.W.0Ul(J
Our only objection is to the contents of tho advcrtlsments.
an intention to go nbroad
understanding said to have existofficers are throwing away the stockholders' money. Every body by
ed among delegations when the
IS
announcing his intention to
udmita that the bank in strong. Wo have felt its strength. Every
...
vow
a
.n.
treaty was signed. It would be
lrom every
ORDER ISSUED BY A
dny wo have been telling our renders that tho bnnk Is sound.
woman and child in this
adverse also to the interpretations
country
Why pay good money to reiterate it?
RAILROAD TO CREWS announced by the American delespace to
r..a.country 10which he might
Our suggestion would be to use thin advertising
gation, but in harmony with that
of public monies without Interest;
,ake Up
"
lustify the deposit in banks
warfare.
voiced by President Harding.
hand,
(Hy The Amorlulcd I'cms.)
tho failure to report to tho state the dend men's money on assets
of
the
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 27. Enough Should Toklo decide formally to
a report; tho kiting
though the law required such State
suggest such an agreement, the
livestock to Biipply a cily of 25
Hank, and a few littlo things
and liabilities of the Holbrook
ESTABLISH A HEALTH
an intri000 population with meat for al- move might precipitate
like that. Add now and ttien a defense of the "clubbing" methods
most two years was desfeyed in cate situation In the conference.
of the officials who hnppen to be In charge of this great institution.
RESORT
ON BRINK OF
Another
21
is
Suggestion.
all
months by trains striking and
right anyThe people would rend this with a relish. But it
Another suggestion Involving In- V0LCAN0 IN HAWAII killing the stock
how. Wo do not Insist Uon it.
along tho light
reason
for
of
the
tell
ns
the
of lis system, the Louis- teresting political considerations
to
delay
wants
ways
cub
The
reporter
came
from B'rench circles. It was
ville and Nashville railroad anaKoiit the Journal bonds. He thinks we ought to expose the
"r The AocI,lt(l Frew.)
HIlo, Island of Hawaii, T. if., Dec. nounced.
Tho period covered the a hint, advanced informally while
methods used to delay us, but the bonds will speak for themselves
27. On the brink of one of the year of 1920 and the first nine the delegation waited for news of
difficulties
by their delivery. To get us to explaining our ownbunk
world's wonders the
months of 1921 and a loss ot $750,-00- 0 the decision of the cabinet in Paris,
e
people
instead of discussing their predicament is whnt the
was stated to have been suf- that French might be willing to
want. Wo decline to "fall for" It. The bond matter will take volcano of Kilauea on this island
agree to a status quo limitation of
the
soldiers
and sailors of the Unit- fered by tho road.
care of itself.
States stationed in Hawaii have
A "kill no stock" or lor h.is been submarine
strength If the other
The Journal was attacking pnhllc evils with complete freedom ed
and rnn nmuck of the First National. It tried to put us out of a remarkable health resort that Issued by tho railroad lo its train powers would Join with her in a
crews to prevent further loss.
might well stir the heart of a
business ns a public "menace." It Is trying it yet. That explnlng
iContinued on 1'age Two.)
to envy.
Its attacks on us now. To Jar public confidence In us Is the latest
Realizing that trnnn nfntinr.n lo
move.
Most the territory need occasional change
was justifiable.
Perhaps onr objection to annihilation
We fought back, thnt we might iu uooier climate, citizens of the
people object to being murdered.
We
found
It.
we
thnt
the Island of Hawaii subscribed a large
felt
live to expose corruption wherever
When tho people sum of money recently and erected
people needed a free nnd fearless champion.
barracks and other necessary buildconclude that they do not, wc will quit.
ings on a tract of fiftv acres overA grand Jury at Holbrook, Arizona, said that J. M. Raynolds
of
looking the spectacular volcano
connection
with
in
were
a
the
and Guy Rogers
felony
guilty
and commanding a full view of the
Holbrook State Rank failure. It indicted these men. We knew
neighboring dormant vpieano of
about It for several days, but the Journal had not snld a word. Mauna
Loa.
announced It itself, with a terrific
Finally the First National
screen
smoke
did
The
on
us.
work.
Rut
not
tho
assault
iicoplc theA long lease was obtained and
property was offered without
saw through it. The question np for discussion was tho Indictment
of those gentlemen for a crlnio und whnt they proposed to do charge to the army and navy for
use
of
their personnel. Major Genabout It.
Charles P. Summerall, comHaving assured tho people of their complete purity, and of eral
the terrible Injustice done them, we assumed that these men would mander of the Hawaiian depart
Inhasten to Arizona to vindicate themselves and prove their Innocence ment, accepted and immediately ar
before a Jury of their peers. But a Holbrook dispatch tells ns ranged tnat detachments should
make
the
short
steamer
Arizona
Journey
to
and
unless
to
decline
face
the
that they
go
charge
from 'Honolulu and visit the Kilthe governor of Arizona asks ior their extradition and Governor auea
military camp for a period of
Mechom grants it.
days at a time.
These gentlemen liasten to prove their Innocence In Arizona tenThe
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
camp is at an elevation of
Dec. 27. There are no to immorality is to diminish the
by staying in Kew Mexico! Charged with a felony, they refuse 4.000 feet
above sea level. The lawsChicago.
to face the court, unless they arc forced to do so.
authoritative enough and no vice which is the cause of the dis
of the men and the change It
When the county ttorn"v of Navajo county, Arizona, told visits
penalties severe enough to restrain eases."
afforded from life in the
.1. M. Raynolds, In tho presence of his attorney, A. B. McMlllen,
He criticised birth control as
climate that prevails In the men and women from crime, if
to "remove what lawyers
that. ho found evidences of a criminal offense in connection with rest of the
tending
archipelago, has proven there Is lack of moral and spiritual generally agree is the main reason
the Holbrook bank, Mr. McMlllen Raid, "If you indict them, you of
of
to
benefit
the
health
great
conviction. Bishop C. J. Kephart of why respectable young women are
can't extradite them." Was Mr. McMlllen merely guessing at their the troops,
according to medical Kansas City,
Mo., said In an ad- less given to the social evil than
power over Governor Mccliem when ho said this, or did lie already officers
attached to the depart- dress before
have nn understanding with mo governor ana was speaking mental
the International young nien of the same grade of
surgeon.
fear of unPurity conference tonight.
authoritatively for him?
society w, wbolpfin
The only way to escape the con- welcome motherhood.'
It remains to be seen whether tho political Influence of Mr.
Mr.
is
to
Is
save
to avoid vice,
them from
The Philippine people have a
sequences of vice
great enough
Raynolds and
Rogers
CHANGES IN VISIBLE
Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts of Washing- high standard
facing a jury in Arizona. The "common geezer" would be on Ms
?.,rrallty which lu
SUPPLY U. S. GRAIN ton, 15. C, superintendent of the different from that of both
way there now. Can these men exercise the "pull" to stay here
and hay tliclr Innocence- at a New Mexico moon, Instead of provInternational reform bureau, told
and occidentals, E. B. Rodthe conference.
ing It to an Arizona Jury? Can they?
(By The Anoelated I'm)
riguez said. The Philippine concepNew York. Dec. 27. The visible
Tho Journal does not proress to pass npon the guilt of these
Referring to the act of Theodore tion of morality Is found In the
men, but if polities Is so rotten in New Mexico thnt Arizona cannot supply of American grain shows Roosevelt, when president. In stop- proverb. "Purity Is dearer than
have men, indicted by a lawful grand jury, delivered to her, we the following changes: Wheat, in- ping licensed vice and opium traf- life." he said, and asserted that
are arrived at a pretty pass.
creased 1,361,000 bushels; corn, in- fic In the Philippines, he asserted this high moral standard Is so
creased S, 310, 000 bushels; oats, de- a statement maso ty the late pres- strictly enforced and adhered to
People hero will have tlielr doubts about your Innocence,
Inident summed up the situation;
that in 1918, out of 10,500.000 pergentlemen, until yon go to Arizona and prove It. We know that creased 766 j000 bushels: rye. decreased 4S4.000 bushels; barley,
"The only really efficient way In sons, there were but 1.121 .coses of
tho cllmato hero Is satisfactory, of course.
to
bushels.
which
creased 72,000
control the diseases due crime against chastity,

E

$1,160,-410,00-
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CITY

Denial

that there was any thing- "secret
and unholy" at the Wasnington
conference December 9, as charged
by Senator LaFollette, was made
tonight by James R. Howard, president of the Amertcan farm bureau
federation. .
"An attempt was mado to get an
agreement to oppose the Cupper
bill, which repeals the guarantee
bill
clause of the Cummlns-Ksc- h
the powers of
and
In
Intrastate matters," he
the state
anlrl.
"Th farm reDresentatlves
objected to this, standing firm for
the repeal of all guaranteed re
turns and the Integrity or .state

commissions.
"Matters pertaining to reaucea
lnhnr nnrt other ODoratinK COStS
were discussed as well as the railto
way labor board, but no attempt
was made.
reach an agreement
This conference grew out of the
held at New
former conference
York September 21. At this meet1
ing made a plea for reduced rates
Continued on Page Two.)

S ALONE WON'T RESTRAIN

AND WGMEFI FROM CRIME,

ISHOP DECLARES IN ADORES

Moral and Spiritual Conviction Also Needed;
Only Way to Escape the Consequences of
Vice Is to Avoid Vice, Says Dr. Crafts,
ternational Reform Bureau Head.

semi-tropic- al

ls

-
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TOOK SHOW

SUB DISPUTE TO
BE SHELVED, IS THE
INDICATION NOW

,

FLAG OF THE INDIAN REVOLUTIONISTS
SHOWN BY INDIAN PRINCESS IN U. S. OUSTER

December 28, 1921.

TO BE

IT
April 3, 4,
Dates;

Surpass

HELD

III

(Continued from pace One.)

treaty

UIKE GIT!

dpsiffijed

G

sucn

ja
treaty would be similar in purpose
to that Just concluded to cover the
Pacific, and would have as its
signatories France, Great Britain
5 and 6 Are the Italy and Germany. Should they
desire to do fo, it was said, the
Will United
Exhibition
States and Japan miaht also
participate in the agreement, alAny of Past though
the inclusion of the four
lenuiuveiy

HEARD

to preserve peace

in Knropean waters.

outlined,

a

SUPREME COURT
Removal of Suffolk County,
Mass., District Attorney Is
Asked; Misconduct of Of-

Years is Prediction.

LANTERN
AS 'AN HONEST MAN'

A LIGHTED
--

Dec.
27. EuWashington,
gene V. Debs, socialist leader,
was given the lighted lantern
today as "an honest man."
Urbain Ledoux, who once
sold labor on an auction block
on Boston Commons and later
picketed the "conscience" of
the arms conference delegates
here, made the presentation.
Like Diogenes, he said, he
had been carrying the lantern
in search of an honest man.
"But since I have met you,"
Ledoux said, "I have no fur-

Knropean powers, including. Gerfice Charged.
many exclusively, would be considered indispensable.
(SPietAt OIBPATCM 'O MORNINS JOURNAL:
(By The Associated
ther se for it."
Collateral Iksiios.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Dec. 27.
?
Debs accepted the lantern
Boston, Mass., Dec. 27. The
?t
ft.
M
....
conference
Several
subcommit
with
of
C.
the
thanks but declared himV
for
trial
District
Preliminary arrangements
Joseph
Attorney
tees have held meetings to discuss
self unworthy of It.
of Suffolk county, on
fifth annual Intermountaln Live- collateral
Pelletler,
The subcommitstock Show, to be given in Salt tee revisingissues.
charges of misconduct of his office
Chinese tariff arrangeupon which Attorney General WesLake City April S, 4, 5 and 6, indi ments seemed near an agreement
ton Allen haii based a petition for
cate that the exhibitions this year which would increase Chinese rev
ins removal, was begun today. The
on
will by far surpass any of past enues, and the subcommittee
ARE
proceedings, which were similar in
drew up a tentative declatorrn to thosa which resulted In
years. Pr. R. N. Mead, who has aircraft
to
of
ration
air
govern
principles
been appointed director, has re
the removal of Nathan A. Tufts, as
Naval experts also conof Middlesex
ceived assurances that at least 6S warfare.
district attorney
over a plan for uniform
last summer, were held be
carloads of pure-bre- d
cattle, sheep sulted
county
HEARD BY
measurement
of
warship tonnage.
and swine will be sent from all
"j fore the full bench of the Massa'
In the deliberations of the substates of the intermountaln and divisions
chuaetts supreme court.
there appeared a growiS
PV
United States Senator James
ft
I'acific group, and that in addiiW
tion to this 4here will be numer- ing tendency to leave details toof the
Reed, of Missouri, senior counsel
be
ous dairy products and education- Washington negotiations
to the
announced
for Pelletler,
worked out by continuing commis
hi At
court that he wished to serve for
al displays.
sions who would report directly to
to
ex
desire
notice
file
mul
The premiums will run over
his.
of
1
foreign offices, or to
Inhibitions for the premiums the various
ceptions to two decisions rendered
Two
or
conferences.
three
future
(By The Auoclnttd Pren.)
on December 16. Chief Justice
have been classified as follows
Phoenix, Ariz. Dec. J7. Argu
in reply said:
Individual fat cattle, carload fat such commissions have been deRugg
and it. was indicated that
"The full bench of the supreme ments on demurrers filed by H. S.
cattle, carload feeder cattle, car- cided,
the whole scheme of continuing
court sitting in this case can allow Ross, former state treasurer, and
load fat lambs, carload fat hogs, consultations
representaamong
and can recognize no exceptions to P. K. Lewjis, former prcsidenf of
herefonls, shorthorns, dairy cattle, tives of the
the Central Bank pf Wlckenburg.
powers was regarded
its rulings."
breeding swine, breeding sheep, by
Pit
returned against
Harding as fitting in
Taking of testimony then began. to indictments
nnd boys' and girls' club work. The withPresident
interhis proposal for future
them by the Maricopa
county
Judges, who are to be named at a national
meetlmrs.
were
C.
heard In the su
Removal of Joseph
Pelletler grand Jury,
later date, are to be selected from
ovarii
court
Another
Conference.
of
as
Huffoik
here
perior
R,
district
Judge
today.
attorney
the best authorities in the counThe president, it was said by ad
county, hearings In whose case C. Stanford took the demurrers
try.
be
ministration
officials, would
started today before the supreme under advisement.
Dairy Disrplnys n Feature.
Ross and Lewis were Indicted
Juuicial court, la asked by Attorney
This will be the first year that much disappointed if the Washington
without
conference
(ienerul J. Weston Allen on the Jointly on a charge of having conadjourned
dairy displays have been made a a definite
agreement for similar
general charge that Pelletler con- spired to obstruct the operation of
special feature of the show.
Should no
tinued incumbency is "inimical to state laws governing the depositing
interest In development of future negotiations.
LIT
J
on
be
craft
vJ
the public interest." Two sets of or state funds in banks. Lewis
r'M?
auxiliary
the dairy industry throughout the agreement
Mr.
charges against the district attor was indicted on other charges of
west is responsible for this step, pnssiblo here, it was declared,underrM
ney, as well as a petition for ills embezzlement and of receiving deV
and every effort is to bo mad to Harding would feel that an
i i'for another conference on
disbarment, huve been filed.
posits In the Central bank after he
bring the dairy displays up to the standing
an
be
In the original charges Pelletler knew it was insolvent.
would
that
subject
integral
highest possible standard for the
,
extort-in
to
of
aided
is
have
H. C. Sprunger. former cashier
unfinished
the
Washington
alleged
part
initial year.
He was described as
The dairy bureau of the United negotiations.
nig or attempting to extort money of the Central Bank of Wicken-buror property from certain persons
who also was indicted on a
States department of agriculture desiring that many of the nations
here he invited to
oy tnreats of prosecution. The
charge of receiving deposits in that
has agreed to
in malt- not represented
that
the
a
wftr
bank
future
he knew It was Insolvent
Join
after
ship
general
alleges
a
auxiliary
Buccess of this feature, and
ing
attorney procured indictments today filed a motion in the supermaking the meetine virI'reamery concerns in the various discussion,
to
been
have
pro- ior court asking that the Indictthat ought not
(c) Keystone View Co.
states have expressed their inten- tually a world conference.
Whether any agreement Is to be
cured; tnat he failed from improper ment be set aside. Arguments on
tion of sending elaborate displays.
in
reto
is
In
auxiliaries
specltied
motives
reached
prosecute
this motion will be heard tomor
naval
Mme. Mukerji and the flag,
Prizes are to be awarded for all
as depending on a favorable
cusi'S and that he permitted persons row.
ilairy products. The states to be garded
Sprunger In hie motion alleges
Include
California. solution of the subninrino question
represented
that the names of all witnesses ex"Washington, Oregon, Nevada. Mon because If France and Japan insist
"
uuiiiimuii iuic.
usea oy cluiins.
ine
nag
more
craft
on
j
underwater
amined
building
by the
tne Indian nationalists consists of three colors, ml, ycilow and green.
Jury In contana, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, than are
The first charges, submitted on nection with thegrand
indictment against
proposed for them under Xhe symbols are the sun, for
and Utah.
moon
e
the
thirty-fivfor
the
lotus
comain
October
and
energy,
tl last,
him were not indorsed on the inSpecial prizes are to be award- the American plan, other powers blossoms for the provinces of India. Dr. Sarat beauty
Mukerji and Mme. .specifications. Some of theso are dictment as required by law and
ed as an inducement to increase will be disposed to add to their Mukerji are
now
in
this
of
the
a
taken
from
the
cause
of
petition
the
Friends
a
country
navies
for
also
aiding
tonnage
that persons other than those
disproportionate
the educational features of the
Freedom in India, working for independence in their nativo country. fcvJnce commutes of the boston authorized
clashes of
nhow. Calves,
by law to be present
lambs
and pigs of various
were
formuomers
Mme.
vessels. It is not regarded as
were with the grand Jury when the
Mukerji is Shown above with the revolutionary flair "
ii!ar ssul;lati0";
raised by the boys and girls clubs
the
iiiteu
to
attorney
general.
by
a
failure
indictment was being considered.
of the different states are to bs likely, however, that
aiu virtually me same an
will affect the
He filed an
in support
given special attention this year, agree on auxiliaries
those on which Mr. Allen is seeking of bin motion inaffidavit
which he declared
handsome prizes being offered in agreement on capital ships.
H.
Coak
of
Daniel
disbarment
ilia
In Japanese Quarters.
was
he
that
examined
the grand
this department.
by
The exhibit.)
IN
,iy, ot lioston, an attorney, wno Jury and that his name did not ap
In Japanese quarters it was em- MAN
DAUGHERTY ASKS was
generally will be more extensive
in
the
mentioned
frequently
the
that
In
Japanese
the list of witnesses. The
pear
than in the past, and the livestock phasized tonight
uruueeaings that resulted in the re affidavit a lap alleges that Attorney
delegation was not In position of
will be of a higher quality.
moval last fall of Nathan A. Tufta Fred
supporting tho claims of France to
Elliott was present when
Classes of Instruction.
j. the
as district attorney of Middlesex part of
In addition to the department of a 90.000 submarine tonnage. Japan, A
CASE
testimony was being
OF
county.
the
to
was
was
it
said,
objecting
by the grand Jury and that
agriculture, tho
of the
set of charges taken
The second
the
from
American
was
Elliott
solely
not
plan
.Utah Agricultural college and the
among the persons
against Pelletler, filed November authorized by law
to be present.
iAmerienn Breeders' association has viewpoint of her own national inmane
a
resulted
he
from
speech
il,
been offered in the educational di- - terest, which she felt required
when a candidate for mayor. In
subG
of
tons
ALS
54.000
OFF
maintenance
LAW
vision. Special classes of Instructhis speech, as read by Allen before JOHNNY GRIFFITHS
marines instead of 31.000.
tion are to be arranged
the
the supreme court, the district atTho Japanese, however, are In
AND ALEX. TRAMBITAS
ricultural college. Thereby will be
torney was quoted as saying that
numerous educational displays of communication with Tolslo and it
ho would nolle prossequi the case
The Aoclntrd rrc.)
Bulcon
(By
not
did
FIGHT
DRAW
was
thev
declared
Windell
that
Jake
Four
Fires
the highest type and literature Is
of anyone who would "back up" a
sider that the last word had been
Washington, Dec. 27.
to be distributed.
denial
intended
he
His
lets
that
Into
.In
(Pelletler)
Body,
tlon of state law enforcement of to
The committee in charge has an- spoken. They wero described as
(lly The AMorlnted Tren.)
resign.
nounced that a program of enter hopeful for an ultimate agreement
Portland, Ore., Dec. 26. Johnny
WOUndS W h i C h ' f'ciala with those of the fed oral
Attoinev General Allen's petition
flicting
of
classes
Include
all
would
that
tainments for visiting exhibitors
government was asked by Attor- alleged that the acts of Pelletler Griffiths, Akron, Ohio, welterii.
D
M..
will be outlined. While detailed naval craft.
ney General DauKherty In letters as district attorney since November weight, fought a ten round draw
ividy neauii rdidiiy.
When asked tonight whether
, plans have not been completed,
sent today to the attorney generals 13, 1909, when
he took oHlce, down with Alex Trambltas of Portland,
alwas
to
reduce her
willint?
tentative arrangements have been Japan
(By The Aaaorlntrd PrCM.)
of the states. Such
to the date of filing tne cnarges, here today. Griffiths had but one
Is
"if
it
submarines
of
lotment
made for a banquet at the Salt
Trescott, Ariz., Dec. 27. Jake it was maintained, would result In- show him to be unfit to hold office. day's training on the ground, arrivLake Commercial club and cha- necessary in the interest of com- Windell, alleged to have been one
and more uniform enforce- It charges that Pelletler conducted ing from Akron yesterday.
Minister
Pete Mitchie, Portland lightmber of commerce. This will be in promise," Vice Foreign
his office in an "unlawful and
,
of
the
a
party Implicate
tho nature of a. "good fellowship" Hanihara replied:
weight, won a six round decision
prohibition reprehensible manner."
Los
can
be
to
at
of
seen.
I
remains
a
over
"That
Eddie "Kid" Billings of
Angeles, an(l tno fu(1, nn(J food suppy iaw8
policeman
ing
dinner, to be attended
Pelletler is said In the petition to
the
Jntr livestock mn andbySalt Lako not commit myself now."
Minn.
was captured nine miles west of wero particularly referred to, Mr. have failed from improper motives
He said that, although his dele Asl Fork, Ariz., today after he had Daugherty explained in announcing to
City business men.
Merrill W. Shute after
prosecute
'
Reports from all parts of the In- - gation had heard from the JapanShute's indictment on the charge of SECRETARIAL
TRAINING
himself four times. His dispatch of thenoletters.
termountain territory show that a ese foreign office concerning Shan- shot
'more was
aisposmon n.v embezzling $15,000 from Emma F.
be fatal, ac- will
wounds
probably
further
cable
tung,
THE
IS
OPEN
DOOR
TO
Interest
evade
to
Me.
in
correspondence
greater
the federal government
tho show is man-ifeBrackett. of Bangor,
this yeai than ever before. would be necessary before another cording to members of the posse re.,ponHibulty, he added, but there
and William J. Corcoran,
Coakley
THINGS
BIG
The entries to date assure the
meeting with the Chinese delega- that captured him.
was a feeling that the states a former district attorney or Mia
tion rouU be held. He explained
Windell was taken to Kingman, should make every effort to
rector a total of at least sixty-eigdlesex county, are named as among
in custody ,or Sheriff W. P. .force their laws which might be a those with whom Pelletler is el- carloads of stock, while the high-e- that the Japanese press was of the
If you are looking forward to
total heretofore was thirty-seve- n opinion that the loan agreement Mahoney.of Mohave county. All duplical ion of federal statutes,
cn beoomlng a stenographer The
lo nave uuiiopii t:u.
legeu
carloads. The stock entered proposed by Japan in connection four shots were said to have taken
Kctull Price .Probe,
charges that the district attorney Western School for Private Sec
with the restoration of the railroad effect in Windell's left side, Just
so far is of the highest
obThe letters were 'also accepted consoired with Coakley and others retaries offers the opportunity
to
China
should
conthe
below
limit
tainable in the states toquality
the
heart.
in
as
extort $20,500 from the Emerson right at your hand to secure a
represent
to
a step
in g0mo quarters
be
or Japanese concessions.
' nection
with the move recently Motors company, to procure tne secretarial course which Is as far
WIXDEIJj AT POINT OP
announced of investigating retail abandonment of threatened crim- in advance of the ordinary short
IEATII IN A HOSPITAL prices.
inal prosecution.
as the Twentieth
hand course
FLOWING BEARDS
RAILROADS AND
Pelletler is further charged wltn Century Limited is ahead ot the
Mr. Daugherty suggested to the
GO IN WYOMING;
Kingman, Ariz., Dec. 27. Jake state attorneys general that they having conspired with Coakley to stage coach.
FARMERS ARE IN
Windell, who is wanted In Los An- call conferences of county prose- attempt to extort $10,000 from
If you are now a stenographer.
SHE IS REASON geles
in connection with the killing cutors and. If possible, bring about Warren C. Daniel, a dealer in se our secretarial
'
course will give
PACT, IS CLAIM
of police officers there recently, "a coherent,
of
threat
prosecution.
curities,
by
arrange
Just the training that you
Ash ment" between working
near
In the you
was
also
end
who
Is
captured
charged
federal
them
and
Conspiracy
to
need
out
of the rut and
(Continued from Pag One.)
get
Fork today by Sr.nff W; P. Ma- - officials. Such meetings, he added case of jjorothy Cote, wno, it is al- Into a
position that will provide
is
now
Mohave
of
a
suit
to
county,
was
forced
honey,
on basic commodities and the direct
ought to be held early next year, leged,
for your abilities and open
for conversion of an automobile by scope
lying at tne point or oeam in
so that the basis of understanding
result of this conference is the ten
tne way to executive work in
hosoltal here as a result of four could bo employed to
effect eco- similar threats.
per cent reduction on all agricubusiness.
gunshot wounds.
Mis. Elizabeth Chase Emery,
as well as
ltural products, effective January 1.
nomies In
Windell was cornered by two as serve expenditures
of a Worcester county
"Tlie ten per cent reduction
real
of
daughter
the
purpose
of
nnssen.
one under the direction
PIONEER RESIDENT OF
more through law millionaire, figures in th charges,
which the railroads granted as a fix
Sheriff Mahoney and the otner lea accomplishing
in a specification that Pelletler conenforcement.
result or tills conference will save
LAS VEGAS. 79, DIES
from
officer
a
and
county
Corcoran
Yavapai
by
with
Coakley,
The coordination
rite farmers approximately 1100,- sought, Mr. spired
Ash Fork, in a section foreman's
her,
to be of others to extort money from husouu.uiMi miring tho next six months.
Daugherty
said,
ought
OISPATBH
TO MOHNIN
MaJOURNAL
Sheriff
Fork.
(HOIAL
house near Ash
Kenator LaKollctte is reputed to
real help "to municipal authorities. Curtis W. Emery, her second
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 27. John
honey .called upon Windell to sur- chambors of commerce and others band, and Mrs. Jennie S. Chase,
favor government ownership
and
render. The answer was four shots. Interested in reaching "violations her mother.
Itobbine, for 35 years a resident of
operation of railroads. The Amer'Then Windell shouted that he for extortion
a brother ot Mrs
Conspiracy" to frighten Albert T. this city and
ican farm bureau federation has alin the prices now
alihimself
Joshua S. Raynolds of El Paso,
would
up.
as
give
Smith into paying $37,500
ways advocated private ownership
times maintained."
himself
three
died
L.
had
He
shot
last night. Mr.
Smith,
here
to
suddenly
his
wife, Agnes
Hotter Understanding.
mony
and operation."
Bobbins was 79 years old and a
just below the heart and once In
Mr. Howard declared in an adto tho cooneratlon and abandonment of prosecution
Referring
was
the abdomen.
pioneer in the wool scouring busiwhich he asked. Mr. Dauehertv against Smith after
dress here today that the organized
ness here.
Thinking he was dying, he made
said: "This will make for a better paid, also are charged. In this
farmers will defy the national adMaSheriff
alto
statement
written
a
the
general
attorney
connection,
ministration through the "agricuneonle
among
the
understanding
did
he
One of the most famous of chil
the $37,500 alihoney in which he declared
ltural bloc" in congress.
It will
afford an opportunity leges that one-haas dren's hymns, "I Think When I
not shoot the Los Angeles police- ior tnealsoseveral
"We are gomg to keep on workwithout mony was claimed by Coakley
states,
whom
other
two
men,
but
that
Read
man,
That Sweet Story of Old," was
fee.
ing with that agricultural bloc." he
duplication with the- federal gov a contingent
he named, did.
Wrhen these charges were first written many years ago by a young
asserted. "It was organized in our
enroree
ernment
to
iftws
which
for
here
was
Windell
brought
that Mr. English woman, Jemima Thompown office and for It we must
should
bv state an filed, Pelletler asserted
treatment, but attending physicians thorities beandenforced
discredit his son.
The bloo has
leave for the federal Allen had acted to which
responsibility.
no chance
was
there
said
he was
tonight
for
mayor,
Enacted more good agricultural leggovernment such duties as de candidacy
for him to recover. Ho Is bleeding volve
islation in six months than had
planning to make puduo tne nexi.
' il If
It.
:m
upon
Internally.
ever been passed before.''
The two nrinclnal
offonMn day. Pelletler withdrew from tne
After leaving Los Angeles, Win- wnicn
nave In mind are those mayoralty race on December 2. i- dell, according to Sheriff Mahoney. against i the
On November
reiieuer
liquor and the food tacked
HOTEL MAN JAILED ON
went to San Diego where he sold a ana
tne
as unconstitutional
ruci supply laws,
went
he
Then
Mrs. Hattie Brod.
and
rifle
shotgun.
mere Is no disposition on tho statute under which the original Bl PllM, Plmplet etc., quickly re
WHITE SLAVE CHARGE
purchased
were
contend
nrneeedlnea
lieved Hy
(. Tnirinwnod. where hestarted
east. part of the federal government to ing that inasmuchbrought,
and
i
Long beards, seragRly mustaches nn automobile
as he had been
evade any responsibility (n
(By The
manonev
Pren.)
ana untrimmed locks era not nn. Bnerirr
aim u:jui
to its duties, but the states, I be- - elected to office he was removable
Taeoma.
Dee.
Wash..
87.
Rtarted after Windell when ho
sidered
impeachment pro or your monay back. SOa at drurc lti or
William Stubbs, a hotel keeper. Is man's a necessary part cf a ranch- crossed the Colorado river and
milium nrst enroree their nnlv through
bjr mall po,tpald.
He said the law giving a THE
or
trapper's dress out in asked that a posse be sent out mws in regard to the violations, ceedings.
BOILKNE CO., Albqqnerqna, N. M.
in jan ioaay on a white slave vyomms these
malorltv of supreme court justices
the federal
And the from Ash Fork to meet them, which and
narg-days.
government power to remove a district attorney
preferred
by his wife town folks
about Jackson Hole, was done,
promptly cooperating
with the after a
juaune Moore Stubbs, recently
conflicted with the
ujui, state, ara getting haircuts
acquitted at Knoxville, Tenn., of more
windell Is said to have a wife Biuies, eniorce the laws which fourteenthhearing
amendment to the fedoften than usual since Mrs. living In Compton, Calif., and his should be enforced hv it
ine muraer or Leroy Harth. Mrs.
He petitioned
Wind Shield Glass-LumbHe added that he was desirous eral constitution.
otuurjs alleged that when she Hattie Brody opened a jarber
mother Is said to reside in oiuc of
writ of prohibition
J. C. BAT.nillDGE LUMBER CO.
bringing about a "complete and the court forfurther
nrrivea rrom Knoxville she found In Jackson Hole. She is the ghop
Oklahoma.
on
the
action
423 South Firat Street.
Jacket,
only
I'hono IVi.
effective working system," among restraining
"another woman" In her home and woman barber in Wyoming's 82,000
Two
information.
days
original
ement
that her huaband asked her to square miles.
authorities.
WINDFT.T- - IK IART MAN
ruled that
De
Justice
Courcy
later
-u ner own living-j...B iimi umy Dy sucn an ar
WANTED IV DUAIl CRIME,
court was without Jurisdiction
rangement could a uniformity of the
to issue such a writ and dismissed
be
proceedings
established
VOTE CONFIDENCE IN
27.
The
and a the petition.
Los Angeles. Cal.. Dec.
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
of Earl Winton, also similarity of fines and sentences
Pelletler has been district attor
capture
Resident Has Awful
Bollf rtnakrra and Wtldera.
BRIAND GOVERNMENT known
since
as Jake Windell, at Plnta
Novem
Suffolk
of
tl00 South Second St. Tal, 1M7-county
ney
unex
the
Arl?:..
out
the
Vita.
1909.
completes
He
today
Experience
ber,
jilled
(Br The A.Boolutrd I'reai.)
toll of persons wanted here for BOY SHOT, KILLED BY
ine late jonn
I was twice confined In
pired term or
Paris. Dec. 21 Ihv th UHMiirdntait the
of Patrolmen Clever
murder
and was subsequently re
Moran
in the last one nothing; but
NEGRO
The chamber of rUntiHp!4 and Brett the night of December
WHILE HUNTING elected for successive terms.
Press.)
jci uvi water wae jnjected Into me 4 today gave the iiriand
government 16.
times a day, as my stomach would a new lease of lifo
Camden. Ark.. Ttnn 9AA.t...
women hold positions
Twentv-l- x
Other persons have been taken
not retain any food. I Buffered of 177 at the close ofbya tho majority
y
decustody, of whom four were Elliot, Jr., aged 10. son of Mr. and on educational, public welfare and
teirrlbly; was reduced to a skeleton. bate over the failure lact mimmer Into
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
Mr
A.
H.
and
on
the
held
murder
Klliot
charges
was
In
other
shot
the
Important state boards In
My folks saw an ad of Mayr's Won- of tho Industrial Bank of China.
REFRACTION .
others as witnesses. Two or three back and
killed hv . t... New Mexico.
derful Komedy land it has suirely
vote of confidence was given of those under arrest here had gro today instantly
ine
while hunting. Follow107 S. Fourth,
Phone 1057-aved my life. I weigh 180 lbs. in a refusal to appoint a commis made
signed confessions, In which ing the shooting the negro
now." It g a simple, harmless sion to Investigate alleged irreguwho
claimed
all
that
Winton,
they
preparation that removes the ca- larities In this contention in eddi- - was the only one to escape from
tarrhal mucus from the Intestinal tion to tile pending court
YOL'NG MIKE WINS.
Los Angeles, had actuary fired
fir. Olaaa hat poaltlva
tract atd allays tho Inflammation
tne snots that Killed the officers.
Fhocnlx.
Ariz..
9a
Tw
proof ha la sbla to cur
which causes practically all stomtubarouloala
Mike
Toung
of
knocked
by Inhalation
Phoenix,
ach, liver and intestinal ailments,
Horsemen declare that unless
Edward P. Eagan of Denver, ex- - out Young Hockbone of Tucson. In snr ollmaj.
One dce there is a marked Increase In amateur
.including appendicitis.
For
further
Information
In
the
fourth round of their sched
light heavyweight
.chanv
:
..
..
win convince or money refunded breeding, nrfrea will rbm in n
l
THTB T. F. Ot,A(?(
i
j .1 uled eight round bout here to- - addreaa
v.?,-- l "irJ " n2
sale by Briggs' Phlrmarv .nrl that wl n,ak-- .h Vi.h
A ""l"'
INHALANT
CO.. MASON
Both
men are light-- 1 BU1LDINO. LOS 4NOB- night.
Inqaire
druggists everywhere.
today seem low.
arshln and will ro to Oxford.
weights.
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SEND AMERICAN

MAY

LED0UX GIVES DESS
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GOLD TO SWITZERLAND

'amy

V
the Skill and
Learning are lnidemand.
American dollar selling at a dis
Awkwardness and
com
New

(Br Tho Associated iress.)
York, Dec. 27. With

Ignorance
nothing in the way of
earning power.
This
School
PKILLFTJL
has
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED,
TEACHERS.
The courses are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are In domand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

count in Switzerland, American
bankers today were reported to be
planning to follow the movement
with gold exports to Geneva.- Gold has been pouring Into this
country for three years, America
now holding about forty per cent
of the world's visible supply.
Swiss francs today sold at 19. B0
In this market,
a premium of
Unlike any other
twenty points.
or
tne
exenange
European neutrals,
the .Swiss rate Is also at n nremlum
in London and most continental
countries.

mand

AUSTRALIAN nUTTER.
San Francisco, Calif., Doc. 27.
Two shipments of butter, which ar
rived today from Australia and New
Zealand on the steamers Tahaitl and
Ventura, 19,914 cubes or 1,086,000
pounds, hammered the already low
price of extra choice butter down
to 41 H cents a pound on the San
Francisco dairy produce exchange.
One week ago butter was quoted at
1(1 Dny Blrrcla Hal.
47 H cents but during
the past
stock of
r.r(rst
Bicycles
fall - ever
has been
In Albuquerdu
ihnwn
at reduced
the arrival orie.e.
ing with the prospect of l!u,,y
of the heavy shipments from the
broad bicyct.e trading co
I
antipodes.
20 South Second Stmt.
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THAT CHBISTMAS

rURN

HONEY INTO SQ&2ETHIKG
PERMANENT

Strong Brothers' Store
offers
host of suggestions two floors of
them-t-f- or
turning that

tf

"''V

Christmas
something

g,

dis-ai-

money

ct

Street

Seconal

into

permanent.

Something to be cherished this year and for
years and years to come

At Copper

Telephone
73

WANTED

COf ERATION

MURDER

SHOOTS HIMSELF

10-R0U-

'Co-ope-

rll.,

TnZlTT

Du-lut- h,

st

UNDER
lou

A

PRIVATE

Could not Receive

TUTOR.

Complete or a More Personal Training Than With TJs
SECRETARIAL, STENOGRAPHIC, HIGHER
ACCOUNTANCY, SALESMANSHIP,
ADVERTISING COURSES
Our students' success Is due to Individual Attention, Small
classes, elimination of Impractical work, and systematic, intensive study. Our training enables you to meet the supreme
test in the Business World.

Western School for Private Secretaries

NEW TERM JANUARY 8, 1922.
'
Day, Half-DaEvening and Special Sessions.
TIJeraa Avenue at Eighth Street.
Telephone 901 3
y,
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WE

HAVE

THE FACT

111

That we have built a real bank here.
A bank base'd on loyalty- and service
to our friends. A bank ever alert to
assist, both personally and collectively,
every issue or movement that tends to
promote the general prosperity of the"

sH

-

Vj

,

mm

'

h

PRIDE

community.
A bank with an earnest ambition to help
its friends make money to seek its
own success through the prosperity of
its patrons.

the-mon- ey

lf

as-u- m

M

CARBUNCLES

a,

State National Bank
Affiliated With
The State Trust's Savings Bank;

BOIL ENE

Amx-litte-

ic

Combined Resources

--

Four and

V;.;

'

Million Dollars

One-Ha- lf

er

,i

Li

1

E.
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ALBUQUERQUE

C ft

CARNES

TUBERCULOSIS

m
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FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
JOURNAL OFFICE

.:

glasst-paint- ,

CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

428 NORTH FIRST BTRKFT.

t.

two-da-

p

ALL

COAL

PRICES

REDUCED

$125 PER TOU. TRY OUR
FANCY

EGG

AZTEC FUEL
Phone 251

$11.25
COMPANY
L J.

MILLER,

;
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N. Y. DOESN'T LOOK WOMEN IN THE FACE
SINCE HUNT FOR PERFECT BACK BEGAN

D.&H.G.T

OKLAHOMAN S

pen

IN

KILLING

lf

one-ha-

f
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JAILING MINE CHIEFS
HAS NO BEARING ON THE
SUIT FOR INJUNCTION
(By The AmnrlntM FrM.)
Kansas City, Mo. Dec. 27. Cir
cumstances leading up to the six

iraurmo .ruiv..
ander Howat and August Dorchy
county,
aro serving in Cherokee
the
Kansas, have no bearing on John
suit for an injunction ngainst
Ij I,ewis, international president
of the United Mine Workers of
America, now being heard In the
r circuit court here. It was declared
today.
Tho fact that Howat and Dorchy
lTlOninS JUU

erican .Socialists.

J V

27.-On-

ROOSEVELT

AN ASSOCIATION OF
COACHES
FOOTBALL
IS FORMED AT N. Y.

pal colleges and universities tonight
to be
formed an organization
known as the American Football
Charles
Coaches' association. Major
was
Daly, West Point mentor,
chosen president.
conHonorary memberships were
ferred upon Walter Camp, veteran
football coach, and General P. A.
Pierce, president of the National
Collegiate Athletic association.assoOne of the first acts of the
ciation was the adoption of a resprofessional
olution denouncing
football. It also was voted to recrules be
football
the
ommend that
altered to prevent "clipping from
behind" and compelling players in
shift plays to come to a stop before
the ball is snapped. Stricter enforcement of the rule forbidding
interference with the defensive
back on a forward pass also was
recommended.
A committee was appointed to
intercolstudy a modified code of
to boys. In
legiate rules applicable
exthis connection the association
pressed itself in favor of a broader
system of universal physical train
mi
ing. Any coacn m nauuna.
connected witn me
,Y""t
Is eligible
association
giate Athletic
associa
new
r.
the
for memoersnip
tion.
Committees were appointed on
membership, program, press, ethics,
entertainment, lootDail ruies
officials.

au
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MATCH CAITJCD OFF.
Chicago, Dec. 27. The match
Friedman and
Sailor
between
JanJohnny Dundee, scheduled for been
uary 16 at Jersey City, has ancalled off, Freidman's manager
nounced tonight, owing to an Injury to Freidman's index finger
which will necessitate an operation
tomorrow.

Is Uric Acid Making
You

Mm,

111?

i

TODEpiR
Advised Action Against
Spain Five Weeks Before
Proclamation Was Issued
Reveals.

Swollen streams which closed
traffic in several parts of
southern California were receding
tonight and reports indicated tne
storm had passed. Railroad traffic
over the Santa Fe between San
Diego and Los Angeles was re
sumed.
Impounded waters released from
Devil's Gate storm dam near Pasadena sent a head of water into the
Los Angeles river which trapped
seVen children. They were rescued
of
by firemen with ropes from one
the cltv bridges, over what Is or
dinarily a dry bed.

hlgh-wn- v

A DEMAND

(By The Auorlnted FreM.)

r!

DOAN'SW
60
at all Drug Stores

rn

Co. MICWDtUle.NX

Chicago, Dec. 27. Business development In agriculture is . certain to bring a demand for better
living conditions on the farm, President E; A. White, Chicago, today
told the fifteenth annual meeting
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers.
"Farm buildings pf the future
will not simply be built," he said.
"They will be designed and erected
with a view to utility and beauty.
They will contain modern equipment with the farm home brought
up to date."

SPRINGFIELD ADOPTS
THE SUNDAY BLUE LAW
(By The Auocinted PrM.)
Rnrlnefield. Mo.. Deo. 27. The
citizens of Springfield, by a vote of
6,082 to 8,165 today, decided in
favor of adopting the Sunday "blue
law." as a result of the election all
theaters and places of amusement
will be closed on Sunday.

DIES OP SITFOCATIOJT.
Denver. Colo.. Dec. 27. Michael
O'Neal, 60 years old, died of suffo- cation here today when the matress of his bed caught fire. Neigh
bors, noticing the smoke Issuing
from the house, entered and found
.he man dead. Ashes from O'Neal's
pipe are believed to have caused

the fire..

-

:

.

(By The AMoclated

New York,

Fr.)

Dec. 27.
were announced
toduy for the program for the
second aunual pllgrlnmxo to
tho grave of Theodore Honse-vel- t,
on January tttli. The first
pilgrimage was made Jan miry
Ulli, 1021, the second nnnlver.
Ktiry of his death and at the
was
grave an organization
formed to make the pilgrim-ag- o
annually. The Hcrviccs at
the grave will be held about 11
o'l'hxk und will be brief. The
intKso of the pilgrimage, ns
nniioiiueed, la to keep ulivo
tho doctrines of Col. J5sc-vel- t.
and all his followers are
Invited by the committee to

MAN

CHOSEN

Denver, Dec. 27. D. M. rerk-lnso- n
of Denver, tonight was elected president of the Colorado Dimeters' association at the closing session of tho annual convention.
Other officers elected were E. E.
Lang, Denver, first vice president;
Colorado
Patrick
O'Connor,
and
Springs, second
V. C. Crawshaw, Denver, secre
tary-treasur-

34

(Br The AMoclntrd

BLACK SMALL POX
VICTIMS IN DENVER

(Ry The Amnrlntrd Prria.V
Denver, Dec. 27. The toll from
black smallpox in Denver was In
creased to 34 today with the death

of tho infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Jekins. This was the
second death from the disease in
the Jekins' family within eight

days. Three new cases were re
ported.

HENRY IS APPOINTED.
Santa Fe. Dec. 27. D. H. Henry
of Corona has been appointed an
assistant state bahlc examiner. The
by
appointment Is announced
James B Read, state bank examln
er, who was compelled to increase
the force on account of several
suspensions that have occurred
during the month. Henry formerly was cashier of the Corona State

bank.

OEXFTtAIi CHAIRMAN DIES.
Dec. 27.
Mo.,
Springfield,
Charles O. Kelso, 60, general chairman of the St. Louis and San Francisco system division of the Order
of Railroad Telegraphers, died today. He was said to be tfie oldestgeneral chairman In point, of servIce In the United States or Canada.
SEVEN MEN ARRESTED.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Dec. 27.
Seven men were arrested today after a disturbance near the packing
plants here In which ten men were
injured.
According to the police
striking employes of the packing
companies hurled rocks at automo
biles' and street cars carrying
workers.
i

Journal Want Ads bring results.

(Sprlnl rornwpondeore to The Journal.)
Edmonton, Alta., Dec. 2i. A
large man of powerful physique
walked into an Edmonton snoj
store.
,
"I want to buy a pair of boots,'
he said.
The clerk showed him a pair.
"How much?" asked, the cus
tomer. .
"Nine dollars."
"Why," remonstrated the strang
er, "I sent three hides to marke:
the other day and got only 90
cents for them after all expenses
were paid. Those hides were
enough to, make a dozen pairs of
boots like these."
"Tell that to the Alberta Farm
ers' Government,"
replied the
clerk. "They promised to change
all that."
"Give 'em time," said the visitor. "They will."
He bought the boots.
"Where shall I send them?"
asked the clerk.
"Send them to Premier Herbert
Greenfield at the Macdonald hotel."
And the head of the Alberta
Farmers' Government walked out
without cracking a smile,
Premier Greenfield is a successful farmer turned statesman.
He
has faith In Alberta's soil and
and is doing all in his power
to attract homeseekera to the
province.
"Western Canada," says the new
premier, "is the last opportunity
on the continent for the man with
only a few dollars to achieve prosperity on a farm of his own."
te

F0RMERC0MMANDER
OF G. A. R. IS DEAD
(By The Aeioelated Preu.)
Ind.. Dec. 27.
Indianapolis.
William A. Ketcham, former com-

mander in chief of the Grand Army
of the republic, died at his home
here today. He was 75 years old.
Mr. Ketcham was elected
commander in chief September 24,

1920. He woji succeeded by Lewis
Pilcher of New York, who was
elected at the grand encampment
held here last September,

Pm.)

New York, Dec. 27. In a mes
sage to socialists made public to
night. Eugene V. Debs declared his
release on Christmas day was due
to the loyal support he had resocialists.
ceived from American
He said:
"My lips are not sealed and my
movements are not curtailed.
"I am an enemy of the capitalists clafs and In me they shall find
no comfort as long as there is
breath in my body.
"Tho administration that put me
In prison knew that and that is
why I was there. The present administration also knew it and kept
me there.
"I owe my liberty today to the
loyal and Cevoted comrade who
have worked tirelessly in behalf of
the liberty in which cause this
country was supposed to have been
founded.
"The whole world Is in travail.
The only people who have the
power and the Intelligence to recthe
tify the conditions and lighten carburdens that the working class
ries are the socialists are those
and
people who understand historyscienare committed to a definte,
tific social program, which, if effected, would abolish capitalism
and Us attendant evils."
'

SPENT CHRISTMA'S

DAY

IN JAIL INSTEAD OF
AT A WEDDING FEAST
(By The Aneorlntrd l'rpu.)
Omaha, Neb.. Dec. 27. Dewey
Russell, 22, spent Christmas day
in the county jail at Alliance,
of In the bridegroom's seat
at a wedding feast and all because,
old
he declares, a pretty
Alliance high school girl changed
Left
her mind at the last minute.
a share in a J10.000 estate by an
Okla., recently
uncle in Tulsa,
with the provision that he marry
by Christmas, 1H21, Dewey started
that
advertising, with the result AM-,
he met Miss Nellie Price of
ance, and sent her a ring.
two
The girl changed her mind
days before Christmas, after Dewey
had arrived for the wedding and
cashed two
despondent,
Dewey,
checks declared to be no good, although he claims to have money in
tho bank at Green River, Wyo.,
where he has been employed as a
dispatcher for the Union Pacific.o
Russell, who claims to be a
of ft business college In Chi
Mo., says his chief worry
now is that another girl in Green
River will hear about his plight
and also spurn him. He said he
might ficht the provision In hi
uncle's will that he marry by
Christmas 1921.
Neb-inste-

Preli

ad

leeBOIAL DISPATCH

TO MORNING

JOURNAL

New York, Dec. 27. The year
about to begin will be marked liy
an unusually large number of Jubilee or anniversary celebrations
among tho prelates of the Roman
Catholic church in the United
States. Several of the high dig
nitaries of the church will round
out a half century of service in
the priesthood during the next
twelve months, while silver jubilees, either sacerdotal or episcopal, will be quite numerous.
The Rt. Hev. Thomas Cruco,
bishop of Sacramento for a quarter ot a century, will romplete
fifty-fiv- e
years in the priesthood
next June.
The Rt. Rev. Leo Haid, the ven- of North Caro
eral
lina and abbot of Belmont Abbe)', will celebrate tho golden ju
bilee or fiftieth anniversary of Ills
ordination in the priesthood.
The Most Rev. James J. Keane.
archbishop fit Dubuque, will complete forty years in the priesthood
and twenty years us a bishop.
A golden
jubilee celebration
will fall to the lot of the Rt. Rev. ELDEST SON OF KING
Ferdinand
of
Hrossart,
bishop
Covington, Ky who will complete
ALBERT OF BELGIUM
a half century in the priesthood.
REPORTED ENGAGED
The completion of forty-liv- o
years
in the priesthood will be celebrated
by .Archbishop Christie, of Oregon
(Bv The AmoHutcd PreeiO
City, Bishop O'Connor of Newark,
Rrussells, Dee. 27, (By the AsN. X, Bishop O'Connell of Richsociated Press.) Reports of the
mond, Vo, and the Rt. Rev. J. M. engagement of Duke of Bran bant,
Laval, auxiliary bishop of New Or- eldest son of King Albert, tn Prinleans.
cess Tolando, eldest daughter of
Five bishops Grimes
of Syra- King Victor Emmanuel of Italy,
cuse, O'Dea of Seattle, Hartley of have gained considerable circulaSv'chrle of Hismurck, tion.
Columbus,
Ignoranco of their reported
and Walsh or Portland, Mo. will engagement was professed today
celebrate the fortieth anniversaries In royal, circles hut other persons
of their ordination during tho year. prominent In Belgian society exIn October the Rt, Hev. Maurice
belief that tho report was
F. Rurke, head of the diocese of St. pressed
not without foundation.
Joseph, Mo., will celebrate tho
thirty-fift- h
anniversary of his episcopate. Thirty-fiv- e
years in the VOTERS OF EL PASO
priesthood will be rounded out by
RATIFY BOND ISSUE
Bishop Dunne r.f Peoria, Bishop
McUavIck of Chicago, and Bishop
'By The Aflftncliited PreM.)
Granjon of Tucson.
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 27. VotThe Most Rev. Sebastian O. Mess-menow archbishop of Milwaukee, ers o El Tnso today ratified a
will recall March 27 next as the bond issue of Jl. 850. 000, hearing
thirtieth anniversary of his conse- 5 per cent Interest The moneyimIs
cration as bishop of Green Ray. In to bo used for new schools,
system,
the Rt. Rev. James Vprovements of tho water
February
..
TOmn
Schwebach, now in his seventy-fift- h srweiJ mill diiwi. ;vinn.
thirty bonds have been solda at par with
yea, will of complete
accrued Interest and premium of
La Crosse.
years as bishop
Among those who will celebrate $2,000, the buyers to pay all exthe thirtieth anniversary of their penses of printing and attorneys'
ordination
will bo Archbishop fees.
Hayes of New York, Bishop Char-tran- d
WANT WINES AND DEETt.
ot Indianapolis, Bishop Morris of Little Rock, Bishop (luertin
Milwaukee,
Wis., Dec. 27.
of Manchester, N. H., and the Rt. Milwaukee's city council went on
Rev. Joseph CJ. Anderson, auxiliary record today for direct action by
bishop of Boston.
congress to legalize the sale of
n
wines and beer when a resoluBishops Alien of Mobile nnd
of Wilmington, Del., will tion embodying this request was
celebrate their episcopal silver Jubi adopted 29 to 1.
vicar-gener-

al

r,

1

Mon-agha-

ht

Take Your Choice
the wldo variety of cakes and
pastry that we bake fresh every
day. Our cakes and pastry represent tho acme of tho baking
art because we employ expert
bakers and use only tho purest
For special occaIngredients.
sions we will supply you with
cakes to order at reasonable
'
prices.
of

Pioneer Bakery
207 South

First Street

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Foumh-r- t
Mnrhlntstfi.
tn Iron, Ura, Uronze. Alum
Oil
Electric Motors,
Engine
Pumps ami Irrigation.
Work ami Offire Albuqnerque.

Engineers

Casting

Inum.

Rrad-uat-

Golden. Millie S
ALBUQUERQUE, N.MCX.

MINE OWNERS NOT TO
NEGOTIATE NEW WAGE
AGREEMENTS
SCALES,

AN OLD STORE

(By The Annotated PreM.)

Bar-thos-

RECEIVES 90 CETTTS FOR
GREETERS' PRESIDENT THREE HIDES; PAYS $9
FOR ONE PAIR0F BOOTS
(By The Anrlntd PreM.)

f

FOR MODERN HOMES
.
ON NATION'S FARMS

'

Hi

'

(By Tlio Anodnted PreM.
New York, Dec. 27. Former
President Roosevelt advised declaration of war on Spain five
attend.
weeks before President McKInley
issued the proclamation, it was revealed today in one of Roosevelt's TO STUDY SKELETONS
letters, made public by William
OF 33 ESKIMOS AT A
Boyce Thompson, president, of the
Roosevelt Memorial association.
CANADIAN UNIVERSITY
D.
Writing to Captain Robley
Evans on March In, 1898, RooseISP1CIAL DISP4TWM TO MOMNINA JOURNAL!
velt, then assistant secretary of
Halifax, N. S., Dec. 27. Thirty-thre- e
the navy, characterized the failing
as
skeletons of Eskimos from
of a Spanish flotilla for Cuba
an obvious preparation for war the Mackenzie river area have arrived
His
will be sent to Dalhousie
and
States.
United
the
against
university where they will be measlotter in part follows:
studied
ured
for the Canadian
and
"No one shall see your letter,
which I have thl9 minute received; government by Dr. John Cameron.
skeletons were collected by
but I shall go in and speak to the theTheArctic
exploration expedition
secretary as strongly as I know sent
out
by the government which
how. I have for some days been
has
five
in
spent
years in tho north
advise
as
you
advising exactly
adstudying ths hubils, language and
your letter, not only as to the torcharacteristics of the Eskimo
miral, but ns to the Spanish
pedo catchers and as to the need tribes.
They represent the Eskimo tribes
of picket boats for our fleet. 1
Herschei Inland and the
told the president yesterday that inhabiting
e
Coastul
region between Point
we ought to treat tho sailing of row
Coronation
Gulf. This is
and
eSpanish torpedo catchers
north of
Indian country. Es
actly as a European power would kimos are the
only Inhabitants exthe mobilizing of a hostile army cept for thethefew
white men at inon its frontiers.
of the Hudson's Bay
"As to yourself, I have spoken frequent posts
now closing out its lands
to the secretary asaln nnd again company,
the prairie provinces to push its
about you. nnd I can't help believ- in
tho remote wilderness.
in
fur
trade
ing that you will be given the com- a Dr. Ciimeron estimates that three
mand not only of a ship, but of
years will be required to complete
squadron, as soon as hostilities the examination
of the skeletons
arise."
and make the thousands of measurements necessary in the interests
INJUNCTION PETITION
of science.
status of
The exact
IS DENIED BY COURT tiie Eskimos, ethnological
it is believed, will be
dotermined. Anthropologists agree
(Jty Tha Amnclitted TrrM.)
they aro of Asiatic origin. Eskimos
Boston, Dec. 27. Tho supreme are constantly
traveling between
court today denied the motion of the two continents, walking on the
Christian
of
the
trustees
the
Ice across Behring Btraits In win
Science Publishing society, for an ter and paddling across in their
Injunction to restrain the direct bidarkas in summer. They are not
ors of the First Church of Christ close ethnologic kin to the North
the American Indians, if kin at all, and
(Scientist), from removing
trustees. The court recently held this exhaustive investigation may
that the directors had power to determine their closest racial af
remove trustees, but tho trustees in finities.
The result of the survey will be
their petition for an injunction,
asked the court to prevent the di- embodied in a volume by Dr. Cam
aceron. A special study on the teeth
rectors from taking removal
tion pending determination of cer- will be made by Dr. S. G. Ritchie,
.
tain issues.
of Halifax

Rv ha AMfwIniMl PreM.)
Ban VrnnnUf n. Calif.. DeC. 27.

PREDICTS

Have you
wondered what is
causing you to feel so weak and
so
tired
"blue" and nervous? It
may be uric acid. You have trob
ably eaten too much meat which
has filled your blood with uric ac d.
weakened your kidneys and caused
tnat wearing backache, the headaches, dizziness and other bad
feelings. Don't wait for serious
trouble. Lighten your diet and use
Doan's Kidney Mils, Thousands
rcvujiiinenu mem, ,ihk your ncitl-boAn Albuquerque rose:
Mrs. J. H. Cosgrove, 922 8. Edith
St., says: "My back ached especial-l- y
when I was on my feet for a few
hours. Often I had headaches that
blurred my sight. I bought Doan's
Kidney Pills at the Brlggs Drug
store ana after a few weeks treatment I was cured of the pains in
my back and was no longer troubled with hcaduches.
I have had
no trouble for the past few yours."

j

IS

EAGER FOR U. S.

re in Jail will not be allowed to
Dew
prejudice their case, Judge
said late today from the bench In
advanced
by
contention
reply to a
for the Jackson-Walkcounsel
Coal company, one of the defendDorchy did CHANGES ARE PLANNED
ants, that Howat and with
clean
not come into court
IN POLICIES OF THE
serving
hands, as thev were now
SOVIET GOVERNMENT
Jail sentences following convictions
of violation of a section of the
law.
court
Industrial
Kansas
(By The Awoclnted Pree.)
Washington, Dec. 27, Changes
SETTLEMENTS
in soviet srovernmental policies re
PLANNED
rentlv made, or indicated as in
ARE
CALIFORNIA
IN
bring
nrosnect. may eventually
ntloji of trade rela
REP0RTEDA SUCCESS
tions between Russia and the Unit
'
ed States, It was said today at tne
lntd
The
Prrti.)
Aiot
(By
buccbss White House.
Chicago, Dec. 27. The Califorby the
Reports received recently
of planned settlements In
government, it was said,
nia under the land settlement act American
to
the
as
of 1917 was explained to the Amer were most optimistic
En course likely to be pursued by the
inn Hnciotv of Agriculturalannual
soviet authorities.
irincprfi at their fifteenth
TVi
government. It
American
inoeitnir tnd.iv bv Dr. Elwood Mead
has responded
of the University of California. Two was stated, already
to the change in Russian policy bya
experiments regarded as socialistic
ventures, he said, had met with admitting to the United States for
marked success one at Durham, Russian agent to buy grain
In the Sacramento valley, and the Russian relief enterprises.
other at Delhi, in the San Joaquin
valley.
SWOLLEN STREAMS IN
Planned development, Dr. Mead
CALIFORNIA RECEDE:
said, was at least 25 per cent
money was.
cheaper because no or
STORM IS SUBSIDING DENVER
advertis-,1ngcommissions
on
spent
er

it

--

(By The Auorlnted

Coblenz, Dee. 27. Nino hundred
and seven American soldiers, twenty-two
officers and an overseas
casual detaehment of thirty-eigmen, and sixteen destitute former
soldiers left today for Antwerp.
lees, and Bishop Glass of Salt Lake They will sail for home tomorrow.
All
the men are from the Second
his sacerdotal
City will observe
brigade. They expressed regret at
silver jubilee.
Bishop Althoff of Belleville, 111., having to leave Inasmuch as the
will celebrate the twentieth anniexchange situation is favorable and
versary of his ordination. Bishops the holidays are on.
Guerten of Manchester nnd Feehan
of Fall River will each complete
fifteen years In the episcopate.
Towards the close of the year the
Most Rev. Edward J. Hanna will
round out his first decade as archApril will
bishop of San Francisco.
fcCAERPJIAL JELLY
bring the tenth anniversary of the
.4
of
Archbishop Dowling
episcopate
Is guaranteed by 30 years
of St. Paul, who became bishop of
service to millions ot
Ties Moines In 1912. The Rt. Rev.
Americans. Kondon't
Denis J. O'Connell will celebrate
works wonders for your
his tenth anniversary as bishop of
rnlrt eneexintf- - fmttflv
Richmond nnd similar periods of
chronic catarrh, head.
service In the episcopate will be
sore nose, etc
of
Bishops
Conroy
completed by
McGovern of 30Tretlmral
Oedenshurg and
lis m receipt
Cheyenne.
uruggiata
The Rt. Rev. William T. Russell el your bud
will celebrate his fifth anniversary as tad tddreM
it
bishop of Charleston. S. O., and the
KONDON
Rt. Rev. John J. Cantwell will com
Mum.
plete his fifth year as bishop of Hlaaeiwlli,
Monterey and Los Angeles.

SERVICE DURiltG COMING YEAR

His Release Was
Due to the Loyal Support
He Received From Am-

(By The AMOclnted FreM.)

A. E. F. UNIT LEAVES
C0BLENZ FOR ANTWERP

PRELATES TO

COMPLETE HALF A CENTURY OF

Claims

,
o
;
t , .j
Durango, Colo., Deo.
man was killed, another severely
injured and twelve passengers on
a Denver & Rio Grande Western
railroad passenger train were badly shaken up today when a land
slide bowled one of the two engines which headed the train over
an embankment into a river, me
second engine, baggage car and
one coach left the tracks and veered downward but did not turn
over.
The dead man Is John Connor,
fireman, who was crushed under
the 'first engine. His brother,
James Connor, engineer, had both
badly
legs fractured and was
bruised when he leaped onto a pile
of rocks to safety from the falling
engine.
The train left here pushing toa
heavy rotary plow in an attempt
fell Show
clear the tracks of enow whichstorm
girl' candidate In prettiest back contestm being measured at Cohan
snow
during a blinding
theater, New York, by Judge.
r
which has raged here for two days.
The accident occurred twenty-tw- eo
When NewYork beauty experts read that Chicago critics had demiles from here, about thirty-fivcided their city contained the most perfect feminine backs in the counmiles from Silverton, the train's try, the Gothamites got real peeved. And now the hunt for New York'i
train was
A relief
destination.
backs is on.
sent out and brought the passen- prettiest
gers here.
The snow here tonight reached
TO MAKE THE SECOND
an average level of three feet and
The
unabated.
ANNUAL
PILGRIMAGE
is
continuing
mountains are covered with even
GRAVE
TO
ROOSEVELT
snow.
deeper

(By The Associated PreM.)
New York, Doc. 27. Football
coaches from scores of the princi-

MANY CATHOLIC

FOE

ft

Are Charged With Complic- Another Is Severely Injured
and Twelve Passengers
ity in the Killina of Three
on
Are Shaken Up, Engine
Men at Wilson,
Night
Into a River.
Goes
December
15.
of
(By The Amoclnted PreM.)

A

STATEMENT SAYS
A

Ardmore, Okla., Dec. 27 (by tho
Associated Press.) Eleven Carter
county business and professional
men, of the seventeen originally arin
rested, charged with complicity
the killing on the night o December
15 at Wilson, Okla., of three
men, tonight had perfected bonds of
$10,000 each and were at liberty
pending the calling of their cases
next month.
No charges were filed against
two of the seventeen men arrested,
one dead
a relative and friend ofheld
under
man, and who were
bond for their probable value as
witnesses, and the cases against
two of the defendants previously
had been dismissed, leaving thirteen
cases up for disposition today.
Tho two acquitted today are Rev.
Ieon Juluist, minister, of Heald-to-oU
Okla., ann John Murray,
field worker.
The eleven bound over for trial
are charged with murder. Jour
will bo given separate trials. These
are the men who waived examinthe one
ing trials today. During
and
days that the examining trial consumed before adjourntoday, twenty
ment Friday untilwere
examined.
state witnesses
Thev offered testimony to
men't the contention of the prosecution that masked men under the
leadership of O. rt. Sims, Ardmore
jotoMivA. forced John Smith,
,.ii
to the
of Wilson, to guido them Wilson.
home of Joe Carroll at were to
they
There, they testified, him
to pasture
cot Carroll and take
they said,
a few miles away, where, 100
other
a crowd of more than feathers.
and
tar
men waited with
to
The object of the raid, accordingwas
the statement of one defendant wet
to "get" Carroll for alleged
ear" deals and whisky trafficking.
When the nine masked men arrived at Carroll's home, the testithat
mony showed, they demanded
a gun
he throw up his hands and In
the
battle ensued which ended
and Sims.
deaths of Carroll, Smithtrial
are W.
The men now facing
'
I, T Hilton, C. O. Whitchurch,
Frank Cardwell. Tom Hailes, Ray
Ti. Beede, Dan Rldpath, J. H. Pitts.
.Toff Smith, J. D. "Cmley" Smith,
a. Gilliam and Dr. E. C. Harlow.

DEBS IS

QF CAPITALISTS

HITS LANDSLIDE

FURNISH BOND 5;

.me
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Columbus. Ohio. Dec. 27. No
tice that members of the Southern
Ohio Coal exchange, comprising 70
coal operators and operating companies will not hold further meetings with officials of the miners'
union to negotiate new wage scales
and working agreements, were
served upon John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers
of America, after a meeting of the
organization lata today. Members
of the exchange operate In what
is known as the Hocking field in
the southern part of the state.
The word sent Lewis by the operators was said to have been in
answer to a letter sent out by
Lewis December 16, suggesting a
meeting of two operators and two
miners from each of the four
states, In the central competitive
field, to be held In Pittsburgh Tuesday to agree upon a time and place
for the next conference.

ventory Sale

of SILKS and WOOLEN

GOO DS
FROM THE SILK SECTION
$2.39 Crepe de Chines, $1.95.
Sale at
Our entire stock during
this reduced price. All popular shades.
ry

3 JUDICIAL REFORMS

$5.50

ARE URGED BY TAFT
40

(By The Anocintrd Preu.)
27. Expanding
Chicago, Dec.
activities of the federal courts may
"and
them
delay is a deswamp
nial of Justice," Chief Justice William Howard Taft said tonight In
an address urging reforms to expedite court procedure. He urged
three reforms which he outlined
as follows:
"An Increase In the Judicial force
in the 'trial federal courts, and an
organization and effective distribution of the force by the council
of Judges.
"Simplicity of procedure in the
trial federal courts.
"A reduction in the obligatory
jurisdiction of the supreme court
and an increase In the field of its
discretionary Jurisdiction by cer-

BATTLE

IN

(By The Aisoclnted PreM.)
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 27. Police

tonight claimed that Joseph Cipola.
21, known as "Green Onion," and
Everett E. Summers, 21. said to
have a police record at Toleds. O.,
were killed in a battle with moonshiners In University City, a su
burb, when they attempted to raid
a still here early today. This
theory, it was explained by Chief
of Detectives Hoagland. may lead
to a solution of their deaths.

Chiffon Changeable Taffeta, $2.50
inches wide, beautiful eolor combinations, for
evening wear.

36

IN THE WOOLEN GOODS
,

a great

$4.50 Stripe Serge Suitings, Yard $2.95.
All wool,

51-in-

B. Marcus
South First St.

-

serge suitings, in navy with white stripe.

$2.25 French Serge, Yard $1.69
All wool French serge, 40 inches wide, in taupe, Russian, cardinal and navy.

$3.95 Wool Mixture, Yard $2.59.
all wool suitings, heather mixtures, in brown and green.

54-inc- h,

$3.75 Zibiline Coating, Yard $2.49.
Zibiline coatings, 54 inches wide, black only.

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

$2,50 DRESS SATIN, $1.49

JEWELRY

313

$8.00 Prunella Skirtings, Yard $5.95.

i

line ot

INDIAN BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS
and many other articles that
we do not mention.
Get our prices before you
buy youY gifts

DEPARTMENT

Beautiful quality of Prunella Skirtings in wonderful color combinations, in stripes
and plaids.

Money Savings

We have

$2.69.

$2.50 Chiffon Taffeta, $1.69.
Splendid quality of chiffon taffeta, in black only,
36 inches wide.

POLICE

WITH

inches wide, pearl, brown, navy and black.

40 inches wide, in turquoise, brown, navy and
black.

added.

2 MEN ARE KILLED

Canton Crepes, $3.89.

$3.50 Charmuese,

tiorari."

"While the bar and the bench
are really much less responsible
for delays in legal procedure than
the public is likely to think, the
very fact that they are popularlv
supposed to bo responsible should
make us act with energy to Justify
the existence of ,our profession and
the maintenance of courts," ho

RiTy

WITH A NEW

DON'T MISS THIS
36-inc-

h

r

black, All Silk Satin, good weight, for dresses, skirts, etc.
(Limit 5 yards to a customer)

Tit:

Page Fou
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S FATHER

B

OLD FASHIONED BREAD AND MILK BEST
FOOD FOR BABIES, IS EXPERT OPINION

STOCKYARDS ACT

SAYS HE THINKS
SON

IS

S'-.ysjj--

J

1

That Conclusion
Last, When He

Reached

Angeles, Calif.,
Actions of Arthur C. Hurchon trial
n
on the charge oi murdering .1.
Kennedy, both before and after
Kennedy was slain, were related at
length today by the Rev. William A.
Burch, of Evanston, 111., father of
the defendant, In support of the
opinion he said he had formed that
his son Is insane. The Rev. Mr.
Burch said ho reached that conclusion August 14, last, when he
saw Arthur in the Los Angeles
county jail for Hie first time after
the young man had been charged
with tho slaying.
The father's testimony took up
the greater part of the sessions today. Other defense witnesses were
called in an effort to Impeach teswitnesses.
timony of prosecution
They included Ralph R. Obcnchain,
husband
of Madalynne
former
of burch.
Obenchain,
Obenehain testified Mrs. Elizabeth
Besanty and Mrs. Mary A. Bailiff
had made statements to him at
variance with those they made on
the witness stand.
Gives History of Artlmr.
The Rev. Mr. Burch gave a history of Arthur, to whom he referred as "my only son," declaring the
latter was a quiet, studious youth,
devoted to his parents and interested In church and Sunday Rchool
work up to about three years ago.
when he became Interested In a
ranching venture at Living Springs,
Montana, and made frequent trips
there from Evanston, The father
said the first change he noted In
his son's behavior was "deception"
In regard to money matters.
Arthur, he said, would send home
a list of bills ana asKed tor money
to pay them and after the money
the same bills
was forwarded,
would be returned for payment.
Never l'od I'rofunlty.
Before the Montana venture, the
elder Btiroh testified, Arthur never
used alcohol or tobacco, or talked
In a profane manner.
"I never heard him use profanity
until August 14 last when I saw him
In the Los Angeles county Jail,"
the Rev. Mr. Burch said. "Then
he used two or three profano ex
pressions."
He said that another occasion
when ho visited his son In the Jail
was the first time he had any reason to believe he drank Intoxicants.
He said his son's breath was the
reason.

Attacked, Officers of the

Chicago

IMPLICATED

MEXICANS
IN

PLOT TO START

REVOLT

A

ON JANUARY

1

PRINCE TOKUGAWA TO
SAIL ON JANUARY 13
Washington, Dec. 27. (By the
Associated Pros.) Prince Toku-gawa Japanese arms delegate, is
planning to sail for home on tha
steamer Korea Maru, which is due
to leave San Francisco for Yokohama January 13. He expects to
visit New York, Chicago and Loa
Angeles before sailing.
a,

nolAL DtlPATCH

w
American Boy

DnrufiaZ.

By DR. II. E. BARNARD,
Director, American Institute of
Baking.
The extraordinary interest every
one is taking in the recently discovered vitamin content of food is
stimulating the study of food as
perhaps no other situation has ever
done.
It was never easy for people to
think in terms of calories or cnerpry
producing food units, but it is a
simple matter to remember that
children will not rtow if they are
deprived of the butter fat of milk,
end that many children's disorders
are due to too narrow a diet.
The interest manifested in a care
ful choice of the food supply is
bound to be very helpful durinsr the
coming winter, and especially so in
the case of families where economy
is most necessary.
Fortunately
the best foods for children and for
grown people too are the cheapest
foods. It is not necessary to eat
high priced foods in order to get
the essential vitamins. Not only is
milk an ideal food for children because of its high food value and
cheap cost, but it is also rich in
the vitamins.
A diet of bread and milk fur
nishes almost everything the child
needs, for the bread supplements

I

'I

'

T
Mi!

Theaters Today

)iv

.

1

Wh Children

Enjoying Plain
the milk and supplies the necessary
starchy food and a very desirable
form of protein for muscle building. The yeast used in making the
bread is the richest of all known
foods in the water soluble vitamins.
If in addition to the bread and
milk diet, green vegetables are
eaten, either in the form of salads
or cooked, other important food
elements are provided. Cabbage,
interesting nature. Reginald Denny, leading man, heads a strong
supporting cast,

bread

v

VtU.

E.

Barnard

spinach, carrots and turnips have a
high vitamin content and they are
also rich in essential minerals
which the growing child needs.
The popularity of the common
fresh yeast cake, as a source of
vitamins is in itself strong evidence
that these little understood food ac-cessories are quite as important in
nutrition as fat, carbohydrates or

protein.

.

DRIVE AGAINST

BIG CAST, GHKAT STORY,
FINK Il.CK;Rfl lS. MARK
"II" Theater. Repeating today
the great picture,
"SILENT YEARS" GREAT
"Footlights,"
S PLAN OF
with the film star, Elsie Ferguson,
One of the most brilliant casts of
in the title role; also presenting
the interesting and instructive Bur- the year, including such noted
ton Holmes' "Travelogue" and the
players are Pauline Starke, Rose
EU
DEB S
"Current Kvents" pictures.
Dione and Tully Marshall; a story
as
Bert
Theater
of uncommon interest laid in that
Lyric
Lytell,
the leading character in "Lady most picturesque region on the
Fingers," is being repeated today; American continent, the St.
(By The Aisoclntm Trru.)
Vanalso repeating tho two-pariver valley, and the superb
War
Dec. 27.
Washington,
the
ity comedy, "Spiking
Spooks." direction by Louis J. Gasnier all
war is to occupy a great
against
to
combine
make "Silent Years,"
Pastime Theater For tho last
of Eupart of the
time today tho picture, "Silent Gasnler's most rocent R-producAtlanta
Years," is being repeated; also pre- tion, an attraction of the greatest gene V. Debs, freed from clemenby executive
senting the Fox News pictures and appeal. It's the current feature on penitentiary
the bill at the Pastime theater and cy on Christmas day, according to
the "Mutt and Jeff" cartoons. .
his own anouncement here today.
is being repeated today. "
socialist leader said he could
Any one in touch with the activ- The
CNHjm PHOTOPLAY IS
ities of fllmdom must know at a make no concrete plans for thu fuklsik
i'i:i5(;rsoNs play.
ture until he reached his home in
"FOOTLIGHTS." AT THK "B glance that the cast of "Silent Terre Haute, Ind. He willleave
Years" is one of unrivalled merit.
tonight.
The Paramount picturization of Pauline Starke is one of the most Washington
Debs announced his determina
on the
popular leading women
Rita Weiman'a story. "Footlights," screen
tion
to
if possiblo, a vow
obtain,
Her
today.
delicate, whim
starring Elsie Ferguson which is sical beauty, her skill in tho inter- - from every man, woman and child
hls
country, and every country
being repeated today at the "B" pretatlon of such roles as she por-- i
ne mlBIU v,s,l lnac inpy re"
theater, is unique in every detail. trays in "Silent Years" make henwmc"
t0 tak UP arms an3 g0 t0
It tells of Lizzie Parsons, a New stand forth as virtually a star in!fu9e
war.
Rogland girl, who becomes a vau- her own right.
will be war," he said, "in
"There
Madame Rose Dione was one of
deville entertainer and impersonpro'
on the some form, and war growing
the foremost actresses
ator.
more and more destruc-thi- s
She attracts the attention of Os- French stage before she came to Krcsslvely
l'ntl1 a competitive world has
laurels!'1
to
win
further
country
wald Kane, a theatrical manager
who resolves to introduce her on on the screen. And she does so In ve world.
Every war for trade
the New York stage as a Russian "Siient Vonr" in whirh .h. ntov. sooner or later
inevitably becomes
actress.
Lizzie signs a contract. the part of Jo Morey otherwise
rr
which states that for ten years she Mam sene jo, we central character
MrDebs
'
expressed the opinion
is to be under his management and of the story
Harding, at heart,
Tully Marshall, long prominent ,hflt President
in that time not to reveal her
on the stage and screon, is also
gainst a war but described
identity.
tho
as a representative
Lisa Parslnova, as Lizzie is now the cast and other players include: of a presidentthat mado
war possknown, makes her debut with great George M'Daniel, George Selgman ible. system
arms
The
conference h3 consuccess. Brett Page, a wealthy Will Jim Hatton, Jack Mower, tended, was
significant onlyJn that
New Yorker, falls in love with her. James O. Barrows, Jack Living It was a
recognition of tho cost of
There is something about his up- ston, Ruth King. Kate Toncray, warfare and
an effort to reduce
right, big American manner that Lillian Ramheau, Jean O'Rourke expense instead of eliminating the
makes her hate the life she is liv- and Ruth Ashby.
,
"Silent Yearn" Is based upon the cause.
ing. She thinks that Randolph Is
Action In behalf of 'others still
In love with the temperamental novel "Mam'selle Jo," by Harriet
for
violation
of war
imprisoned
actress rather than her true self. Comstock. and depicts a moving laws. Debs
would be unThen follow developments of an story of life among the rugged folji dertaken as declared,
soon as ho has
who inhabit the country along tho
himself to circumstances. He
shores of the St. Lawrence river in
a series of conferbegan
Canada, It is a most picturesque ences todayfriends
with
and
location and lends Itself admirably
to romantic, drama such as "Silent which was expected to last until
he
left
the
capital tonight'for his
Years."
Mr. Gasnler's skill Is reflected tn home.
Mr.
Debs
still wore the clothing
scenes
of tho
many of the big
him at the prison when he
drama. The noted French pro- given
was
released
and declared his Inducer, who made "Kismet" for R-tention of returning home in them
pictures and other Important sub- and of
wearing them for some
jects, has scored another success, time.
beyond question.
"Like the wrinkles on my face,"
"III
he said, "they have cost me
rt

future-activitie-

C
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MEASURES ARE TAKEN
TO PREVENT RIOTING
(By The Amoclntcd Press.)

this

D

Cairo, Dec. 27 (by the Associated Press). Authorities are taking
severe measures to prevent congregating of riotous crowds at Suez
and a notice has been posted there
that if the military airplanes ob
serve an assembly they will drop
smoke bombs, and If the assembly
does not disperse they will drop
shells and fire machine guns.
The minister of education has
closed all government schools, and
the postal service Is restricted to
Cairo. The law courts are begin
ning to strike and many' Egyptian
merchants have cancelled
orders
with British firms.
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liavptstlip romance ofold
Spanish days.,.
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ton voter, vmwationi
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R. W. HOYT, Agent
V,

her'

husband to post
in capetown, s. a.

WIOXE

201.

Albuquerque, N. M.

MO'JfEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with tc
and mall it to Foley A Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave.. Chicago, in., writ
ing your name and address clearly.
You will receive In return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
for coughs,
and Tar Compound
colds and croup;
Foley Kidney
Pills for pains in sides and back;
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailments; and Foley Ca- thairtio Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
head
biliousness.
constipation,
Bold
aches, and sluggish bowels.
everywhere.

Journal want ads

set results

and hams from 40 to SO days.
Twelve pound bellies will cure in
about 26 days. Fourteen pound
shoulders In about 40 days and 16
pound hams In about 65 days. Overhauling and repacking the meat on
the fifth and fifteenth days insures an even and more rapid curing. The same brine Is used
year.
Watch
the pickle
An Inventory
carefully taken throughout.
for souring and roplness.
carefully
once a year win snow the profit
( r.t
At
nt
.Inn
f
.nAllln
ableness of the farm business. The
amount of money on hand at the the meat, scrub It thoroughly, scald
close of the year does not accur brine.uuuci,
lepacK ana aaa new
-ITIeh. llrmurilii...
J1UI11UIC
ubu i
ately Indicate the amount of money
low retard the action
and
souring
made, because it does not take n Wa v.
,
...
STATESMEN BEATEN IN v
mum. mi.
iinriy-iiv- e
tnir- to
into account the Increase or de
'
decrees TTn hrcnhotl I. ,v.A
crease in livestock, farm machinUULh UUNTtSl (
ideal at which to aim.
ery, grain, forage or supplies.
fa
When
ritrtnir
flntmhAA
1
CIIIUYC
While the beet time to take an
"a ..:.I.MII.U,
(Br The Aiaoffnted Ph.1
Inventory Is when the supplies on the meat. snH mahIt
PInehurst, N. C, Deo.' 27.
nana are at their lowest point be six hours In fresh water. This re- Speaker Gillette of
the house of
fore the principal work of the new moves the excess salt from the out- representatives; Senator Hitchcock
layers. String for hanging in of Nebraska, former Senator Henyear begins, January 1 In many side
cases may prove to be the moat the smoke house. Scrubbing with derson of Nevada, and
desirable time. Work at this time brush and hot water cuts off the Russell of New York were Lindsay
defeatan4.
Is usually slack, and it is a good Old CTeftRfl And hrlffhtAna ViA
ed here today In a four-ba- ll
golf
to
24
beup
for
Hang
hours
drip
time to analyze the past year's
match In which their opponents
oiiiuniiig.
work and make definite clans for
were Judge John Barton Payne of
the coming year.
Chicago and F. K. Hustis, William
NO NEW TYPHUS CASES.
To be reliable, however, the In
Bibb and A. Luclon Walker of New
ventory must be carefully taken,
Santa Fe. Dee. 27. Thern in
Tork.
to
of
New
ninety-eigh- t
the
was
specialists
Mr. Walker's
according
further development of typhus, It
Mexico Agricultural College. Noth- la reDortaA
the best round made.
hv
stnf
hi
tha
It Is publio health, after the return of
ing should be overlooked.
best to make definite classifica
Dr. C. E.
In losing Lourie, Garrity and
director, from his
tions, such as land, livestock, farm Inspection Waller,
of the outbreak report- Keck, a trio of football stars.
maenmery, feed and supplies, cash. ed on the Mescalero
seems to have fare I
Princeton
Indian
Apache
bills payable and bills receivable, reservation In Ctt
worse than either Harvard or Tale
and then to go through eacn class one case was
ail
Isolated and
con In the loss of gridders through
and list ach item that it contains. tacts
ueioused.
graduation.
small Items may 'be lumped to
gether, but all things of importance
snouia be listed separately and a
acrinite value placed on each.
For the purpose of checking up
the year's profits one had best not
place an Increased or decreased
value on his land at the close of
the year, .unless this increase Is
due to improvements made.
'
Pork May Be Cured Wet or Dry.
The prohibition problem does
not concern the curing of pork, but
and
specialists of the Agricultural
are frequently asked regarding
the merits of brining and dry curing. Opinions differ, but It Is generally conceded that brine Is usually safer and more convenient
than the dry method.
For sugar curing use S pounds
of salt, 2 pounds of brown sugar
We have just received a shipment of records by
and 2 pounds of saltpeter to 4
of water.
and Enrico Caruso.
Ernestine Schumann-Hein- k
This should be
enough for 100 pounds of meat. In
This .shipment embraces the country's favorite
warm weather, 10 pounds of salt
numbers.
and 2 2 pounds of sugar are
safer. Sorghum or other molasses
may be substituted for the sugar.
After putting the salt and other
THEY
ALL NEW RECORDS
ingredients into the water, boil and
remove any scum that appears. AlWE WILL PLAY THEM
YOU
low the brine to cool before covering the meat with it.
Pack the hams and shoulders In
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
GET
the bottom of the container, fitas
them
ting
closely together as
YOURS WHILE THEY LAST.
possible, and lay the bacon on top,
skin side down except the last layer. Pour the brine down the side
Instead of over the meat. Place a
weight on top and keep the brine
standing well over the meat at all
times.
The length of time for sweet
GEORGE GEAKE
pickle- curing depends upon the
weight of the pieces and the temperature. Bacon from 200 to 250
402 West Central
Phone 401
pound hogs takes from 25 to 30
days, shoulders from 35 to 50 days,

control."
,
The act gives the secretary of
most extensive
"the
agriculture
power over private business ever
granted to a public official In times
of peace." The livestock commission men object to the law on the
grounds:
"That it Incorrectly defines the
nature of their business, because
It classifies them as a public utili
ty, whereas It Is their contention
that they are pursuing a private
individual
at a public
business
market, and are therefore not sub
ject to federal control.
"That tne protection arroraea to
the rights and business Interest cf
livestock producers and shippers
are not adeiuately preserved ly
the law, as it will Impair, If not
destroy, the efficiency of the commercial associations
of livestock
commission merchants, called live
stock exchanges; and that In the
administration of the law livestock
producers and shippers and com
mission men are liable to be subjected to Irreparable injury.
"That the law is framed and will
be carried out with the intention
of establishing a system of marketing entirely different from, and
revolutionary of, the present system, which Is founded upon the
of individuals; and
competition
the ultimate effect of the law will
be to destroy this competitive system and create a monopoly in the
form of a selling agency, which
will deprive the producer of the
advantages of competition In the
selling processes of livestock and
subject the producer and shipper
of livestock to irreparable inlury.
tn support or these propositions
livestock commission men affirm
that their legal status has been
well defined by the United States
supreme court (Hopkins vs. United
States. 171 IT. S. 678) which has
explicitly stated that the livestock
commission merchant is engaged
in a private business. The buying
and selling of livestock at a public
market by a commission merchant
Is not. In the opinion of the United
States Supreme court, aubiect tn
federal control. The same court
has also held that the organisation
ana operation or livestock exchanges Is a legitimate and worthy
incident or tne Business.
"Therefore, livestock commission
merchants feel Justified In testln
tne validity of the packers and
stock yards act, which attempts to
radically and entirely change their
status from a private to a public
Dusiness.
"The livestock commission men
are opposed to the oneratlnn nf
the law because It will destrov the
.disclpllnatory
power of livestock
exenanges and substitute an lmper- ieci, mauequate ana a most expensive method of supervision over
livestock
commission
men and
other buying and selling agencies
upon tne marKet; which will prove
most seriously injurious to produe
era and shippers
of livestock. It
is framed and will be carried out
with the intention of destroying
compeinion or individuals, and will
create a monouotv elllnv a irpnrtv
which will deprive the producer of
me advantage or competition in
tne selling processes of livestock.
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flew Mexico Phonograph Co.

Furniture

The STAR
Pre-Invento-

Company's

Sale of Toys, Holiday;
Goods, Etc.

ry

Presenting a rare opportunity for the Investment
of that Christmas gift money to good advantage.
KIDDIE KARS

TEA WAGONS
250,, OFF

25
OFF
the kiddies out In the
open air. These come in all
26
off our prices, which were
25
off.

Keep

Wicker, brown mahogany and
American Walnut Tea Wagons
of various designs, 25
off.

TOY WAGONS,

to 50o

20

OFF

Our entire stock of Coaster and Express Wagons
ranging from 20 per cent to 60 per cent off,

"ine enthusiastic supporters
and advocates of the packer
and
stock yards act declare, that It Is
their Intention to eliminate the
miaaieman' and thereby reduce
the cost of marketing
livestock and
put the finished product In the
hands of the consumer at a lower
cost to him, and at the same time
increase tne profits of the produe
er.
us call attention to the
fact that livestock commission
mercnarvs are not
nor do their functions 'middlemen,'
represent In
any respect those of a. 'mMi.
man.
"In brief, the commission men
are testing the constitutionality of
mo aci Because witnout justifiable
cause It attempts to
the nature of their bustnesschange
from m pri
vate occupation to a public utility
.
"WUhnn 4i,.(tl.l.i. cause .. jnjunmmuiw
it mcis neavy ana burdensome expense upon the taxnnve
the , producer and h'l .nriA,
. " - nf 11...
"tC
"Without lUKHflnM.
It .t
tempts to tvoliitlonix
lng system which has been the
development of over
years and has had no concrete fifty
criticism directed against it."
Mickey Walker Is out with a
challenge to Jack Brltton to box
for the welterweight championship.

VELOCIPEDES
250,, OFF

:

CHILDREN'S
25ort

Various model velocipedes at
sizes from the smallest up.
already considered very low,

it

at

reductions

CHAIRS

OFF

All our children's chairs and
rockers.
Wood and wicker,
vanrlshed and painted, 25 off.

BREAKFAST

t

SETS, $6.90

These breakfast sets are the talk of the town at $6.90. Although
they are in reality breakfast sets, most of them have been sold
to small families as dinner sets, Only 6 sets left. Corns
early.

DINNER SETS
$8.25
sets

'Armstrong-- Electric

$18.25

eco-nom- lo

Breakfast Room Suits
$33.50

Harding blue dinner
the sale price of

at

18.25

.

The regular annual meeting of
the stockholders of the National
Life Insurance Company of the
Southwest will be held at the com
pany's office on Saturday. January
14th, 1922, at 2 o'clock, to elect
directors for the ensuing year and
transact such other business as
may come before the stockholders.
E. T. CHASE,
Secretary and General Manager.

Has an ideal winter dtmafq
imp hotels and oven: all

Sarvta-T- c

Accompanies

NOTICE.

HotelGalvet,ala?&pancl
luxurious hostclty. Its only

MSSNINS JOURNAL

d
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TO

junction restraining the secretary
of agriculture from enrorcmg ine
act.
"The act," says the announcement of the Livestock exchange,
"Is a revolutionary departure from
the policies of our government as
defined by the constltutlon-anby
the supreme court. It would ultimately affect every competitive
business in tha United States and
render all business men liable to
federal or state supervision and

mm

day
Happy
1T1 i

Ex-

Dee. ' 27. American
Chicago,
business will be throttled by govcontrol
unless there Is
ernmental
an end to legislation that is "contrary to the alms of the constitution."
This was the statement of officers of the Chicago Livestock
exchange in announcing that the
U. S. supreme court will be called
upon to decide the constitutionality of the packers and stock yards
act.
Decision to carry the case to the
by
highest court followed denial
the federal court of an interlocu-tar- v
petition for a permanent In

Law-renc- o

(Br The Amoclatfa l"re.
Nogales, Ariz., Dec. 27. PaIn the possession of
found
pers
General Francisco Heyna, who
was executed by a firinsr snuad
In Nograles, Sonora, late yesterday,
Implicated two Mexicans now living 1 Ix)s Anpreles, Calif., In a
plot for a revolution scheduled to
have begun In Mexico January 1,
to an announcement
according
made by General Alfonzo de la
Huerta, chief of military operations in the state of Sonora, Mexico, today.
One of the men Implicated,
General de la Huerta said, is a
former Mexican general, and the
other conducts a Spanish language newspaper In Los Angeles.
General Iteyna confessed, according to General de la Huerta,
that he was unearthing rifles,
Baddies and ammunition
to be
taken to the Altar district for use
In a proposed new year's revolt
when he was captured yesterday.

Livestock

change State.

Bel-to-

Stato College, New Mexico.

There is no phase of farm record
that will give more In
IN HIGH COURT formation for the time required
than the taking of an annual inventory. At least once a year,
everyone should take stock of him
Its Cortstitutionality Will Be self and find out just what he has
accomplished during the preceding

Aug. 14,

Saw Arthur in County Jail
Charged With Murder.
(By The Asuoclnted rrm.)
Los
Dec. 27.

x
Auocinted Frew.)
Dublin, Dec. 27 (by the Associated Press). Today was regarded in
southern and western Ireland as
the beginning of "truce week"
which is to be devoted to bringing
public pressureito bear in favor of
the ratification of the peace treaty.
An extensively signed petition from
all classes of his constituents has
been sent to Dr. Patrick McCartan
former representative of the dall
in the United States, imploring him
actively to support the treaty, Instead, as he has announced his intention, of merely abstaining from
either voting for or against it.
(By The

Issued by the Extension Service, New Mexico Agricultural College,

keeping
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A DRIVE FOR'
TREATY RATIFICATION

TO START

FARM FORMATION SERVICE

WILL BE TESTED

BE

December 28, 1921.

Waffle Iron.....
Smoking Stands.

Mahogany and white enamel
combination breakfast room sets
consisting of table and 4 chairs.

Table Stove and

... ... . .Vi.it . .

$14 American Beauty Electric
$10 American Beauty' Electric

LJ,.

, ,.
.

..........$

Grill...

1

....... .$14.45
1.95

....... .,$11.95

Irons....

$ 7.90

.

Hamilton Beach (motor driven brush)
Electric Vacuum Cleaner. ........ . . ..... . . , ... ... . .$49.00
$37.50 Large Size Kiddle Koops............ t.$3l.50
$55

w
ft

So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
has helped thousands
to break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew. Just place a harmless
tablet In your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
Is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally, physically, fiIt's so easy, go simple.
nancially.
Get a box of
and If it
doesn't release you from all craving for tobacco In any form, your
druggist will refund your money
without question.

y

8

STAR

nerve-shatter-j-

Mr.

Arthur H. Cawston.

Mrs. Arthur H. Cawston is tha
wife of tha new U. S. vice consul
to Capetown, S. A. She will sail
with him shortly for Capetown. It
is an odd coincidence that Cawston
is the son of the man who brought
the first ostriches to California
from Capetown and established. th
famous Cawston ostrich farm.
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lanolin

LETTERS.

Parawax

........

4

drams

Oil of sweet

Rose oil

.

almondt

4

dram
drams

.2 drops
Practically everything In Khls
induces the growth of hair. ThU
formula makes a rather stiff cream
which can be massaged into the
eyebrows and eyelashes as often
as you wish to use it.
Thank You: A girl 16 years old
5 ft. 1 in. In height should weigh
about 110 pounds.
Trying to Be Healthy: 120
pounds is about the correct weight
for a
girl who is 6 ft.
4 In. You could weigh within five
or ten pounds of this and still be
perfectly healthy.
E. J. 4.: The following; treatment will make the skin on the
arms as smooth and white as you
These enlarged
desire.
pores,
which are so ofteir-calle- d
"goose
flesh," ara very much like the
familiar pimple on the face. They
are caused by excretions from the
skin which collect in the pores and
harden and finally become visible
as a small lump. The treatment
follows:
Bcrub the arms very thoroughly
with hot water, a moderately stiff
flesh brush and white castile soap.
Put a handful of bran in the' water,
for this is cleansing and makes
the skin soft and white. Rinse the
arms swlth clear warm water and
then with cold. If the arms chap
after a few days of this treatment
rub them with a little olive oil
immediately after the hot rinse.
This treatment is simply a way of
cleansing the skin and stimulating
the pores to throw off this hardenv
ed matter.

Wednesday.
Sew and So club will meet
Mrs. E. B. Garcia, at 2:30 p.
Good Cheer club will meet
Mrs. Anna Caldwell at 1717
Gold avenue, at 2:30 p.. m.
Wedding of Miss Virginia
and Theodore Van Soelen, at
home, at 8 p. m.

with
m.

with
East

settled upon a quaint studio apartment of five rooms in the 50's, she
BO.
was impatient to take possession
CHAPTER
once.
life
in
at
the
Margaret's interest
which seethed and flowed about
Mrs. Walters teased her unmerher was Intense. Her visits to the cifully.
great metropolitan city had been
"It you had lived In New York
short ones, social in their nature. as long as I have you wouldn't
This running nbout hunting an look upon apartment hunting as
apartment was to her a game, de- such a picnic. To find something
lightful to play. All her life she that suits one, pocket-booand all,
had lived in but two houses. To is not easy."
get this insight into homes so difextravabeen
have
"I
ferent held a unique fascination gant, but I have horribly
been so economAnd finally when she ical for
for her.
years that I have the most
reckless feeling now that I am out
of the small town atmosphere,"
Margaret returned laughingly, yet
withal a little conscience stricken
because of the exorbitant rent she
had paid. "I guess New York' has
turned my' head."
'"You won't be the first one
nor the last to be affected by the
big town. But my dear Margaret,
why shouldn't you have what yoi
want? From what you have told
me you never have spent your income.
saved it because of
Joan.
It is absurd for you to
economize that she
may spend.
Anyway she is bound to marry;
she's the sort to appeal to youn
men. She is absolutely fascinating
because, of that impudent independence of hers. But even shouW
she not marry, why deny yourself
everything while you are young?
You must not forget she is a very
capable person."
For the first time since Janet
Walters had spoken of Craig Forrester's letter Margaret felt the old
liking for her. And it had been
that "why deny yourself everything
while you are young?'" that had
reawakened it. Youth had become
an obsession to Margaret Hayden,
age, and ogre to be fought off continuously.
"Oh, but that place Is lovely!"
Margaret declared, going back to
her description of her studio apartment. The most wonderful bow
Ml window overlooking the park, a
great big fireplace that really
works, and burns big logs the
agent said there weren't many in
New York and that cute little
Powder you get pure,
Romeo and Juliet balcony at the
turn In the stairs with the high
wholesome,
stained glass window back of it.
There's a lovely Baby Grand piano
palatable bakings.
too, and loads of books In those
built-i- n
bookcases each side of the
'fireplace. And some of the quaint
You
est tables and chairs, nott
I
I detest antiques!
at a moderate price
have lived among them all my life,
which is a saving over
some
of
their
absorbed
perhaps
the cheap branaa, on
age. These are new, darling things
painted soft yellows and grays.
one hand the high-price- d
There la a quaint dining room,
Trust Brands on
drop-letable of yellow with
the other.
dainty bachelor buttons all around,
with chairs to match, a low sideCalRemember
board and the dearest dishes of
blue and yellow. I guess that's
umet is economical to
why I took It. Yellow is awfully
use Remember that
becoming to me." Then: "How I
do run on, but really, Janet, Jt is
satisfaction is guarasimply adorable!"
it is today
"You haven't said a word about
the
the sleeping rooms or the kitchselling
en," Mrs. Walters added with .a
brand in the world.
laugh.
All
Try it at our risk and
"My bedroom is heavenly!
rose color.
soft
That's another
If
for
yourself. it
judge
reason I took it. Rose is another
is not the best baking
color I can wear well. I Just cannot describe that room, you will
powder you ever had
have to see It. The kitchen Is a
in your kitchen it won't
duck of a place.
Hannah will
cost you a penny.
think It horribly small, but she
can't. help loving to work there
when she gets used to It, All white
tile and white paint. I'm not goIMPORTANT
ing to tell you another thing! You
shall eat dinner with me the day
Pound can of Calumet
I take possession."
"When will that be?"
contains full 16 oz.
I have telegraphed
"Saturday.
Some baking powders
Hannah to come Friday night."
"Better have her come here uncome m 12 oz. instead
til Saturday morning."
of 16 oz. cans. Be sure
"Thank you, but I have made
arrangements for her at a small
you"get a pound when
hotel near the apartment. I want
'
her to be on hand the moment
you want
they leave. And they are going
early."
"What do you suppose Joan will
say when she finds you out?" mischievously inquired Mrs. Walters.
"Goodness knows! I am almost
afraid lo think about It."
"I hope I am about when she
discovers what you have done.
wouldn't miss It for anything."
"Don't! You worry me. Do you
know, Janet, I still have a feeling
of doing wrong whenever I think
of Joan like a small child who
knows it has offended. I wonder
if T ever shall overcome It?"
"You will in New York!"
k

Dirt-hav-

tamkr!

.

when you use

i

Calumet Baking
light,
-

get a baking

af

that

nteedthat
largest

it

reab admiral dead.
Washington, Dec. 27. Rear Ad-

miral Charles Henry Davis, retired,
brother-in-laof Senator Lodge
of Massachusetts, died at his home
here today. He was a native of
Boston And 76 years of age,
...
w

NIGHT.

ardor 1 stocked the larder and
spoiled Old Winter's game. The
round plunks earning, no fair Joo
spurning. I banked some iron men;
now I should worry when wiW
winds ucurry outside my comty
den. A squash named Hubbard U
in the cupboard,
I've loaves of
klckless bread; up in the garret
there Is a carrot, and cordwood in
the shed. And all is paid for; the
goal I played for my aunts declare
I've won, and winter's squealings
don't hurt my feelings, since I
have saved my mon. Let winter
thunder! I got from under before
the tempests came; alert and heedful I saved the needful and hopo
you did the same.

EVANGELINE BOOTH OF
SALVATION ARMY WILL
APPEAR HERE MARCH 3

wmiJJ

By JAJfE PHELPS
A NEW YORK APARTMENT.

WINTER

When winds are shrieking and
clouds are leaking a cheap-Joh- n
Carr brand of snow,
and things are
Carr
a
freezing, it's doubly pleasing
cheery homo to know. The storm
grWs louder, and like white powTAN KNIT FABRIC
der the snow shifts through the
the drifts are piling, but
MAKES THIS FROCK Icracks;
am smiling, and life is slick a
wax. Here in my shanty, with
wife and auntie, and, grandsons
nine or eight,. I read my paper
whllo
stornuflends caper and
howt their hymn of hate. For I
kept busy till I was dizzy before
the cold blasts came; with vim and

THE KEW GENERATION

,

IS LEVYING

ALL

SORTSJF

TAXES

By WALT MASON.

Bj Edna Kent Forbea.

R. H. C: It is practically Impossible to change the shape of the
nose. There are facial specialists
who can operate on a nose that is
actually deformed and improve it.
but there operations are expensive
and must be performed by a well
trained man. If the skin of the
nose is clear, its shape will not
count against one's appearance.
The "lump" in the middle of the
nose is due to the Bhapo of the
cartilage which is the bony structure of the nose and cannot be removed. The lump at the end of
the nose may be a little fatty deposit which could be made less noticeable if the nose were gently
massaged and pinched with the
fingers.
Joe W.: Some hair seems to
grow forward naturally ro that tt
is very difficult to make it He
back on the head. If you wish to
train your hair to lie back smoothly let it grow quite long at the top
then begin to comb it back after
you have shampooed it and while
the hair is soft and pliable from
If it seoms quite
the shampoo.
stiff and stubborn, tlo it back at
night. This will keep it flat over
a period of several hours and may
be the only treatment necessary.
Lenore:
It does not matter
whether you use red vaseline or
white vaseline. If you wish to get
this to improve the eyelashes,
have the following formula madi
up instead. It is much mora cf- fective.
1 dram
Cocoa butter

some official mansion must pass
through the foreign office.
Odessa has appealed to the Moscow government for permission to
have insurance written !n foreign
companies so it can resume its export trade. After failure to Ket
foreigners to operate the iron ingovdustry in the Donet7. basin the comernment has organized a trusi
bining several of tho big works
and will try to run them with the
aid of loans from the' State Bank.
Shipping in the Black Sea has
been even less active than in the
Small craft have taken
Baltic.
flyers In tho import and export
trade but the turnover luj been
almost negligible.

SOVIET REGIME

Social Calendar

BEAUTY CHATS
ANSWERED

Paee Five
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Miss Evangeline
Booth, grand
commander of the Solvation Army
of America, will visit Albuquerque
and make an address here on Friday evening, March 3, according ton
advices received yesterday by Cnp-taiR. G. Guest in charge of tho
local post. Slie has been persuaded to stop oft hero on her way
back oastfrom a trip to the Hawaiian Islands.
i
Capt. Guest is already making
beof
the
for
the
reception
plans
loved "Commander Eva." Every
city that sha has visited In her
poaking tour has turned out enormous crowds of people to hear her.
to reports.
She will
according
speak on "The World's Greatest
Miss Booth has been
Romance."
the national leader of the Salvation Army for many years.

WOMAN BUILDS STATE
ROAD IN WISCONSIN

Taking up an unfinished road
contract made by her husband
prior to his death recentlv, Mrs.
Axel Holm, South Range, Wis., has
completed the building of four and
a half miles of Btate highway io.
,
.
33 through Pattlson State, ptirk.
Mrs, Holm hns been on the job
at the construction camp all sum'JLOJKK
By
managing the finances while
The knitted dress for sports wear mer,
her son, Oscar, superintended tho
seems to have taken a permanent actual
construction.
place in tho fashion world. There
Mrs. Holm .took charge of tho
have been great strides made since construction
camp last spring. Bethe first one appeared which could sides
the finances and
managing
not be said to mve had much grace
supplies, Mrs. Ilnlm was
or style to It. When one looks upon ordering
cook. Feed for twenty teams
this newest frock made of yarn it is camp
was another item "the cook" had
very evident that the knitted frock to look out for.
can be every bit as smart and
Tho $49,001) Job has been comsnappy looking as the cloth sports pleted. A daughter, Vivian, kept
frock.
was her mother's
This slmplo model Is made of tan the books and
wool on straight chemise line. The right hand "man" in the financial
cross bars which form the front management.
panel, collar and cuffs are of a
pretty shade of brown. The low BUSINESS COLLEGE
waistline marked by a fringed sash
and the standing collar on a low
GRADUATE TURNED
cut round neckline are fashion feaSCREEN
tures linusuai in sport costumes, but

:

&r J

i

ER

nevertheless very effective in this
one. Such a frock will be sure to
be popular for the wardrobe one
takes to Florida this year.

BUSINESS" WOMEN WILL
DINE WITH ROTARIANS
ON THURSDAY EVENING
dinner party of over a hundred men and women will tako
club on
place at the Country
Thursday .evening when the members of the Business and Professional Women's club and the
will hold a Joint meet
ing. Dinner will be served at the
club at 6:30 o'clock, all members
of both clubs meeting with their
automobiles
at the Y. W. C. A.
headquarters on North Second
street at 6:15 o'clock.
Arthur Prager of the Rotary
club is in charge of the program
which will include talks and music by members of both clubs. Mrs.
E. J. Strong, president of the women's organization, and Dr. EveA

will speak
for tho
lyn Frisbie,
business and professional women.
Mrs. D. W. Faw and Mrs. L. B.
Thompson will play a piano duet
and George Geake win sing a solo.

W

LITTLE

Doris Pawn. '
When Doris Pawn lived out in
Norfolk, Neb., who thought she
would like to net tna business world
afire and with that aim she went to
business college and was graduated
In due time. TVten Miss Pawn was
g
trip through
taken on a
a motion picture studio and the
business world faded into nothing,
whila art and acting became of
paramount importance in hor young
life.
That is how Miss Pawn started
her motion picture career. She has
SOAP.
played with Universal, Paramount,
1
Fox and Goldwyn.
Perhaps you
Wen things get derty Its time for will remember her In "Out of the
She has
Bow."
or
Storm"
"Tobey'g
soap
Weather man or beest or clothes, returned to the Fox studios and her
Its a grate sadlsfactlon to have next picture will be "Shame," in
which she will have the leading
it eround
But not In your eyes or nose.
part,

-- BENNY'S

tNOTB BOOK,

sight-seein-

.

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

"California Fig Syrup"

Is Also Reducing the Number of Employes and
Charging for Everything
Which Used to Be Free. TEXAS FEDERATION OF
LABOR WILL MEET IN
(By The Aaiocliitpd Tm.)
Moscow, Deo. 27, (By tho

Asso-

ciated Press.) The Soviet government is devising all sorts of taxes
in an" effort to meet its expenses.
It is reducing the number of employes and charging for everything
A state
which used to be free.
bank has been opened to facilitate
foreign trade. Bills of exchange
be

EL PASO ON APRIL

i

Tho

(B

will be handled. Deposits will
accepted and interest paid on them.
Loans will also be made. The capital of the bank is 8.000,000,000,00,1
rubles and the total issue of paper
money to date is said to be
rubles.
The ruble continues to fall, and
the government and publlo alike
are scrambling all the time for forChlcherin's offer
eign currency.
foreign
to recognize the pro-wdebts if the entente powers will
grant Soviet Russia recognition
had no stabilizing effect on Bolshevist money.
The American Relief Administraantion child feeding, and the will
nouncement that warehouses
be established by the Hoover orpackganization to supply food abroad
ages on drafts sent from
the
not
checked
have
rising priceu
say
of bread and economists
will continue to rise until tho next
far
be
will
harvest and the famine
worse next spring than it is now
It is clear that the Soviet government is reverting to capitalism
as rapidly aa it can without losing
its communistic support. But Le- nine, Kalenin and other leaders
frankly admit in their addressee
that this is being done only after
store9 of manufactured articles
and financial resources have ben
say the
exhausted.
They also
to
change is being made merely
another
for
get a breathing spell
attack on world capitalism. in his
With this threat ringing
ears, the American or British business man who is in Moscow trying
to establish commercial relntlonn.
does not have much heart In his
So far foreign businegotiations.
ness men are not permitted to rent
offices. ...Neither may they rent
tho
apartments. They must livsthe1n govguest houses conducted by
All mail and telegrams
ernment.
not attached to
for foreigners
ar

WAGON MOUND.
B. C. Chamblls
loft Saturday
afternoon for Jonesboro, Ark., in
response to the news of the death
of his brother. Ho was accompanied by his sister who had been
ranking a short visit here.
Hurk Arnold, manager of the local Continental Oil company, left
frlday afternoon for Aurora, Colo.,
where he will spend several days
visiting his parents.
Mrs. C. B. Keeter and two children came in Friday evening from
Raton, N. M.. and will make a
short visit here with Mr. and Mrs.
M. Gibson and family.
Morris Vorenberg nrrlved home
Friday afternoon from Eaet Las
Vegas, and will spend tho holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Vorenberg.
The American
Legion gave a
very enjoyable Christmas dance et
tho opera house Saturday evening,
and one which was attended, by an
unusually large number of people.
The music was furnished by local
talent and made the affair especially pleasing.
Miss Fae Brewer, grade teacher
In the public schools, left Friday
afternoon for her home in Canon
Citv, Colo., where she will spend
Christmns week with her parent.
Messrs. Veryl Gibson and Nell
at a
Bolt wero Joint hostesses
birthday party at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. M. Gibson last Wednesday evening, Tuesday being the
birthday of the former. Many ingames afforded the
teresting
guests a very pleasant evening.
During the evening a social organ
ization was effected which will be
known ns tho Kill Kare Club and
whoso members will be only boys
and g!rls of the high school Bet.
The following officers were elected: Veryl Gibson, president; Alfonso Medina, vice president; Senaida
Martinez, secretary; Frances Davis,
treasurer. The club will meet
every Wednesdrfy evening.
Rev. J. R. Overmlller, superintendent of the New Mexico conferBrethren
ence of the United
church, came in last Thursday
N.
and
M.,
ppent
from Santa Cruz,
several days here in the interest
of affairs connected' with the local
U. B. church. -- He conducted the
quarterly conference Thursday eve
ning.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Sitferfl returned Saturday evening from a
motor trip to the Meadow City.
Glen R. Kendrlck Post, No. 37,
American Legion, held their regular meeting nt the Lesion hall
Thursday evening. The following
officers were elected; R. Burgess,
post commander; P. F. Martinez,
vice commander; Wm. Arnold, post
adjutant. It was decided to pre
sent a musical show, all of the
parts to be taken bv Legion members, sometime in February.
The city schools dismissed Friday afternoon for the Christmas
holidays "which will continue for a
week. A splendid Christmas program was given by the Alpha Sigma and Sigma Chi literary societies of the high school and was
by a large number of townspeople and patrons of the school.
The high school rooms were beautifully decorated in Christmas colors and an artistically trimmed
Christmas tree, from which gifts
were distributed at the close of the
program, added to the enloynient
of the entertainment.
The program was one of the best ever rendered here, and the capable manner in which the work was done
reflected great credit both upon
the students and upon the faculty
for the training the pupils had received.
Wagon Mound celebrated Its first
community Christmas at the opera
house Sunday afternoon. A program consisting of numbers selected from the school program and all
the church entertainments, ss well
as some special numbers, was rendered, after which Santa Claus put
In his appearance, this event, of
course, being the main attraction
for the children. After a, number
of amusing stunts had beon performed by Santa, Christmas stockings, filled with popcorn and
candy were given to all the children. A very large crowd was in
attendance. The affair was in
charge of Mrs. C. R. Keyes.

Move Child's Bovels with

Aumx-into-

24

TrpM.)

131 Paso, Tex.,
Dec. 27. The
Texas State Federation of Labor
will convene in Kl Paso on April
24. More than 200 credited delelabor
gates will he at the meeting, numleaders declare, and the total
ber of visitors probably will reach

7,500.

A number of state unions affiliated with the federation are to
meet here at the same time.
Hesldes the election of officers
and the discussion of partisan subjects of Interest to the laboringat
man, the federation will plan
this meeting, and probably perfect,
tho organization of a
political conference, leaders say.
Invitations have been sent out to
all unaffiliated unions and to all
farm organizations favorable to organized labor, the heads of the
movement salif. to be in El Paso
convention week for the purpose
of taking part in the formation of
the conference.

Shave, Bathe and
Shampoo with one

Even a sick child loves the
Fig
"fruity" taste of "California coatSyrup." If the little tongue is
ed, or If your child Is listless, cross,

feverish, full of cold, or has colic,

a teaspoonful will never fall to open
the bowels. In a few hours you
can see for yourself how thoroughly It works all the constipation
poison, sour bile and waste from,
the tender, little bowels and gives

you a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California Fig Syrup" (liandy. They
know a teaspoonful today savea a
Ask your
sick child tomorrow.
for genuine "California
druggist
Fig Syrup" which has directions for
babies and children of all ages
You
printed on bottle. Mother!
must eay "California" or you may
get an imitation fig syrup.

Advertise in the

Morni-

Cuticura ng; Journal for best
Soap.
vesults.
SoptithfritfoniafetyrmoTihmfnir.
Cottenra

VANIIXA,
STRAWBERRY,
PLOr PCDDING,
CRANBERRY ICE,
INDIVIDUAL
ICED GLASSES.

Ice Cream

BOTTLED WHOLE MILK OCR SPECIALTY.

Dairy Ass'n

Albuquerque
317-32-

Phone 351

North Second

1
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The Fashion SilOD
220 WEST CENTRAL

Because of the Holidays and the taking of stock
inventory we have been unable to prepare our
usual list of bargains at 93c. However, we will

Y

have many to offer you when you visit the
Fashion Shop today.

I

p

2

Closo VPS.
No matter wat shape of soap you
Now that she is Mrs. William S.
use,
Westover is not
Winifred
Weather round or oblong or square Hart,
anxious to remain in pictures. AcThe best time to rub It on you
cording to her most recent anIt wen your skin is bare.
nouncement, she will adhere to pri3
she may
Some soap smells better than vate life. Nevertheless,
make an exception once in a while
others
"husband's
one
of her
And vice virtue some smells werse, and play in
pictures.
But taking It all together
Its a blessing instead of a cerse.
Ttinmnn Metehan's newest lead
Just
is Helen Ferguson.
No matter how bewtlfill soap ing lady She
was reaturea Dy uum- recently
'
looks
Its usellss unless It makes lather. wyn.
And wile some fokes prefer not to
in oflnntotlnn nf "BOUffht nd
use It,
Broadhurst's
Geo'rge
With others theres nuthlng they'd Paid For,"
de
play, is announced as WilliamHolt
drather.
Miile's next production. Jack
5
Agnes Ayres will play the leadMost gerls would use it offener If and roles.
ing
time
to
had
they
Wile boys would use It even less If TO STOP COtJGHIJTO AT NIGHT.
they could,
When anyone is sutiering irom a
Proving soap is one of the objecks bronchial affliction or has a cough
Not used ware they'd do the most that lingers on and grows worse at
good.
night, the loss of sleep tends to
weaken the sufferer and grows
comes
colors
all dlffrent
morn serious the longer it Is neg
Soap
Sutch as yello, green and red,
lected. Mrs. M. Suter. 647 Long- And the way to stay cleen the brook Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes:
longest
Honey and Tar has. given
atm-- i
It is to use It and get rite Into bed. "Foley's
great relief from a severe
No medicine
bronchitis."
of
tack
The New Jersey boxing commis- stands higher throughout the na
sion certainly watches the scrap- tion ss a famliv remedy for coins,
pers with keen eyes. Hardly a coughs and croup. Sold everywhere.
week, passe' that the Jersey offl;
clals do not have a boxer on the
Mrs. W. A. Slddall, who has been
elected a city commissioner in East
carpet. m
i
"
Cleveland, is the first woman In
Journal Want Ada bring result!. Ohio to hoi J such a position.

WOMAN MAYOR PLANS
BROADSIDE AGAINST
OHIO
BOOTLEGGERS
(By The Auoclnted FreH.)

Falrport, Ohio, Dec. 27. When
Lake county's
first mayor, takes office, January
1, one of her first acts will be a
"clean up" war with a broadside offensive against bootleggers.
clean-upDr. Amy A. Kukonen,

"
"The
will be one of
intensity. Dr. Kukonen, who was
elected on the people's ticket, declared. "It will 'include raids on
home brewers and analysis of all
n.oonshlne in ray own laboratories,"
she said. "There will be no half
way business about it.
Dr. Kukonen is a physician and
surgeon here, where she has prac
ticed three years. She is only
twenty-fiv- e
years old, a graduate
of the Women's Medical college of
Pennsylvania, and during the war
served with the army volunteer
medical corps.

BELGIAN HORSE DEAD.
Boone, Iowa, Dee. 27. "Farceur," famous Belgian horse for
which Grant Good paid $47,500, is
dead at the Good farm near
Iowa. "Farceur" is believed
to have been the highest priced
Belgian horse in the world.
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Miss Adelaide Cooper Is secretary

of the Pacific Northwest Society of
jungineera,
,
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Face Six
diers what they thought of the use of poisonous gas
If
in war.
The soldiers didn't like poisonous gas.
is any reason why a professional soldier should
there
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
like war It is because it appeals to him as a sort of
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
sport. But no good sport would use poisonous gas.
CARL C. MAUEE.
D. A. MACPH BKSON.
No hunter deserving of the name would gas rabbits
President.
Secretary that had succeeded in
taking refuge in a hole in th)
D. A. MACPHEKSON..
Business MannKi
In war so
Ertltnr-l- n
CARL C. MAUEB
Chief ground. There never again will be glory
must
In the ground and
as
soldiers
burrow
long
V
UtS
KEPH B6ENTAT1
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldg.. Chicago, III await their hour of extermination by having their
RALPH K. MULLIGAN. .48 E. 424 St.. New fork lungs burned out.
matter at tbe postofflce
Entered as second-claof Albuquerque
N. M.. under act of Congress of
We must be patient with Ireland for a time, hear
March 17. 1879.
lng in mind that peace Is something with which that
TEKM3 OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 15c; country has had very little experience.
yearly. In advance, t.0.
"The Morning Journal baa
higher circulation
NEEDED.
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory.
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day
A writer, discussing enforcement of the prohibiIn the year.
tion law, declares that practically nowhere in the
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
and
is there
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to country
ot all news credited to team work among city, county, state and federal
the use, (or
He
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also officials in aggressively enforcing dry laws.
the local news published herein.
points out that in any town where such
WEDNESDAY
December 28, 1921 can be affected the prohibition laws will permanently command respect.
The writer, doubtless, has not had opportunity
NOT OF OUR CHOOSING.
to observe the operation of the law in every section
There are probably towns and
The Journal wishes to direct public attention to of the country.
of
the fact that It is without responsibility for the fric- counties in which the city police and the sheriff
tion between it and the First National Bank. We the county heartily work wtih the state enforcement
officers and enhusiastlcally back the federal officers
apprecitae to the fullest extent the injury which Is
done the city by a serious quarrel between these two in all their activities.
Public sentiment must back any officers who atinstitutions.
to enforce conscientiously and thoroughly any
tempt
However, we did not invite the First National to
law. If the home folk back the home officers in
bring suits and injunctions and other legal proceed-ing- s
those officers with that
against us last summer. We did not Invite them aggressive enforcement,
efforts
to try to put us out of business. They did this on backing will work wtih anybody anywhere in
are
after
what
and
what
they
to
accomplish
they
their own initiative nad much against our will. Our
know the people back of them desire,
fight was defensive. We fought to survive.
We did not ask the officers of the bank to sus
The unemployment situation might not be so
us for libel. They did it as a part of a plan to put
serious
if persons who do not want to work could
us out of business. We are without the power to
be separated from the others.
dismiss these milts. They have forced us to go on.
We did not ask for the contempt of court proThe public does not object to paying high prices
ceedings. They were a willful effort on the part of
the bank to frighten us into silence and bring about for baseball players, although it will have to foot
a suspension of the constitution right of freedom the bills.
of speech in New Mexico.
All that we have previously don has been to
fight a defensive battle against the decision of these
gentlemen to crush us and drive the Journal into
the hands of men whom they could handle. Tho
COMPENSATION,
A little way Love walked with me
public supported us in our fight to live.
not
recked
what Joy might be
I had
The Journal had nothing to do with the relations
Till I had known his comradeship,
between the Holbrook State Bank and the First
And thrilled to every word and quip
National. This mess is solely of their own making
As if it voiced some memory.
We did not mention In our columns the failure of
Of loveliness he made me free
the former bank at the time of its closing business
I hold the whole wide world In fee,
because we did not wish to embarrass other banks.
To reach the stars was but to trip
A little way.
We did not ask J. M. Raynolds to accompany
i
Louis M. Raynolds, his cousin and the president of
ones
made their plea
wise
the
And,
though
the defunct bank, on a visit to R. E. Putney to
Love would not bide; I could not see
solicit his Holbrook account for the bank which
Until I heard the knowledge slip-- So
carelessly from Love's own lip;
subsequently closed. We had nothing to do with
Tct: Love once kept me company
Mr. Putney putting his money in that hank and
A little way.
nothnlg to do with his loss of many thousands of
Charlotte Becker in the New Tork Herald.
dollars by Its closing.
We had nothing to do with the bad loans of the
Holbrook bank or with the manipulations between
Others made all of this
It and the First National.
record. Upon that record we were silent.
EVERY CIPHER OFF HELPS SOME.
General DaweB has begun scrapping some of
When the First National attempted to crush us
we were forced to allude to the Holbrook fiasco In those dread naughts in the national budget.
self defense. We did not wish to do so. We prompt- Brooklyn Eagle.
o o o
HE'LL TELL THE WORLD HE HAS.
ly picked up a libel suit for our temerity.
Marshal Foch is on his way home, but fully
In the intervening months we have gone as far.
that he has been some place. Pittsburj
and the publlo interest would aware
as our
Gazette-Timewere
overtures
All
to
about
peace.
O O O
bring
permit,
Mr.
and were rebuffed.
DON'T NEED ANY HELP.
construed as weakness
A
woman
smart
may be able to make a fool of
Raynolds and Mr. McMillen were unyielding in their
any man, but more often she doesn t. Philadelphia
decision to crush us if they could.
We had nothing whatever to do with the Indict- Inquirer.
O O O
AS THE DOCTORS SING IT.
ment of' Mr. Raynolds and Mr. Rogers except to
HolThe
favorite
anthem
among physicians now is.
insist that a grand Jury should investigate the
"Shout the gland tidings."
S,t. Paul Pioneer Press.
brook matter.
In the action of the grand Jury we played no
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Bedtime Stones

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
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The Journal knew of the Indictment of these
They
men for several days but made no comment.
themselves gave the matter publicity, seeking to
protect themselves by blaming us. The libel Saturday night was gratituous. We had no Intention of
going farther than to handle the matter as a slmpla
news item whenever it became publlo property.
Their handling of the matter was ludicrous.
We do not seek trouble with these men now.
We are willing to do whatever the public interest
and our own defense will permit. We cannot consent to being crushed nor can we consent to the
of R. E. Putney, receiver of the closed bank,
because of his activity in trying to save the money
of the depositors.
over all opposition by these
Riding rough-sho- d
men must stop. The public interest does not permit
of the power of the institution being used ruthlessly
to crush every one who falls to do their bidding.
When the simple lesson of service and cooperation is learned and the First National ceases to use
its power unfairly, the Journal is ready to cooperate
with this great institution. As long as they attempt
to coerce or destroy the Journal, it will be com
Are we
pelled to offer all resistance possible.
wrong?
SOME OBSERVATIONS.
Several random suggestions come to mind as a
concert on Monday
result of the Schumann-Heln- k
night.
It is apparent to all that the demand for really
good things is here. Several hundred people were
turned away after the Armory was too crowded to
In fact, the house was
permit further auditors.
when
further admissions wer9
packed
dangerously
denied.
The Apollo Club should feel encouraged to bring
other "good things" to Albuquerque. There Is no
reason to doubt that proper support will be given to

tars of the first magnitude.

She is growing
Albuquerque Is progressing.
more metropolitan and cosmopolitan from month to
month. No one need fear that the people will fall
to rise to a new conception of the accomplishments
of which the city is capable.
Those who have heard Mm. Schumann-Hein- k
on other occasions, were impressed with the injustice done her voice by the abominable acoustics of
the Armory. Steps should be taken at once to put
a ceiling in thU hall, A heating plant should be installed and the walls should be painted. Our present
inadequate facilities for concerts and conventions
should be improved at once.
The Apollo club is entitled to the thanks of the
public for its enterprise in affording the publlo the
opportunity of hearing the great singer. The Journal
hopes that the courage and energy of these gentlemen will lead to other similar occasions. Monday'?
concert was a great success.

THE GLORY WAKES.
The worst foe of the soldier is the expert.
Science has taken all the glory out of soldiering.
Once there were elements of colorful adventure in
war. The uniforms were gorgeous; there was much
wild, free ranging of genial comradeship; a email
percentage of fighting to the days spent in camp
and on the march, and much appeal to the sens
of honor even in the relations of foe to foe. It wan
a glorious thing to be a soldier.
The other day someone made the rounds of a
military hospital and asked tbe convalescent sol

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

EDITING THE EDITOR.
(From the Boston Transcript.)
The president, editing the diplomatists in the
matter of the signification of the phrase "Insular
possessions" in the Japanese treaty, finds himself
edited In turn. He remarked the other day that in
his opinion this phrase in the entatlve treaty meant
the island possessions of Japan outside of the islanis
which constitute the country Itself. This was the
k
common sense of the matter. We havo
merely to think a little, along the lines of common
sense, to see that this must be so. When Japan,
England, or, say, Denmark, speaks of Its insular
possessions, it is perfectly obvious that it does not
refer in the first case to Nippon, in the second to
Britain, or in the other to Zealand or Funen. Thesu
Islands are in each case an essential part ofthc
country itself. And for that matter, is not North
America also an island if one is going to be pedantic about it? It is at least "entirely surrounded
by water."
But while this, it seems, may be the editorial
view, as represented in the opinion of that statesman of Journalistic training who now is at the head
of our republic, it Is not the view of the
The law exalts pedantry to the level of
science. The lawyer must cover every point. He is
not permitted to mention the heirs without also
mentioning the assigns. It la not enough for him to
describe the inheritance; he must Include the hereWith him.
ditaments, corporeal and incorporeal.
the thing is not given to have, but also to hold. Hi
mind searches out all ossible holes in the contract;
he haB to fortify the document against other lawyers.
But diplomacy, though reputed to be the most subtle
and devious of sciences. Is not quite so pedantlo as
the law. It is one of its virtues to be brief. It is an
affair ot peoples, and of peoples that are equal
and at last, let us at least fondly hope, of peoples
who start out with the notion of being fair and
square with each other and not of editing scraps ot
paper.
When President Harding entered this controversy the other day he may be said to have entered
it with the editorial blue pencil. He cut out the
verbiage and the enatglements, and put the law
above the legalities. r:e illustrated the editorial attitude which penetrates to the entrails of the subject
and eliminates the "aforesaids." The editor's emblem is the searchlight; the lawyer's is the
bed-roc-

For Little Ones
By Howard B. Qarte
Copyright. 1121, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
CNCIiE WIGGILY AND NIPPY'S
CHOO CHOO.
Once upon a time as Uncle Wig-gll- y
was hopping through the
woods, he saw the dried leaves
rustling as though some animal
was making his way through
them. But the bunny gentleman
could see none.
"It can't be a snake," thought
Uncle Wlgglly. "A snake Is about
the only animal who can make his
way through the dried leaves without being seen. For a snake can
crawl under the leaves. But this
Is winter, and, as snakes don't like
cold, they are curled up in their
dens asleep. So, as it isn't a snake,
I wonder what it can be?"
Uncle Wlggily did not have long
to wait .to find out. He was not
very much afraid, for he knew it
was not a Fox or Wolf,, and it was
hardly a Weasel.
Then, out from tinder the leaves
came a small animal, with beautifully thick, smooth fur, with n
long pointed nose, almost like that
of a mouse, but the front feet of
this animal were shaped like paddles, with long strong claws sticking out.
"Oh, how do you do, Mr. Ground
Mole?" called Uncle Wlgglly, for
be knew, now, who the animal
was a friend of his. "How are

letting me ride in the pocket of
your fur coat? You are larger
than I, and can easily carry me. '
"Of course I can," said Uncle
Wlgglly. So he put the Mole in hi
coat pocket, the Mole being no
mouse.
larger than a good-siz- e
The Mole was asleep when Undo Wlgglly reached the bungalow,
and, taking out his little friend,
the bunny put him behind the
stove to finish his nap.
And while Uncle Wlgglly was
telling Nurse Jane about the little
adventure with the Mole, in came
Nippy, the little puppy dog brother
ot Jackie and Feetle Bow Wow.
And poor Nippy was crying.

"What's the matter?" asked

Un-

cle Wlgglly.
"Oh, my nice choo choo engine
that I got for Christmas Is broken!" whined Nippy, who had that
name because he used to like to
"nip" your toes. Not bite them,
Just nip them. "My nice Christmas choo choo is broken and
doesn't run any more!" cried
Nippy.
He held out a little tin locomotive engine. It was the kind you
wind up, and It glided along on
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choo along.
"Oh, it's Just like real! It's Just
like real," barked Nippy, clapping
his paws. And the Mole was so
wise that, even without his eyes,
and not seeing where he steered
the rhoo choo, he did not run Into
anything. So Nippy and the Mole
had great fun playing with the
Christmas toy, and Nippy even
hitched some cars to the engine
and the Mole was strong enough to
So everything
pull them, too.
came out all right.
The Mole
stayed In the bunny's bungalow
until the ground thawed, and then
went back to his tunnel. But bv
that time Nippy had something
else to play with, so he didn't care
so much about his broken choo
choo, and give it to his little sister
to use for a baby carriage.
Now if the tooth brush doesn't
tickle the looking glass and make
It talk In its sleep about going on
a picnic. I'll tell you next about
Uncle Wlggily and Jackie's basket.

l4c

Wheat

Jl.Uftr

May,

Oats

Sheep
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
strong. Few ewes $4.25; lambs
west-- f
best
fed
25o
higher;
generally
numerous loads
erns, $11.10;
around $11.00.

Denver Livestock.
Denver, Dec. 27. Cattle ReMarket strong, 25e
ceipts 1.100.
higher. Beef steers, $5.007.00;
$4.00 g) S.00;
cows and heifers.
calves. $6.407.50; bulls, $2.00"
8.00; stockers and feeders, $4.60
6.40.

Hogs Receipts 1,700. Market
25c
Top, $7.60;,
higher.
bulk, $6.8087.35.
Market
8,000.
Sheep Receipts
15c to 25c higher. Lambs. $9.75
5.60; feeder
10 26; wethers, $5.00
lambs. $3.25 9.00; spring lambs,
$3.5004.75.
15o to

WW

a- ,

Ks just like real!l&rlced
Nippy

wheels as the spring unwound. But
as soon as Uncle Wlgglly looked
at it he knew the spring was
broken, and that it would never
run again.
"Can't you fix it for me, Uncle
Wlgglly?" asked Nippy.
"I'll try," the bunny answered.
But it was of no use. The choo
choo engine did not whizx around.
Just then the Mole awakened
from his sleep. He heard what
was said, and, being a wise Mole,
he knew what to do.
"I can make that choo choo
go," he said.
"Oh, can you? How? asked
Nippy, eagerly.
"Well, I am not very big." the
Mole answered.
"If you will put
me inside the engine, with ,my
feet sticking down beneath, so I
can get my strong claws on the
ground, I can walk along and

by George Mttthew Adams
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0F FRENCH

(By The Armoclated

NAVY,

Press.) '

Paris, Dec. 27, (By the Associated Press.) France's determination to have a powerful fleet and
objections to the limitation efforts
of the Washington conference were
tovigorously voiced in the senatemaday during a discussion of the
rine section of the government's
budget.
Senator Henry Berenger, wno reported the marine budget, said
France was at a decisive turnin
nnlnt "Th France still
in her navy as tn tier army?"
asked. "Has tne old principle
sovereignty Deen sacrmcea somewhat in those conferences wherein
we have been promised a sort of
Internationale of happiness?"

July.

Sftc

Pork Jan., $14.65.
Lard Jan., 38.77; May,
Ribs Jan., $8.02; May,

lore

S3)

64c; July,
May. 38 c; July, 39ftc.

Cora-M- ay,

good

to ouc
strong
IS ndffflR BO:
other
classes steady; canners, $2.00(9.
most cutters, sa.uuiffs.ovi'
2.50;
bulls largely $3.004.OO.
Hno-Ttocplntn 4.000. Market
mostly 25c higher, spots more,
bulk best hogs to shippers and
packers, $7.45(5)7.55; bulk of sales.
$7.35 7.55 ; bulk throwout sows,
$5.2506.10; pigs 25o higher, best
Ton

$9.1 T.
$8.22.

LIBERTY BONDS.

4s,

8s,

,
I
'

i

of

York, Dec. ST. Liberty
first 4s,
bonds closed: Sfts, 94 ,60;first
'
The
4U.
(Br
Aiioclated Ttm.)
96.30; second 4s, 96.22;
New York, Dee. 27. The tenta- 96. SO; second 4fts, 96.34; third
96.80;
4fts,
fourth
4WS
97.48;
tive operations of bull pools in
100.06; Victory
selected Issues and occasional short Victory
CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.
'
100.06.
Mrs. G. Grab, 3116 Washington
coverings In shares of recognized
New Orleans, La., writes:
Ave.,
value, gave a semblance of strength
JTEW YORK MONEY.
"My child had a cough so bad she
to today's dull stock market.
would almost
strangle coughing.
New York, Dec. 27. Call money
Incidents over Christmas were of
Fcley's Honey and Tar relieved her
cent; low, 4
a mixed or confusing; character. firm. High, 6 per
recommend
it to any
and
I
cent; cough,
cent; ruling rate, 6 peroffered
mother." Foley's Honey and Tar
Assurances by St. Paul officials of per
closing bid, 4ft per cent;
right at the seat of trouble,
that road's sound financial position at 6 per cent: last loan, 5 per cent. gets
nose and throat of mucus,
and resumption of dividends on Time loans firm; 60 days, 90 days clears
raw and Inflamed surfaces,
heals
People's Gas after a lapse of four and six months. 5 5ft percent. loosens tightness of the chest and
years were among favorite develop- Prime mercantile paper,
checks croup, whooping cough,
ments.
per cent,
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold
Another Increase of idle freight
everywhere.
EXCHANGE.
FOREIGN
cars, lowered production Of steel
s
and Iron In the Ohio district and
The skin of the human palm is
New York. Dec. 27. Foreign seventy-fiv- e
impending price reductions by subtimes as thick as that
sidiaries of the General Motors exchange firm. Great Britain de- of the eyelid.
cables,
company, reflected the less encour- mand.
4.20ft;
4.20;
aging aspects of the industrial sit- France demand, 8.08 ft; cables,
uation.
8.04; Italy demand, 4.43ft; cables,
Shares of such varied types as 4.44; Belgium demand, 7.71;
equipments, metals, domestic oils, cables, 7.72. Germany demand.
CCOUMTINQ
chemicals and utilities were prom- .54; cables, .64ft. Holland demand,-36.55AUDITING, INCOMl -inent features. These were reprecables, 36.61. Norway de- -j
TAX um FINANCIAL
Sweden
Baldwin
sented by American,
demand,
and mand, 15.85,
24.90. Denmark demand, 20.10.
Lima Locomotives, American Switzerland
NVlUlAMJ ZANt)
demand, 19.60. Spain
Smelting, Anaconda, Inspiration,
I
Kennecott and Utah. Coppers, the demand, 14.93. Greece demand,
issues
New Jersey and California
4.20. Argentina demand, 33.37.,
New

you?"
"Not

.very well," answered the
Mole, looking toward Uncle Wlgglly, but not exactly at him, for a
Mole has no eyes, you know, or at
least no eyes that are of any use.
Thousands of years ago the Moles
may have had eyes. But they have
lived so long in their dark tunnels
under the earth, digging their way
by feeling, rather than by seeing
that now a Mole may be said to bo
blind, or, rather, to have no eyes.
"I don't do so very well," an
swered the Mole sadly.
"What's the matter?" asked
Uncle Wlgglly, always ready to
help a friend in trouble.
"Well," answered the Mole, "you
see I ought to be curled up asleep
down In one of my tunnels, but I
came up to get something to eat,
the ground suddenly froze and it
is now so hard I can not easily dig
my way back down below. I shall
have to stay uo here until the
ground thaws, and I am hungry
and cold."
"I'll take you to my bungalow.
and there you may stay and be
n
Is useful for finding holes, warm while Nurse .Jane will give
But the
n
and the state department
has found you things to eat," said Uncle
what it regards as a "Joker" in the Four-PowTreaty. So now there seems to be onthlng to do but
vOh, you are very kind " said
to edit the editor, and cut out he joker.
the Mole, "And would you mind

carry the engine on my back, and,
as I am so small, I will not be
seen from the outside, it will look
as if the engine was going of
itself."
"Say, that's a fine idea!" laughed Uncle Wlggily. "Let's try it!"
Nippy put the Mole inside the
tin choo choo, with the Mole's
claws
strong front paddle-lik- e
sticking down so they touched
the floor. Then the Mole began
to walk as he did when he dug
his tunnels under ground. AnJ
as he walked he tcarrled the choo

i
..t,U.lnvlr.r
to
feeders, $5.60-

6.50; medium
6. 25; calves

Chicago, Dec. 27. Announcement of an increase of the visible
a desupply of wheat, whereas had
s.
been expected,
had
crease
.
nn vhnflt tndav. and
.u .
so did disturbing gossip as to tne
Kovernment crop report ionnnuw.
J to
The close was unsettled,
net lower, with May $1.16
Corn
to $ 1.04
and July $1.04
c
lost c to lc and oats finished
In
proto c off to ftc advance.
visions the outcome varied from
2'Ao decline to a rise of 6c.
At first bulls had advantage sea-Jn
for a
wheat, the outlook being
sonal improvement of cash wheata
for
and flour demand as well as
weekly total of
falling off in the
supply of
the domestic visible to
change,
wheat. Serrtiment began
seen that
however, when it was
about visible supply
early guesses
not being borne out.
figures wererest
of the day declines
During the
made
were In order, and the bearsgovernthat the
the most of fears estimates
tomorment final crop
row would prove adverse to holders. A generally accepted opinion
would
was that the government eanMer-ablv
at being
figure the crop
than the preliminary
larger 741.000,000
bushete.
estimate.
Much talk was devoted to whether
conbullish
the report would upset s exporttentions that this country
able surplus has been exhausted.
Corn also was depressed by a
of visible supgood iied Increase
On the other hand
ply figures.
oats held relatively steady by a
moderate decrease.
r.
Provisions averaged a little nlf"-ehelped by an upturn in the
value of hogs.
Closing prices:

THE MARKETS

lawyer-diplomatist- s.

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

d

1314c;

d

self-respe- ct

Oil, United
of Standan-Cigar Brazil demand. 12.87. Montreal,
94 ft.
Stores and People's Gas.
Trading in rails was perfunctory
f?
NEW YORK METALS.
and the turnover in former favorites of the steel and affiliated
New York. Dec. 27. Copper-Ste-ady.
groups was at lowest ebb of the
spot and
Electrolytic,
season.
Bales, cuu.uuu
holiday
later, 14c.
nearby.
shares.
'
Tin Steady.
Spot and futures,
Money rates were 4 moderately
$32.76.
easing from 6 to
firm,
No. 1 northern,
Iron
mid-dato
Steady.
tne
but reacting
at
2
No.
northern,
higher figure in the final hour. $19.60020.60; No.
2
southern,
Bates for time accommodation, $19.0020.00;
bank acceptances and mercantile $17.00(3)18.00.
Lead Steady.
$4,700,
Spot,
papers were unaltered.in the allied 4.80.
Political conditions
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis docountries contributed to the firmer
livery, spot $4.90 4.95.
tons of foreign exchanges, the
Antimony Spot, $4.50.
Italian rate pirovlng the only exception. Of the neutral countries,
NEW YORK COTTOX.
the Swiss quotation eased slightly,
New York, Dec. 27. Cotton Mj 1
but still remained at a premium tures
firm.
Jan.. 18.85; i I i
high enough toto suggest possible March, closed
18.82: May, 18.80; July, T'. 7
that country.
gold exports
a
V I
There were few exceptions to the 17.68; Oct., 16.91.
mar4
..
general strength of the bond issues
i
KANSAS L'lTY 1'IUMM'l
r. t
ket. Liberty and Victory
i
most
and
speculaclosed at gains
Kansas City, Dec. 27. Butter
tive rails improved. Total sales, Market
Creamery, 43c;
par value, aggregated $16,276,000. packing. unchanged.
19c.
fllnslnir nrlces:
lower. Firsts,
lo
Market
S4VS
.
Eggs
.
.
,
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 85 7 45c; seconds. 36c.
heavies
lc high
Poultry Hens,
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 32
er, 17 22c; springs unchanged, 19
American Tel. & Tel..?
21c; turkeys unchanged, 40c.
13
American ZIno
S0i
Anaconda Copper
l
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
92 H
Atchison
34 4
Baltimore & Ohio
Ch!cao Livestock.
66
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Dec. 27. Cattle ReChicago,
21
Butte & Superior
Beef steers and bet49 Mj ceipts 7,000.
California Petroleum
H97- ter grade fat cows and heifers 25o
Canadian Pacific
80i to 50o higher, quality plain; lower
Central Leather
66
grade she stock, bulls, stockers and
Chesapeake & Ohio
feeders steady to stronger. Top
1ST
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
Steers,
$9.00; bulk, $6.257.75;
28
Chlno Copper
bulk
6V4 calves strong to 25c higher;
Crucible Steel
few choice,
7
vealers, $8.00S8.25;
Cuba Cane Sugar
$8.50 and higher.
10
Erie
Market
76
Hogs Receipts 44,000.
Great Northern pfd
20o to 30c higher than Saturday's
41
Inspiration Copper
64
average, spots more; mostly to yard
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
27 i
traders, shippers and small packKonneentt Copper
on
ers. Top, $8.00
108
Louisville & Nashville
weights. Bulk 170 to
Mexican Petroleum
27
average, $7.707.85; bulk 210 to
Miami Copper
$7.45 g 7.65;-pigweights,
Missouri Pacific
1J
20c to 30c higher; bulk desirK
Montana Power
able mostly $8.00; few at $8.25.
73
New York Central
Sheep Receipts 13,000. .Gener78V4
Northern Paclfio
33
ally steady to 25c higher. Fat
Pennsylvania .
to packers early, $11.25 fp
lambs
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 15
$11.50, some held
11.40;
sheep
Reading
BO 7
yearlings,
higher; good
Republic Iron& & Steel
ewes,
good
$10.00;
Sinclair Oil
Refining...... 21
feeder
comeback
choice
$5.25;
'9
Southern Pacific
1
$10.50.
lambs,
Southern Railway
Studcbaker Corporation .... 81 (
Kansas City Livestock.
Texas Company
Kansas City. Dec. 27. Cattle
Tobacco Products
125
Union Pacific
84
stock, stockers and feeders steady-tUnited States Steel
25c higher. Early steer sales at
Utah Copper
$6.0007.35; few cows, $4.5035.00;
loads heifers, ; 6.60 7.00;
several
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INCOME PROPERTY
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WHIT

A MONTH -

nicely furnished
modefn house, with three can- vassed-i- n
sleeping porches and
screened
front porch;
large
garage, slieds, walks, shad.
in Highlands,
Fine location
Routs for $93.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and will
sell complete for 14,750.

Nine-roo-

HURRY

!

On West

'

rigs$3g?S&r

REAL BUY

A

D, T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR
-

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for It? Also figure on this

Completely , furnished,
fire
brick, two sleeping porches,
feaplace, good floors, built-i- n
tures, all modern Improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location in Highlands.

Loans and Insurance.
007-v-

V

Fourth. Albuquerque,

N. M.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
bungalow, Th Red Arrow (all over the Weat) ren
ders
midden
service on Kodak finishing
features,
hardwood
floors,
to people who demand quality.
Work
Fourth ward, new.
In
11
a. m, mailed same day.
bath,
before
rooma,
three
4,009
Double cottage,
glnssed porch on each aide, completely Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next
furnished, rent for $80 per month; day. Address work to
THE RED ARROW,
East Cential,
I I0.OUO
cement block bungalow, Albuquerque
E. Las Vegas
I
bookcase,
modern, fireplace, bullt-l- n
(We want
representative In TO'JH
Fourth ward.
territory.)
(. buffet, furnace;

A.

HJEISCBO,

Inurance In
i

J

in

nil

EcsiCllor

ita nranche,

.

"SOME BARGAINS"

v.

frame

$1,100
frame
$1,260
adobe, largo lot... $1,500
modern, 4th ward. $3,500

INCOME

AND

Mcdonald worsham,
Fine brick house, eight large
Real Estate Insurance.
rooms, slcenlner corch. furnace,
108 S. Third.
flrenlace. garage? one block from Plione U08-of
section
In
best
avenue
Central
Lowlands.
Must be sold and price and
will
terms, location considered,
A REAL HOM- Esurprise vou.
&

R0LLIN
Phone 102S

E,

GUTHRIDGE
314 W. Gold

-

DO YOO WANT TO MAKE
20
ON YOm MONEY?

furnished
This twenty-rooapartment house will do It.
There are six apartments, well
furnished, in best location in
city, a rare bargain. Owner has
a large proposition, wants to
sell this qne. Desirable terms
can be arranged. See us without delay.
'

Loans,

FARMERS, STOCKMEN
OF COLFAX- CO. WILL
MEET NEXT FRIDAY
-

Nine
rooms, three sleeping
porches, hardwood floors, furnace heat, strictly modern, located on West Central avenue.
We have been fortunate in getting this home listed for a few
days and the price is right.
Liberal terms.

"FRANKLIN & CO,

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Raton, N. M.. Dee. 27. The big

annual meeting for the farmers
and livestock men of Colfax county will be held in the community
hall t Springer next Friday bethe
ginning at 10ya. m. This Ibcoun(annual meeting of the Colfax
of
Livestock
Bureau,
ty Farm and
which Fred Howarth is president.
The election of officers will be an
important featurebe of the business
the framing of
and another will
a program of work for the coming
ot
year. The fixing of the policies
the bureau for 1922 will also come
In for its share of attention.
A conference between the bureau
and the director of the Extension
Service of the Department of Agriculture at the State College, and
the board of county commissioners of Colfax county will be held at
which a new county agricultural
agent will be selected.
Farmers and their wives and
children from all parts of Colfax
county will be present at this meeting. They will come bringing basket dinners and will dine together
picnic fashion in mutual social enThe cultivation of the
joyment.
social side is one of the points of
strength in the Farm Bureau, making, as It does, for better acquaintance, understanding and

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Plione 670.
309 V. Gold.

A BARGAIN
Two frame houses on East Santa Fe, one four rooms and
porches, the other two rooms
and porches, on good sized lot,
are both in good condition, revenue $45.00 per month, will sell
for $2,800; $800 cosh balance
$20
per month Including interest. See
A. C. ST A It E S.
.119 V. Gold.
Phono 108.

FOR RENT
Phono 057.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
Hug cleanlnc. furniture repairing,
packing. Phone 471. Ervln

r
Bed-di-

ComDinv.

TYPEWRITERS
TVPEWRlTEIiS
All make
overhauled
and repaired. Ribbon
for every machine.
ExAlbuquerque Typewriter
123 .uth Fourth
change, phone 03--

FOR SALE

Real Estate"

FOR

SALE Fine 61) foov lot on East
Silver ot reduced price. J. A. Hammond. 824 East Bllver.

FOR RENT
KENT
Centrnl.

FOK

Private

Miscellaneous
garage,-12::-

4

Eugl

PERSONAL

brick

Seven-roo-

Rooms

120 Boiit'l ,a'ler
I'Ull KKAi-i.i.- mi.
Full K&.N'i' several uurdrnlahed roomK
124 South Edith.
KOK KENT
Nicely furnished room, close
in.
423 South Arno.
FUR KENT Furnished
room,
heat. 307 South Walter.
iUK HUNT .Nice furnished rooms. 21(Vi
South Becond, phone 820-- ;
Folt KENT Furnished room for light
house keeping, VU
North Third.
FOK KENT Three furnlsned housekeepi
ing rooms, tfla North Fourth street,
i'Uit.MBHED rooms, hoi water heat; no
414 West Silver.
sick; no children
FOlt KENT Two furnished front rooms
for light housekeeping. 609 South

Furnished room with prlvi-leg- e
ot parlor; garage available. Phone

FUlt KENT
1714-J-

.

Furnished rooms; also cau-arblrda tor sale. 218 South Waiter,

FUit KENT

,
phone 1H67-FOlt KENT Furnished light housekeeping room tor lady, S10 per month. 4o5
South Edith.
FOR KENT One nice large room for

BARBER For prlTaTeTlomaTPhTi421J.
a t the ""request
MADAMEPETITE,
of
housekeeping, for lady employed. 517
friends, will resume business for a few West
'i
Silver,
She
reads
daya only.
strictly from
science and will convince the most ob- Full KENT bleeping rooms for gentleno
men employed, fg.oo up;
sick. 818
stinate skeptic. The nervea do register
West Silver.
truth. 1724 Wst Central.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room, outside entrance; also garage; no sick.
eonfi-denc1118 North Second.
AUTOMOBILES.
FOlt KENT Two front rooms for llgnt
Anyone Interested la Invited to Y1LL pay cash for used Fords, 224
housekeeping; no children. 608 West
North High.
Bllver.
attend this meeting of men eneven
In
EXPERT
Radiator Repairing. O. K. DESlKAtSLE room for gentleman, adagricultural work,
gaged
Sheet Metal Worka, 216 North Third.
210
though they are not farmers, stock-me- n
joining bath, outside entrance.
5
SALE
Bulck louring car; North Walter.
nor bureau members. A wel- FOR
firat-clas- a
Bond-Dillon
condition.
Co., FOR KENT Two nice, clean rooms for
come waits for any person whose
housekeeping; convenient to town, also
Interest In the progress of agricul- city.
ture in Colfax county is sufficient FOR SALE 1920 Ford delivery truck to shops. 40D West Iron.
with
411)
and
curtains.
top
Room and glassed-i- n
FOR RENT
Inquire
sleep''o prompt his attendance.
Central.
ing porch, gentleman only. ' 224 tioulh
Present day conditions empha- West
Phone 2272-Some extra good used care; Walter.
size the need of every fnrmer or FOR 6 ALE
eaay terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 08 FOlt KENT Furnished front room, five
stockman Joining in the Farm Bu- West
Central.
blocks from
postofflce; private
reau work.
His contribution of WANTED Used Ford chasale or
401 South Seventh.
cir:
thought and suggestion Is solicited,
Call after 6 FOR KENT Large,
reasonable; pay cash.
sunny, furnished
to the end that the purpose of the o'clock or Sundays, at 609 South First.
room.
Phone, bath; well people; no
Gold.
West
Hi'rau may be more succetully FOR
416
children.
excellent condition; a bargain; cash or FOR KENT Housekeeping rooms and
yorked out In the advancement of
rile agricultural interest. Therefore term. 1304 West Central, phone I488-- r sleeping porch, for two persona; no
it Is urged by the present official FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring-ca- children. 110 South Walnut. .
reasonable, or will trade for Ford IMPERIAL. ROOMS r ice, clean rooms;
body In charge of the Bureau's af- runabout.
302 South
Broadway.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
fairs that every farmer who can
BALE
FOR
Ford light truck, $160; one-to- n Theater, Zlltj West Central.
should make a special effort to be
5
1300. worm drive:
Ford
truck.
FOR
In
RENT Olaased-l- n
at
the
porch and two
present
Springer light Bulck, JODO; Bulck
meeting
J650.
airy rooms; board across street. 114
next Friday.
west uoia.
North Maple, phono 1886-SEE MclNTOSH XUTO COMPANY for LARUE front
sleeping room, bath; priBISHOP GRACE DEAD.
used tires, all slkea, used parts; Max
vate family; one or two ladles emwell, Rtndebaker, Reo and Chalmers cars.
Sacramento,
Calif., Dec. 27.
12
South
Seventh.
ployed.
Thomas Grace, for more than 25 una weat Central.
FOR KENT Two houaekeeptng rooms,
' WANTED USED CARS
years bishop of the Roman Catho- WB
Bleeping porch; lights and water
PAY CASH for used care of any andwith
died
lic diocese of Sacramento,
use of bath, 1 25. Phone 1611-make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
here today aftcn an illness) of sev- Oarage.
rooma
and
ELU1N MUtEls bteepint
BOO Knuth
Second.
eral months. He was 81 years of
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
,
werk or rnunth. (08 H Weat Central.
age.
Agents
nice unfurnished
KENT Two
:
IIrP&A N".?FAC T U ft E rV ante FOR
The leading first basemen In L A R OEB H
rooms with bath and large sleeping
to
aell
complete line of shirts, porch,
agents
Road. Phone
West
Mountain
In
the
both
fielding
major leagues direct to wearer. Exclusive
'
802-wear Boston uniforms "Stuffy" Big values. Free samples. patterns.
Madison
WOODWOKTH
Newly furnished, nice,
Mclnnls of the Boston Americans, Mills; 508 Broadway, New York.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartand Walter Holke of the Boston
112
ments, by da), week or month,
DRESSMAKING
Nationals.
South Third.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with or without sleeping porch; suitPLEATING, accordion, aide and box; able for one or two gentlemen; cloae In.
216 North 416 South Third.
N.
mall
orders.
Crane,
Moving Picture Funnies Seventh: Crane Apnrtmenta. phone 314.
FOR KENT Furnished rooma for light
housekeeping; water and lights furnishPAINTING
ed; bath connection; positively no chilWHJN YOU conuidtT painting, plione dren. 71 West Lead.
Ml
1547W; estimates furnished
no Job too large.
LOST AND FOUND
work
WestLO:iX
Lady's 'sold watch; toward.
'
ern School, phone D01-NEW YEAR RECEPTION
LOST Airedale
collar;
pup,
wearing
return to 601 North First, phone 318.
WILL BE REVIVED BY
LOST Wallet containing railroad paaaes;
PRESIDENT AND WIFE finder return to Journal office and re.

itres.

The Lord Chief Justice.'' the
highest salaried Judge In England,
receives $40,000 a year,
y

Te Rnabandsl
Every Mother lonre for "Home for
elf and Children." She haa bean a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy this
yearning. You can If you will but
only make the start Delay is dangerous and time la fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a eon'.ruot to
one ot our choice
Yoii
'o'.e.
will both be happier for the glvlup.
(30 cash starts you "Homewird."

W. C, THAXTON

223 W. Gold.

TO

HOME

Mountain

5

'

Road

on East Silver, new, well built,
furnace,
five Vooms, basement,
HOMEY HOME.
built-i- n
features; furnished ready
brick sleeping porchto move in; good terms, and Four-rooes, modern, built-idining room
priced to move it.
and
kitchen
R. McCLUGHAN, Realtor
features; garage,
a
location.
lawn,
tine
shade,
Phone fgj
204 yr. Gold
Priced to sell, $4,200. Terms.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
115 S. Second.
A GOOD BUY
Phone 723-four-rooIn the Fourth ward, a
modern home for $2,960.
Terms.
m

f

J.

J,

-

L

FRUIT

Phillips,

SALE

FOR
2109-R-

TRY BODDY'S

Phone

MILK,

AND ORNA-

FROM ALBU- .
QUERQUE NURSERIES

MENTAL

Miscellaneous

FRAI'a7"gum"

TREES

SHADE TREES

noyTrhbne

Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOtJNU & CO.
Albuquerquu, N. M.

BEST IN TOWN,

241S-R-

FOR SALE

Houses
Kitchen range, in good Condition. C1D South Fifth.
FOK BALK By owner, four-ronhut.
FOR BALE Guaranteed
Inquire 1015 Weit Fruit
Navajo rugs.
208 Buutll Arno.
FOK SAi.E
brick huuae,
North fcdith.
phuna 2401-RFOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap, (28
South Walter, phone 23 14-FOK BALE OK KE.Vi' iumniied or unfurnished huuse. Apply 621 ait
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
65c per month.
Phone 194D-FOH fcALK Good
FOK
BALEFurnlture of four-roo-.
tootiae, garage and small grocery. Call at 216
Phone 2417-J1li'jirte, complete.
South
bevenih.
e
forty-fivFOlt SALE Edison machine and
On easy terms, six room
phone FOK t?AH
reuorda; good as new.
2404-Jmodern bungalow; will take good lots
or real estate papr
Phone 2040-V- ,
FOK SALE Sacrifice, Royal typewriter
No. lv; never used; terms. 1308 North FOK SALE By owner, new modern
..
Seventh.
house, near Kobinson park. 97&0
fb-per month. Phone 125-W- .
FOlt BALE Fresh eggs, 85o per doten. cash,
frame, modern,
Ely's Poultry Yard, 623 South Eighth, FOK BALK Fjve-rooi- n
convenient fur two families; large lot;
phone 11CS.
FOK BALE Lady's new fur coat, dandy eastfront;highlands. ' Phone U6K-806 FOK BALE
Small huune In "sTuthhigh-landa- ;
for auto; will sell reasonable.
would take vacant Jot as first
South Edith.
balance like rent. Call 1702
FOR SALE OR RENT Singer sewing payment,
machine. Tha Exchange, 120 West East Grand.
FOK bALic
West Coal,
Oold, phone 1111.
By owner, 7i
frame atucco, 4 rooma and bath, 2
FOR BALE Used tractors,
and 6
vacant-Termtarge
newly
decorated,
porches,
with gang plows. Hardware DepartIf derired. Phone 1803-ment J. Korhel tk Co.
FOK fcJALE OK KEMT Six brano new
JU.Si
RECEIVED a large consignment
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and
of plnons, 16c the pound. Robert Mac- Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable;
pherson. 1114 West Centrnr.
terms, bet b. H, Strong, or U C lien
FOR BALE Office' furniture, desk, eafe, nett. Phones 76 or 145.
etc.; FOK fcAL& Account
typewriters,
adding machine,
furleaving city, modreasonable. Call phone 701-nished or unfurnished
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. Theie ern house; screened porches, nicely arla only one place to obtain It. Alburanged for two families. Weat Central,
near park.
Phone owner, 'i20i-querque Dairy Association. Phone 851.
Fresh buttermilk and cot- FOK BALE By owner, five-rooand
FOK
In
milk
also
fresh
gallon
tage cheese;
large front porch, modern bungalow,
in good residence
lots.
section; east iron I,
Ewaynea Dairy, phone 1016-en
FOlt
aandwlches, Pig'n lawn and trees, in very best condition;
for' Quick aale; leaving
Whistle candles, best Ice cream In the would sacrifice 1486-city. We deliver free. College Inn, town. Phono
241
BALE
FOK
foui rooma a,nd
House,
phone
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, front and
SEND a genuine NAVAJO RUO r
back
big
tor
basement; furnace; comporch;
PILLOW TOP home
large lot; this Is a
Christmas; bargain at 1005 East Cen pletely furnished;terms.
Address box C,
good
easy
141D-buy;
tral, phone
care Journal.
SALTS
renullfe
E
new
model
One
FOR
four-roohouse, on
electric violet ray machine, with two FOK SALE Modern
East Santa Fe, near car line; we are
electrodes, price ' 816. Call 1124 East anxious
to aetl before Friday and will
Gold, or 1384-handle It on $276 cash, balance monthly.
BUTTER Ask our grocer for Albu- Would consider vacant
lot In exchange.
querque Dairy Association butter; If The Exchange Furniture Store, 120 West
your grocer can not supply you, call at Gold.
1
North Becond.
the dairy,
BY OWN E It,
modern bouse In
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
Fourth wrd, hard wood floors,
prevent fallen Insteps; cure all foot
three
scrtened
porches,
large
troubles, llv Plantar Arch Supports. Thoa. light, airy bed roor.s with extra large
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central. closets, fronts east on large lot with
FOR SALE FreaV, em-fe- d
pork; whole lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
or half hoe; half will average about condition
Phone
terms If desired.
seventy pounds; 180 a pound. W, B. 1977-Hicks, phone 260, J. C. Penney Store.
FOK BALE

.

rv...n.,
AbDJMlUO
v.

VW

. ...
TV 1
i
iI, II

WANTED

Position

per
GOOD tor all kind ot roof.
Adubo laying by tile day ot
lon.
The Maaano' Co., 110 South WANTED
H. U. Hlchardsun.
by contract.
Waanut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
colored woman
WANTED Flrst-cla- s
roof, will last aa long aa the building.
wanta half day work. Phone 743-WANTED Position as salesman; experienced. Address B. JN., care Journal.
FOR SALE Five hundred shares ot City
.eclrlo Railway, below par. Or. B. PRACTICAL NURSB
wnUpoltlon,
L. Hum, N. T. Armijo building.
charge reasonable. Mrs. Uarter, t0
gal-

EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seatr,
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-paon automobile.
Valspar Enamel
Homeatead
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath-e- r
Co.. 408 Weat Central, phone 1"67'J'
USE

UK SALE

Livestock

South Third.
married
MIDDLE AGED AMERICAN,
kind. C,
man wanta work of an
Bouth
Edith,
Halstead, 1316
MAN WITH CAR desires reliable connection to handle good aelliuk proposition.
Address Box 81, care JournaU
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN. lLOSB and
WILLIAMS
ZANU,
keep Book.
Phone 701-room S Meltnl building.
Position
WANTED
driving any kind
truck or automobile; also do my own
Address
work.
Driver, car Jour
repair
nal,
NUKtiE wantsposltlon, nursing and kvp
lng bouse lor Invalid or healthseeker
two year' experience In hospital. Ad
dress N. C. care. Journal.
TOUNUt man. college education, having a
sense of responsibility and tuny con
versant In handling office detail work
In which Initiative is essential, desire to
make connections. Address a. L. C, care
Journal.
WOULD like a pressing lob; have had
tea years' experience In tire cleaning
and pressing business; have family to
support and would like a permanent job.
a. V. Bear, 816 Bouth Third, Albuquer
que, N. L
DESIRE position by January 1; apable,
experienced office man, exceptional
executive ability, good correspondent and
salesman; oould Invest small amount cap- lltal In paying, legitimate business. Ad'
dress M. 13. --' ear Journal.

IC

FOR RENT
Five-roo-

oak
ward.

PARK VIEW COURT

modern new home,
floors, fireplace; Fourth

FOR SALE
Desirable building lots In all,
parts of the city.
We also have a large and
complete listing of homes for
sale on easy payments. Call'
on us today,
J, D, KELEHER, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410.

!;

ALFurnitura

rha

a

II

RENTOffice

.i4

Steam heat apartments fronting open court that faces Highland Park. Roof garden with
best view in city. Oarages.
Heady for rent about March.
Koo J. A. HAMMOND, Agt.
814 E. Silver.
IHono 1522--

$6500

$6500

Buys

Four brand new. newly

GOOD INVESTMENT
Modern apartment, close in, fine
location, completely furnished, income over $300.00 per month. Let
us show you this, rIbo 6 room
cottage, hardwood floors, heat,
$5,500.00.

West Gold

WANTED
W'A.ViKL

Caiilu

Miscellaneous
lu

teed.

FRANKLIN

& CO,

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
Phono 657

W, H. McMILLION,
20U

fur-

nished housea in University
HelKhts. Three are rented for
$100.00 per month, owner occupying other. A rare bargain
for some one with tha ready
cash. Act quick.

--

i' ft one

j

For
RUOM

Kent-Roo-

AND

Living room, fireplace; dining
room with bay windows, bullt-l- n
features; ktchen has gas and
nice cupboards, two nine large
bedrooms,
plenty linen and
clothes closets;
bath,
lovely
large front porch, largs back
porch, Whole houae surrounded
with vines well trained; lawn,
sidewalks,
driveway,
garage
and large outbuildings, fruit
and shade trees, garden, etc.
When you see all that there Is
to this piece of property, considering its fine location for
17,200.00,
you will say. It's
ours.
THIS YCLETIDE
SEASON
HAVE YOU A HOME?
If not, why not decide to have
one now? Get your University
Heights lot today. Tomorrow it
may be sold. We sell 'em every
day.
DANDY INVESTMENT.
You never miss $10 cash and
$10 per month. Later on if you
must leave town or do not wish
to build they always sell.
HOUSES FOR RENT
Life Is Service.
We Render Both Gladly.
Second and Gold Avenue.
Phone
(40

with Board

m

BOARD,

ill conveniences.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS
611 South Broadway.
diuuurs tad FOR KENT Room and board; 310.60 a
lOjtfiiiu and
nerving
week.
JOHK W. MII.SON,
Phono 1720-partly, phuna H89-W- ,
11AUL1.V1 o all kinds done.
Joe Coro- MCELY furnished loon, with board;
Attorney.
1820-na, phone
private family; no elck. 1027 Forreeter. Ravm 11, IT and 19,1153--Cromwell Building.
Phone
sLNMUNE Rul'i.il and dry wash; all ROOM AND HOARD with sleeping porch,
hand work. Phone H16-rm8HIAS AM) StKGKHNg.
adjoining bath. 103 East Central.
DU. 8. L. UlltlON,
A ND U EN E RAb HAUL- - CAN ACCOMMODATE
SCAVENGER
one
gentlemau
1N(1.
Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith,
Disease
of tue Stomach.
convalescent. Apply Casa do Oro, 013
722 East Iron, phone
Suite.
West Gold.
Harnett Building.
G'
XPKHT"P1AN0-TUNIN"
and player FOlt RENT Room and aleoping porch DK. 8. C. CLARKE,
with board. 215 Stanford, Unlve.-sitpiano repairing. James Duran, phone
Kye, lonr, Nona and Throat.
19,'4-1:120 New York.
Barnett
111.
Height.
Building.
phone
Office Hours
WELD1NU
AND CUTTING
of metals, GOOD HOARD
and lodging; private
to 13 a, m., and 2 to B p. m.
also welders' supplies and carbide fol
iso garago for rent. 828 North
home;
sale. N. M. rileel Co., Inc., phone 1M47-IR. asARGARKX CARTYVKK, HT
Eighth.
WANTED
Secondhand furniture
and oll RENT Large furnished room with Office Grant Illdg., Room U, Phon S7I.
Residence 1123 East Central
trunks. We buy everything in housetable board; rate for two people. 217
Phone 671.
hold goods.
Mux's Bargain Btore, 81o Bouth Fourth.
South First.
3.
Phone 858.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for
VV.
(VI.
MAX BARGAIN
M. D.
STOKB, at 916 Bouth
SHERIDAN,
few
now
healthseekcra;
reservation
Flist, will pay the highest prices for available.
Phone 2238-I'ractlco Limited to
and F H RENT Room an
your second-hanclothing, shoe
sleeping porch. GENITO - URINARY DISEASES
furniture.
Phone 868.
v 1th board for convalescent!;
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
gentlemen uny; private home. Phone 2148-iu;; CLEAN KltB
Wuaserman i,uborutnry In Connection.
9x1 2 Rugs Cleaned,
lng
2.00.
FOR
RENT
with-teepCltlwns
Nice
roomBank Bldg. Phono
88.
,
on
end up.
MATTRL.oi;.-itn.'vuii.l, 13
porches, with board, for convalescents.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin M.d.
612 South Broadway, phone
CHIROPRACTORS"
Reed,
Bedding Co., phone 471.
620.
DOKAK
BETTER
FINISHING It Is MODEKN
ACCOMMODATIONS
for
Chiropractor.
better. Return postage paid on mall
healthseeker, In country home; special
19 and Z Armijo Building-- .
orders. The Barnum Studio, 219 1, West care
to
bed patient; close to car
given
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
line. Afiurepa uox 224. city.
FOR RENT Apartment)
CLEANING PAPER and kalsomlne, waxFOR RENT Canvas sleeping porch, for:
ing floors, house and window cleaning,
young lady convalescent; also sleeping FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, fur- and all kinds of repair work; work guar- room
nlshed; modern. 823 South Third.
adjoining bath, for two; will give
anteed. John Goodnon, phone 634-table board or tray service, .115 Souih FOR RENT Good furnished two-rooWA.NTt'.D
Careful Kodak finishing. Sycamore.
apartment, on first floor. 612 North
Twice dally service. Remember, satisM fRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESTwelfth.
faction guaranteed. Bend your finishing A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor
tubercular
FOR
RENT Furnished, two rooms, bath
to a reliable, established firm.
Banna
convalescent;
graduate nurse In atand 2 large sleeping porches.
HIT
A Hanna. Master Photographers.
tendance; rate by the week or month. East Central.
2400-JCall
CLEANING
WINDOW
ALBUQUERQUE
FOR
RENT
Two furnished rooms, for
CO.
Windows
cleaned
and floors NEWLY
FUltNISIIHD
with
ROOMS,
Housekeeping; adult; no sick.
offices and houses
team heat, hot and cold water, two 724iignt
scrubbed; atures,
South Second.
and honest firs: class dining rooms, with best of
cleaned; reasonable rate
Three furnished housekeepwork. Postofflce box 101, A. Granone; home cooking.
Mrs . Hlgxins,
222ii Fail RENT
ing rooms; also two rooms and sleeping
leave your calls American Grocery, phone East Central. Occidental Hulldlng.
1004 Forrester.
252.
porch.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
A sunny furnished apartJ.ihn's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates, FOR RENT
ment of three rooms, bath and screened
HELP WANTED
817.60 to $25 per week; Include
private
room with aleeplng porch, connected to porch. 401 South Seventh.
Male.
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
WANTED
nursing; excellent meal, tray noporch, unfurnished; private entrance:
Experienced cook. Manhattan general no
small children. 208 North Walnut.
extras. All rooms have steam
service;
Cafe.
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev. FOR
Three-rooRENT
WANTED
apartment.
clerk
Experienced receiving
W. H. Zlegler, Superintendent,
Phone
modern, completely furnished, close In;
for work in wholesale grocery house. 491.
640 or 1107; no
water
Phon
310
paid.
North
First.
Apply
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE W furnish all
FOR RENT
Dwelling, FOR RENT Furnished three rooms.
kind ot help. Try our service. 110
private bath and sleeping porch; heat.
Foil RENT Two furnished room cotSouth Third, phone 354-water and light furnished. Apply 100
tage. 1727 West Central.
West
Central.
FOR RENT New house.
Call Averlll
WANTED
Experienced collar girl, Ex.
furFOlt RENT Two and three-roo- m
Apartment, apartment t
oelslor Laundry.
nished apartments, hot and i ild waur
FOR RENT
house.
Injiire
WANTED
Ulrl for general housework.
steam
and
and
heat;
light
20S
telephone
paid.
Marl
South Second.
Brothers.
Apply 423 South Third.
FOR SALE OR RENT Furnished or un- 41 south Broadway.
Girl for general housework.
WANTEDhouse.
furnished
621 East Cen- - FOR RENT Three rooms and Bleeping
Apply
Apply 328 North Thirteenth.
porch, completely furnished; one and
one-haWANTED
Girl for general housework; FOR
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
rour-rooRENT
810 North Thirteenth.
In
good wages.
mire 703 West Silver.
house, at 328 North Fourth. Dr.
WANTED Muld for general housework.
Apply mornings, 823 Weat Copper.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house at
WANTED
Woman for general nous
1008 Bouth Arno.
Call at 1702 East PTTIFORDTHB odd job""ma!?.
work; must be good cook. 706 West Grand.
Ai. kind nf worlr Phone 1471-Lead.
Odd Jobs carpentering, paintFOlt RENT Three-roofurnished house, WANTED
WANTED Woman or girl, from 18 years
ing and roof repairing. Phone 1468-sleeping porch, 326; key at 708 Easl
up, for housework. Call at 213 South Santa Fc.
BUILDING, alterations, repairing; la-- g
Second.
Job or small; work by contract "r oy
FOR RENT Four-roomodern house,
WANTED Girl for washing dishes and
two screened
porches and garage. the day; careful mechanic and reasonhousework; must speak English. 611 Phone 1238-able prices; work guaranteed; estimate
South Broadway.
17S5-FOR RENT Three-roohouse with free. Call
WANTED
A reliable girl or woman for
115.
glassed
sleeping
furnished,
.ONE
porch,
STAR Al'TO 1.I.NB
general housework. Call 1012 Bouth Phone 15G8-Tba orange colored cars, Engle, EleBroadway or phone 2140-FOR
RENT
Butt
Dam
and Hot Spring, N.
Furnished
phant
cottage
A cook in a family of four;
WANTED
with
cr M. Meet aU train at Engle, leaving
porch. Phone 2186-i- t,
Mr. XI. call 1102sleeping
good wage to right party,
East Copper.
a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
11:30
Hot
Spring
ft
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
Oldest Dam driver, best Dam car on
WELL furnished cement block bungaRoom and 110
EARN BOARD
month
low, glassed sleeping porch, sunny and the Dam line. .We drive our own car.
while attending school; oatalogu. free. warm; reasonable. Apply 218 South High.
Write for reeervstlons at our expense,
Mackay Business College, 8061 South FOR RENT Three-rooHBFFERNAN BROS., Prop.
furnished
Main, Los Angeles.
Hot Spring. N. M.
714
East
bath, sletnlng porch,
-WANTEI Ladles all over New Mexico Hazeldlne.
Call at 702 Bouth High,
to take order for my medallions; good phone 1310-pay. Write m4 for particulars.
Harry FOR RENT Modern three, four and five
TIME CARDS
Rea, SOS North
Second,
AlbiqUTQJi,
room apartments and houses; some
New Mexico.
furnished; steam heat. W. H. McMll-llo200
West Gold,
Male and FVmale.
YOUNG men, women, over 17, desiring FOR RENT Unfurnished
four room
bath, basement and two porches, at
government positions, $130 monthly,
R. Terry (former Civil Service examiner), 1201 East Copper.
Inquire at 210 North
R. Terry, (former Civil Service exmalner) (Vdnr. phone 2378-2
Continental Bld.. Washington. I). C. FOR Rent Three-roofurnished house.
WESTBOUND Dally.
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 Sou.n
BUSINESS CHANCES
Arrive.
Depart.
ldith; 224will be vacant December IS. In- Train.J
No.
The
Edith.
South
Soout.... 1:80 pm 1:30 pro
quire
FOR SALE
Garage, beat location In MODERN
11:00 am
Calif.
am
No.
Llmlted.lo:80
five-roohouse,
garage, No. T
town. Phone 879.
Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:20 am
Fourth ward; three and four-rooFOR SALE Small rooming house; long houses,
The Naval".. 12:36 am 1:4 am '
or lowland. Rollln U. No,
llghlands
,
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
SOUTHBOUND.
Outhrlrtt-e314 West Oold.
10:10 pra
n
No. 19 El Paso Exp
FOR SALE Small grocery and
n
FOR RENT Unfurnished
11:1 am
37
818
Call
No.
El Paso Exp
South Seventh.
at
dwelling.
house ot five rooms with large lot, at
EASTBOUND.
FOR SALE A meat market; everything 418 West Atlantio avenue; very handy
No.
I
Navajo.. i:lQ pra 1:40 pm
omplete. Call at 1106 East Central, to railroad employes, city Realty Co., No. 4 Ths
Calif. Limited, 6.00 pm 4:40 pm
207 West Oold. phone 667.
phone 76S-No. 18. F. Eight.. 1:36 pm 1:10 pm
FOR SALE On of tha best business
No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am T:60 am
MONEY TO LOAN
15 Souih
properties In Albuquerque.
FROM 60UTH.
Flrat street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
MoNE Y TO LOAN On watches, dia- No. J6 From El Paso 8:36 pm
monds, guns and everything valuable. No. 30 From El Pao 7:00 am
I
OPPORTUNITY
offered for invest- Mr. B. Marcus, 113 South First.
No. to connect at Telen with No. tl
ment In locel commercial enterprise;
for Clovls, Pecea Valier. Xanar City and
safe and profitable. Address Postofflce MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
O
Coast
con
and gold jewelry; liberal reliable,
bog 214, Albuquerque, N. M.
No, 19 connect, at BaUn with No. II
fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 106 N. 1st
FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondfrm Clovle and point east and (oath
hand pool table and one billiard table. CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diamonds watches. Liberty bonds, plan i.
In firs'-clacondition; also on twelve-foLoweet
rates. Rothman'a
aoda fountain, A- -l condition. In automobile.
117 South Flrat.
Bonded to the alate.
T4'.
quire nt 121 West Silver.
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established
mercantile business, located on railroad. Will sell for value of Improvement
alon, CoO'l reason for aelllng. If Interested In good-site- d
proposition, address postofflce box 638, Albuquerque.
AUTO necessity ot the highest merit that
aell
Itself on 80 day' free trial.
Profit liberal. Fast seller. Thousands
now In use. Excellent opportunity for
Seven-roodwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern' In
ubttantlal buslnesa of your own. Write
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
now for exclusive territory.
Service
Will Be Sold at a Saorlfice. Easy Terms.
Frontage
Cushion Tub Co., 4010 East 16th street,
2409-R-

FOK

FOR SALE Good milk cow and chickens. Phono 2417-Jand frying
FOR SALE Bucks, doe
rabbits. 710 West Lead.
FOR SALE Fresh young cow, giving
three gallons milk. 717 South Arno.
FOR SALE Milk goat, cheap; also two
Call at 116
Rhode Island roosters.
West Sliver, phone 678.
FOR SALE Two horses, two colts, 100
chicken and good collie dog, cheap.
Mr. Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh
FOR SALE Gentle driving horse, light
spring wagon and buggy harne; also
One block east ot
good stock saddle.
Armijo postofflce, phone 2402-JHORSES
FOR SALE We have some
good work horse and mule for ale.
310 North Broadway.
Prices are cheap;
alao heavy set ot harness and heavy saddle for sale,
FO't SALE Ten head of Missouri mules,
ten head of work horses and mares
and twelve head of HolsUIn and Jersey
ceive reward.
milk cows, for sale cheap or will trade on
Cow at corner of Mountain
LOST Waterman fountain pen, valued town lots,
(liy The Associated Press.)
as Xmaa gift; finder please notify Miss road and Fourth; mile and horse at
FOR S
Washington, Dec. 27. President Ina Miller.
He'll' Livery Stable. Phone 842-aa South Arno.
or 46.
ve
and Mrs. Harding Monday will
REPAIRING and upholster- fUHNlTiatk)
Tortoise-shelin
l
glasses, lost
the White House New Year's LOST
Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Co,
iug.
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
corner Central and Second, Dereception which was discontinued cember 82. Phone 684; suitable reward. FC 1 SALE Six Rhode Island hen
solid mahogany
lai FOR
11
bed and dining room let: bargain.
during the Wilson administration.
on
rooster. 1001 East street, phone North
Kift-h,
FOR SALE Ranches
They will receive members of the
265.
SALE Beds, mattresses, table.
diplomatic corps, cabinet members
altaita ranch, WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS "t FOR
bALi. Furty-aci- e
chalra aftoVrugs, all In good condition.
and' their, families and the public FOR
tout mil a from city. Inquire 400 Weat
302 South
all kind. Phone 862-itMHBoutn jrno.
at large. 'Several thousand persons Oold.
Broadway.
two
are expected to attend. The usual FOR SALU Country home, stuooo bouse, FOR SALE Only a few of those fine FOR BALSH-Tw- o
library table
dressing tables, two heavy leather arm
hours are 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. v
Rock and R. I. Red pullet
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
Plymouth
one
ana
kitchen
leveral odd
.
table,
ranoh; In alfalfa and left; just beginning te lay. 1703 North chalra,
lights; en ten-aochair. 406 West Central.
HAD KIDNEY TROUBLE IKS orchard. AdsUess Postofflce box 877, or Second.
china cabinet,
I
phone 8407-FOR SALE Entire stock puro bred 8. C. FOR SALE Morris chair,
YEARS.
dressers and large
kltchenXuvboard,
R. I. Red, breeding pens r single;
ranch, two mile
Don't give up hope If you are FOR SALE Four-acr- e
used
stock of hlgh-gra- d
furniture,
fine
a
Mu.
also
bronse
of
lot
from postofflce, on main ditch; 4"ub.e
turkey.
priced right. 226 South First.
suffering from backache.
H. B. Watkln. phone 2 416-Jgarage, chicken houses, t'o!a,
matlo pains, stiff, swollen Joists. house,
One
and
SALE
mattres
FOR
bedstead,
also fur- RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
blooded chickens and
always tired feeling, pains In gtiiin niture: terme Phone turkeys;
prlngs, aanltajgy couch and pad, ga
8418-JR. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rock,
S.
second-han- d
arm
good
range,
chair,
and muscles or other symptoms! of
cockerel for breeding, fresh ground green
sewing machine; all In good condition; Kana City, Mo,
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-bone.
kidney trouble. J. T. OBborn, R,
FOR RENT Ranches
never used y sick, tot North Arno.
D. No. 1, Lucasvllle, 0 writes:
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Red,
PAPERING
PAINTING
FOR
M.
Ranch.
KENT
Mandell,
Apply
a auperb lot of cocks and cockerels for
had kidney trouble for 10 ycars.Vi
IK Weat Central.
HEN considering painting, paperhang- Room
order
sale. Book
for BABY FOR
now,
tried all kinds of kidney remedlli
e
or
Eighty-acrFOR
OR
RENT
SALE
Ing
kalsomlnlng, call 234, or call at
CHICKS; by so doing, you Insure delivery
but tney did me no good. I took o
ery 'dwirauie uffic SOT East Central, for Hanson A Powers,
ranch, four-roo- m
house, seven mile exact date desired. & P. Hay, 236 North FOR KiNT ihre
first-clas- s
bottle of Foley Kidney Fills a
rant
water:
and
will
heat
room,
and paperhangere;
light,
east ot town; fireplace, water and
painter
High.
whole, A. B, miner, we guarantee all our work; no job too
Mai Matt Central, nho'aa
Call
they helped me so much I am w
par,ely or
121.
too
or
Central,.
email.
wet
Journal
Ads
Sold
phone
big
...
Want
...
.
bring result, lit)
.everywhere,
now,"

rurand;

Cut out the picture on all four
side.- - Then carefully fold dotted
line 1 its entire length. Then dotted
line 2. and so on. Fold each section underneath accura.ely. When
completed turn over and yott'H find
a surprising; result. Save therplc- -

Insurance.

158.

SPLENDID

tli

X'l

steam

bed-roc-

WArmD

THt FaTCOOK WOOtj
UKE.TOBEHtl.PED
ACROSS TH' CHASM!

stucco,

n
heat, hardwood floors, built-i- Lofeatures, lot 150x800 feet.
cated in the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward. Priced at
A, L, MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto

Real Estate.
110 Sonth Third Street

Realtors.

Third and Gold.

START RIGHT
Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How's this?

Phone

n

Snrety Honda.
soiltn J.ourui ntreer, next 10
l'hone 674.

HOME

three-roo-

stucco

whits

built-i-

'

home? Large
new garage; and see if you
don't feel better in 1923.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtor
218 W. Gold.
Phone 450-J- t
dandy

Ackerson & Griffith,
120 S.

$4,000

HOME.

Central avenua, arge
lot and priced to sell; good
terms, v

6

Plione

REALTORS

OWNER LEAVES THE CITY
JASl'AKY FIRST
You will agree that this is ft
mighty good value when you
look It over.
Eight rooms, nice porches, fireplace, plenty
large
closets,
basement with laundry tubs,
etc., gas; large lot, sidewalks,
shade trees, lawn, garage; vbest
of location.
Near Itoblnaon
Park. Terms.

BEACTIFl X BRIGHT

Several good houses and apartments for rent.

210 W. Gold.

'

& CO,,

.

!

1

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

ITT

1

CAJRPJERING

FOE SALI

EF.
Ground

Floor Cromwell

Building.

TfVt

mum

A
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AND CRACKERS?

CENTRA iL

Head lettuce Today.
Bacon We were fortunate in

have fresh California

Swift's

package Premium
having a Supply today.
Butter lias Declined.

313 MnrMo Avenue.

Phones

I

LErsGopflgTIMF
mgggggggtm

fmriir

,

,lltin

YEARS"

"SILENT

The Spirit of "Mother Kternnl"
From the Novel "Mam'sclle Jo," by Harriett Comstoek

Pauline Starke and Rose Dione
ARE

THE STARS

"FOX NEWS"
And "MUTT AND JEFF" CARTOONS
KEGILAR ADMISSION I'KICES

LOCAL ITEMS

PRE-INVENTO-

Coal Supply Co- - Phone 4 and B.
There will be a regular meeting
of the Elks tonight at 8 o'clock,
The Woman's club chorus will
meet at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon
at the club house.
Mrs. C. B. Kennedy of Canton.
S. V., will arrive today tt attend
the marriage of her son, Benjamin
R. Kennedy, to Miss Lois M.
Stearns. The ceremony will take
place Thursday noon.
Save costs of a stilt ty paying
your poll tax this week. Pay nt
State National bank or at, the High
school.
The Royal Neighbors will meet
Odd
tonight at 7:30 o'clock at the InitiFellows hall. There will he
ation and a lunch.
G. K. Warren post. Women's
Relief Corp, No. 1, will meet at
2:80 o'clock this afternoon at the
Odd Fellows hall.
Miss Augusta Bejach left last
night for El Paso to visit her sister, Mrs. Harry Simon.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 844-The art class of the Woman's
club will meet this afternoon at 2
o'clock. AH members are requested to come.
Miss Tersa Wehr, a teacher In
the high school, was called home
Monday by the sudden death of
her father, Charles Wehr.
Mrs. R. L. Goodrich and children ar spending the holidays
here, the guests of W. W. McDon
who spent
ald. Mr. Goodrich,
Christmas here, has returned to
Needles, California.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

SALE
j

Merchandise In Stock
At Greatly Reduced Prices
All

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

First

St.

Phone

917-- J

AND

FUNERALS

mended to congress by army engi-

i

neers.

On the Inner harbors for n ehnn-jnfrom the outer end of the Jetties to Webster street, thirty feet
deep nnd 600 fet wide generally
land widening in front of the mu-- ;
nlrlp.nl whaf to the pier head line,

channel,
Brooklyn
basin, for dredging to the extent
of thirty feet deep and BOO feet

wide, J. r,26,fino.
On the
SANCHEZ The funeral of Peturning basin at the
dro N. Sanchez, son of Mr. and east end of Brooklyn basin to make
It
thirtv feet deep, EOO feet wide
Mrs. Frank Sanchez, who died at
608 North Walter street yesterday, and 1,200 feet long, $1111.100.
For dredging the tidal canal
will be held this morning at 9

o'clock from the family residence channel to Park street to provide
to San Felipe church. Interment a depth of thirtv feet and width of
will take place in Santa Barbara 275 feet, $225,200.
The engineers contended that the
Garcia and Sons will
cemetery.
work on the inner
government's
have charge.
harbor should be made contingent
on the willingness of local interests
ROBKON.
Funeral services for
Mrs. Edna M. ftnbson, who died to construct and maintain a dike
t.,. 1.11 across north channel In Brooklyn
har. flii'iutmid A n
at Strong Brothers chapel this aft-- ! ft,,.,n t0 rr.ovlle fw
ernoon at 1:30 o'clock, Rev. F. E government any nece. sary right of
channels
nnd
way fov dredged
McGuIre of the Methodist church suitable
dumping grounds for maAfter the service the terial
officiating.
dredged during construction
body will bo taken to her former and maintenance.
home In Ditnlap, Iowa. Her mother
arid three sons will accompany it.

I

BODIES OF 2 MEN ARE

0FST.

--

(

Manhattan Cafe

RG7--

V

f6ji

North

p'
!

0.
'

ml.

CREIGIITON WINS.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 27. Crelgh-to- n
university captured the second
and final basketball game of the
series with Colgate university
at the Crelghton gymnasium
by a score of 85 to 24. Both teams
displayed an aggressive
spirit,
though the locals had the edge
throughout the contest.
ht

where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.

,v

lb

sentence In jail. He
was released after serving the
sentence and was moved to the
buroau of charities colony,
where he has remained for
several
weeks. He is not
strong, and has been doing
only light tasks around the
colony since that time.
"The colony is fine," he declared yesterday, after making
other arrangements, "but I
felt that when I stayed" there
I was under obligations to
some on! and independence
Is what I want.
So I decided
to smash the window again
and so get back Into Jail a
fellow can be independent
y

'

"

"f

4m

-

Fourth

Thomas'
ICE CREAM
Iliiir-Gullo-

n

Packed

Delivered.
SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED.
I'honu 313.
Sl.OO,

THURSDAY

rKYSICI.W SUICIDES.

Gonden. Colo.. Dec. 27. Dr.
Arthur Davis, prominent Durango
physician, shot and killed hlmseit
late yesterday at the home of his
brother-in-laFred Rogers, near
here. Mr. Davis had been taking
treatment In Denver following a
Annslaeio Trujlllo, who drove his nervous breakdown and had gone
automobile Into the crowd of per- to the Rogers
over the
home
sons who were waiting to board n Christmas holiday.
street car at the State National
bank corner Thursday afternoon
and forloiisly Injured Miss Vera
Welsh, 1314 East Copper avenue,
and hurt a number of other per
sons, was fined $10 and costs in EXPERT WATCHMAKER,
Justice of the Peace W. W. McCIel- lan's court
yesterday afternoon. JEWELER and ENGRAVER
Trujillo was charged with driving in
215 South Second St.
manner without the
a reckless
proper care for the lives and safety
of others.
He testified that his brakes did
JOHNSON COAL CO.
Vio ntlomntpd tn apt
lint n'irk
them nnd that he was unable to
Coal nnd Wood.
avoid the accident. Miss Welsh Is
Gallup Lump SI 1.50 n Ton
be
to
00
NORTH
slowly
FIRST STREET
reported
recovering
from her Injuries, which included a
Plioiie 888-fracture of the skull.

msioFi

0.

C.

wl-in-

MAN WANTED HERE

ARRESTED

JH"

IS
TUCSON

Jeweler
FOGG, TheJewelry

E. A. Pond, wanted hern on a
charge of fraudulently converting Just out of the nigh rent district.
$400 to his own use when in reality
Opposite Postoffice.
122 S. Fourth
it was the property of Margaret E. Phone 003-Oeorge, has been arrested in Tucreson, Ariz., according to a wire
ceived by Sheriff Tony Ortiz yesSheriff Ortiz made arterday.
rangements to secure extradition
once and to go to Tucson
at
papers
for the prisoner.
J.

PIHIOH

Malone Taxi & Transfer 158

J.

W.

BRASFIELD

Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss and
American.
English
makes.

First

117 S.

Phone

Call

3 7

For Holiday Gifts
15c a Pound
Any quantity.
1114 West Central Ave.
Phone

1

Inspector. Sanla Fe R'y

Turner Adair Post

Shelled Pinon Nuts

Meeting Tonight 'At

rfflwl

LABOR HALL
for

(PC . tAljJ

Albuquerque. . 7:45
in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:00
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque 7:80

am
am
pm
pm

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store,

Phone 678
V. Silver.

ELMS HOTEL
rooms in the state-st-eam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double..
With bath (2.60 single anu
double S3. 00.
Finest

210

West

i.V'

Now,

l

rich and famous,

had found her first
1oV8

V

I

ji
jl

"past"

1"
,!u "'VvV
f'liV
vjf f v'iM5'
Ms 'ill
flTlMdJt

(iemanded

Come and see
LIsa fiBht U out!

fc

m$kyf&

sjsgf
Rtotfl'

love.

A

!i

tne trut
Lizzie

n'

e

Story by Rita Weinman
Directed by John S. Roberts'

.

Photoplay by Josephine Lot'.
i

II

Added Attractions

"HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES"
"CURRENT EVENTS"
Regular Prices.

Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 Per Ton

ALBUQUERQUE TRANSFER
Phono 542, 401 North First St.

Carnival Dance!

litem
CONTINUOUS

to be given at I
AK MU K I
TONIGHT, DEC. 28

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

8:30 O'clock.

Sand Storm Jazz
Orchestra

W

10 Cent Dance.

Hi

GOOD

nAGAN COAL

On account of not having our
retail yard In readiness, it will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lamp Coal,
Delivered $11.00 per Ion.
IIAGAN COAL MIXES

Phone

620

BUYS

BERT LYTELL in a scene from "LADYFINGERS"

i

METRO

Slightly used Victrolas, table and cabinet machines.

Your 1921

PICTURE

311 W. Central

KEVBEN

K. WALTON

"LADY

FINGERS"
Production

Bayard Veiller
ADDED

PEIUIY

ATTRACTION

"SPIKING THE SPOOKS"

COAL and WOOD
QUALITY

I

IN

A
WM.

,

LYTELL

T

Albuquerque ftlusic Store
Phone 778

CORPORATION

Presents

A
SATISFACTION

Two-Pa-

rt

VANITY

REGULAR

Comedy
PRICES

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

Poll Tax

4

and unless
or before

1921,
the law requires suit
for collection to be

brought.

3

Coal! Coal! Coal!

Central

SEItVICE

on
December

I

num'"'G'

and won t
world as "ze
Rt
Blan actress, Lisa Parsinovi
Had even invented' a lui

I

Ball

ARMORY

Singer Cigar

Brown's Transfer

paid

VaTsons

Ehe had 'ooled

'

jcat
JjViFiii

.Y(

X&-z- st

Wednesday, Dec. 28
8:30 p. m.
Proceeds to Be Devoted to Charity.
Regular Prices.

Uizl

V

vr l'

1922

Carnival

Big

M

1

Xsj

Election of Officers

Prompt nnd Efficient Service.

Is now due

i

No. 401,
V. F. W.

AT LAST

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Fannie S. Spitz. Tel S02. 323 N.
Tcnth'St. Send for mall order list

118

J

presenti

iwkM 4mfh'

VANN

STAGE
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Machine

Hodges.

Adolpli.Zuir

OUR

109

Phone 600

C. A.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY 1

917-- J

TRANSFER

GUYS

HUTS

TODAY AND TOMORROW

WATCH REPAIRING

Watch

corn whisky was found In his posProhibition
session.
authorities
were notified,
and they cited
Merino for a preliminary hearing
before the commissioner.

1 9L

THEAT

Two youths, Mike Lamb and
were startled to
Chauncey Cole,
meet their parents and officials of
the forest service as they came
down Kmbudito canyon in the San
lia mountains yesterday afternoon.
They hadn't figured on being met
nd taken Dome, in fact they
hadn't figured on spending the
night in the mountains at all when
they rode out ,' on their bicycles
Monday.
A searching party was started out
after the boys yesterday morning
when they failed to return to their
homes during the night. The two
started on a bicycle trip to the
on Monday morning,
mountains
taking with them only a few sand
wiches, and expecting to return be
When they did not
fore night.
come back their parents became
alarmed for their safety and sent
two automobiles out after them.
The wheels were tracked to the
canyon where they had been left
and the footsteps of the boys were
followed up the canyon. The boys,
both of whom are about 18 years
old, explained that they had expected to come home before night, but
had decided to stay in the mountains and sleep in a cave all night.
The party returned to the city late
yesterday afternoon.

made

is possible that inquiry
be
held
regarding
White's sanity.

HIT-CROW-

PARTY SEARCHES NEAR
MOUNTAINS FOR BOYS
WHO SPEND NIGHT OUT

there."

It

DRIVER WHO

December 28,

Must Meet the Rigid Reiiulrementf
of tlio Santa Fo Tune Service
Department. '.. ,

SMALL QUANTITY OF
WHISKEY MAY PROVE
Mrs. Josephine Fay.
COSTLY TO MERINO
I
Because she threatened the life
reof
with
a
a
Chicago
policeman
EXPENDITURES FOR
Charged with the possession and
volver Mrs. Josephine Fay of that
M. Merino
transportation of a.liquor,
IMPROVING OAKLAND
city has been lined $100 and costs was
rtlaeert under XfiOO bonH Men- to a year in the
and
sentenced
D.
F. McDonald, United
fl.ly by
HARBOR RECOMMENDED n0UBe of correction
by Judfre Jae- - states commissioner. A Ford tour- ods. Mrs. r ay, in court, was re- ng car In which he was driving has
pentant and said she was not her- been confiscated pending the reWashington. Dec. 27. Expendisult of his trial.
self
at the time of the trouble.
tures of $1,371,450 for the Improve
Merino was arrested by the police
ment of Oakland
harbor, San
Sunday night, and a half gallon of
Francisco hay, has been recom--

1

f

the only way

'

of Court.

Wllllo Brown, proprietor of the
"Central Bar" and Alessandro
MatteuccI, owner of the property,
were cited yestertlay afternoon by
the district attorney's office for
contempt cf court for failure to
obey the order issued by the district
court November 22 enjoining them
from operating and conducting a
building for Immoral use.
The court at the hearing November 22 found that such a place was
being run at the Central bar by
Willie Brown and that the property
was owned by MatteuccI, and enjoined the further use of the property for this purpose under the law
of 1921. The contempt case will
probably be heard today by the district court.
Mable Mazon
and Frank Auld
were also elted by the district atto
office
appear in court
torney's
and Rhow cause why their place,
known as the "Liberty Bar" In Old
Town, Rhould not be enjoined from
operating in disregard to the state
laws. It is aliened In the complaint
ihHt Mable Mazon operates the
"Liberty Bar" and that the property
is owned by Frank Auld.
In another charge, it Is alleged
by the district attorney's office that
liable Mazon is operating an Immoral house and her arrest In this
charge is also asked.

BROWN. Funeral services for
FOUND IN WEEDS IN A
Charles Wm. Brown were held at
LOUIS
SUBURB
the home at S23 North Eleventh
street yesterday afternoon. Rev. F.
E. McGuire officiating. Interment
Phone 81.
(fly The Avuofintrd Trrits.)
M. A. Ochoa, Otto Scheer and F. was in the family lot in Fairvlew
St. Louis Mo.. Dec. 27. Bodies
were
Brothers
Gonzales were each fined J15 in cemetery.
two
of
men were
unidentified
Strong
found In weeds in I'nlversitv City,
police court yesterday on charges In charge of arrangements.
of violating the city traffic laws
a suburb, today. Both were shot
McGEE. The remains of John through the head and apparently
W. M. Stone was fined $20 on a
II. McGce were shipped last nls?ht has been dead several days,
similar charge.
They
to his former home In Tiflsa, Ok!a. appeared about 21 years old.
A
In charge.
were
Brothers
In
one
of
men's
draft
Strong
the
pockets
HOLE IS WASHED IN
bore tbo name of Everett E. SumCAMPBELL. The remains oi mers with a Toledo, O., address.
ARIZONA CANAL BANKS
James F. Campbell, Jr., were
With the draft card were reshipped last night to the home of ceipts for dues paid to the Broth(Br The Associated VrpM.)
his
in
father
Bradford. Pa. Strong erhood of Locomotive Firemen nnd
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 27. Last Brothers
were in charge.
Engineers at Iianvllie, 111. A letnight's flood in Cave Creek washed
ter addressed to Summers bore the
a hole in the banks of the Arizona
WILIMEK.
The
remains of street number 32:t South Elena
eanal, principal artery of the Salt George Wilimek
will bo shipped street, Redondo, Calif., nnd was
River Valley irrigation district, :.0 this afternoon to his
former
home signed by .1. H. Williams of the Los
feet long and poured 1,000 acre in
Irving, Iowa. His wife arrived Angeles offices of the Southern Pafeet of water onto the cultivated In the
It Indicated that
city too late to see her hus- cific railway.
lands of the district, according to band alive.
She will accompany Summers souslit reinstatement as
officials of the Salt River Valley the
a
east.
Brothers
master.
body
Strong
yard
Water Users' association. None of are In
charge.
the water, however,
passed the
of
FINANCIAL
miles
WORRIES
north
grand canal, three
COATES.
Funeral services for
Phoenix.
James
was
VETS
who
killed
OF
DISABLED
Coates,
Seventeen thousand acre feet of
day by a Santa Fe train,
water came down from Cave Creek Christmas
BE
WILL
were
held yesterday from Strong
JJUT SHORT
last August when the western por- Brothers'
Burial Tvas in
chapel.
tion of Phoenix, including the state Faiiview
(By The AMoHated Trfiw.)
cemetery.
capltol, was flooded.
Chicago, Dec. 27. Plans of the
Reports to the Water Users' asNational
Veterans' bureau to cut
VILAS
of Howard
sociation officials said that the Vilas were The remains
short the financial worries of disshipped to Los Angeles abled
Verde river also was at flood stage en
soldiers were announced tonumber one laid night for burial,
and that water was pouring over
day by A. A. Sprague, chairman of
his
widow
accompanied
by
and
the granite reef diversion dam at Mrs. I'.ittenhouse.
the national hospitalization comthe rate of 25,000 second feet, Son were in charge. Blakemore and mittee of the American
legion. Colequal to water three feet deep
onel Charles R. Forbes, head of
In
along the entire length of the dam,
a
the
ORTIZ The funeral of Floren-tin- a
bureau,
telegram to Mr.
1,000 feet. They said their InforOrtiz, who died last. Monday Spraguo promised to issue orders
mation indicated thatthe Verde morning
at hen residence, 1318 that "all persons In cleanup camwas rising and that by morning South Third
street, was held yes- paign work shall be dispatched to
water would be flowing over the terday afternoon
nt 3 o'clock. The hospitals In their respective disdam at the rate of 30,000 second funeral was private. Burial
was In tricts" to work on pending comfeet. This water flows down the San Jose cemetery. Crollott was in pensation claims of the men. This
Salt river and is expected to do no charge.
telegram follows request for "bedside decisions," on the claims, made
damage.
MALDONADO The funeral of by Hanford MacN'Ider, national
Benito MaliKna&e, wlio died last commander of the legion, who said
BOYS TO CAMP AT
Sunday night nt a local hospital, that the financial worries, caused
CIENEGA CANYON will bo held
this morning at 9 by delays, hindered recovery o
o'clock from the family residence. men In hospitals.
Twenty boys have signed up for Burial will be in Alameda cemetery.
three-da- y
MEMBER OF MEXICAN
the
camp at the Crollott will have charge.
Rotary club scoat cabin at Clenega
CABINET QUITS POST
BACtllCHA
The
funeral
of
on
and
will
the
canyon
start
trip
this morning at 8 o'clock. The Dimas L. Paehicha, who died last
her
Mexico City, Dec. 2T (by the Asresidence,
morning at
boys will be taken as far as Tijeras Sunday
in autos and trucks and will then 407 South Harelas road, will be sociated Press.) Rafael Zubaran,
held this afternoon nt 3 o'clock secretary of industry, rommerce and
hike the rest of the distance.
from the resilience. Burial will be labor, has resigned. President
They will hike back to Tijeras In
San Jose cemetery. Crollott is
has taken no action yet on
Friday morning and will bo met by in chnrge.
the resignation.
autos which will bring them home.
Senor Zubaraji's action follows a
The boys will be In charge of Glen
MARTINEZ Eleuterlo Martinez, recent attack upon his honesty in
O. Ream, scoutmaster. ,
age 73, died yesterday (ffternoon at the chamber of deputies.
his residence after a short Illness.
Secretary Zubaran, after this InUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
He is survived by one son, Roberto cident,
conferred with President
of
one
.Martinez,
and
this city,
Obregon, who assured him his
DOINGS
daughter, Mrs. Delfina Roblcs, of honesty was unquestioned, but the
Santa Fe. The funeral arrange- president failed to make a public
the
Notwithstanding
holiday ments are pending. Crollott is in declaration of this and the secreseason, eight different parties se- charge.
tary's resignation followed.
lected and purchased lots on the
SALAR The funeral of Ancora
Heights
preparatory to spring
C, If. CONNER, M. T. I). O.
building.
Salas, who died last Monday afterSpecialist.
Santa Claus apparently was un- noon at her residence, 443 West Stern Osteopathic
Bldic. Tel. 701 J. 2033-usually kind to our "kiddles." Ru- Pacific avenue, will be held this
mor has It that he did not get stuck afternoon from the family resiin a single chimney and that he dence. Burial will he in San Jose
THY Tllfc
found nearly all of the good boys cemetery. Crollott will have charge.
and girls In bed, asleep,
hen he
CITY Kl.rCTRH) BIIOR BHOP
got there.
213 South Hrcond.
rbnn
Prof. Lynn B. Mitchell has puryour meals
Tree ('nil and Delivery.
chased the Ward Shepard property
124
on Columbia avenue. This home Is
We deliver any size any
one of the coziest on the Heights.
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WINDOW BROKEN
AGAIN BY WHITE
I can gain economic independence at this time," Is the explanation of F. M. White, who,
for the second time in three
months, threw a brick through
the plate glass window at the
State National Bank yesterday
afternoon.
"I haven't a thing In the
world
against a bank," he
added, "but as there Is always an officer by the State
National corner, I figured
there was no chance of mo
breaking the window and not
being caught."
About three months, ago
White threw a brick through
the window and was given a

OA

J468.90O.
On
south
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LIFE

District Attorney Files Complaint Claiming William
Brown, Proprietor, Is In
Contempt

HOMER H, WARD

WARDS STORE.

i POLICEMAN'S

STATE NATIONAL

"1 figure this Is

ALSO THE BEANS
Should

MUST SERVE YEAR
OR THREATENING

OFFICIALS TRY
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Wo Have Good rrodi
Crnckcrs and Good Cheese.
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WILL WE GET DOWN TO CHEESE

a

J

.

i

Let our

PHONES

5

Tracks Bring Comfort to Your Ilonio

CERRILL0S EGG COAL

31,

'

For the convenience of the
public, a clerk has be.n
placed in the State National Bank, to ' receive
poll tax payments, during
banking hours, 10 a. m.
to 3 p. m.
BOARD OF
EDUCATION

,'v:v,;.-c-f"'iii.-

Price, $11.25 Per Ton
NEW
.

YEAR'S

EVE

Least Expensive.
Burns Longer
i.
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wooc'
'
V
Real Gallup Lump Coal

DANCE

-

SANDSTORM ORCHESTRA

Armory

New Year's

IIAIIN COAL CO.
PHONE 91.

Eve

T

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT
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